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"HOTLAB" Plenary Meeting 2004, Halden

Summary

IFE organized from 6th to 8th of September 2004 the annual HOTLAB plenary meeting at Halden and
Kjeller, Norway. It was the 42nd annual plenary meeting in the "European Hot Laboratories Research
Capabilities and Needs" series (former Hot Laboratories and Remote Handing). With a tradition of almost
four decades, the European Working Group on "European Hot Laboratories Research Capabilities and
Needs", at present formalized within the EC 6th Framework Progamme HOTLAB, is firmly established as
the major contact forum for the nuclear R&D facilities at the European scale.

During three days the meeting brought together more than 60 specialists from Hot laboratories and
nuclear transport companies from 14 European countries, such as Belgium, Czech Republic, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Netherlands, Romania, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, United
Kingdom, and Norway at Park Hotel in Halden for technical sessions. 42 persons attended a technical
visit to the nuclear facilities at IFE Kjeller.

The goal of the yearly plenary meeting was to:

• Exchange experience on analytical methods, their implementation in hot cells, the methodologies used
and their application in nuclear research.

• Share experience on common infrastructure exploitation matters such as remote handling techniques,
safety features, QA-certification, waste handling, etc.

• Promote normalisation and co-operation, e.g. by looking at mutual complementarities.
• Prospect present and future demands from the nuclear industry and to draw strategic conclusions

regarding further needs.

The main themes of the five topical oral sessions of the Halden plenary meeting cover:
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• Work package (WP) leaders report (3) and specific paper (9): presentation (WP1) of PIE facility
databases, i.e. one worldwide (IAEA) and one inside the European communities. Reports from present
& future needs (WP2) and on nuclear transports (WP3) (restricted).

• Refabrication and instrumentation: available equipments, technical characteristics such as
fabrication procedures, hot-cell compatibility, and practical experiences (5 papers).

• Post irradiation examination: updated and new remote techniques and methodologies, new
materials such as inert matrix fuels, spallation sources and neutron absorber materials (9 papers).

• Refurbishment and decommissioning reports on refurbishment and decommissioning of PIE
facilities (7 papaers).

• Waste and transport; hot laboratory waste characteristics and handling, spent fuel research (5
papers).

The proceedings of the meetings will be published on the "HOTLAB" project web site hosted by SCK-
CEN (http://www. sckcen.be/hotlab/). The next plenary meeting will be hosted by NRG, Petten, The
Netherlands, May 23rd - May 25th 2005.

Session 1 "Work package (WP) leaders report and specific papers" chaired by
Leo Sannen (SCKCEN- BE) and co-chaired by Jean Y. Blanc (CEA Saclay, FR)
The HOTLAB Project is currently divided into 3 work packages (WP). WP1 consists in implementing a
database on available European hot laboratories and examinations that can be performed in hot cells, on
a dedicated website hosted by SCK-CEN at Mol, Belgium (http://www.sckcen.be/hotlab/). WP2 should
provide a status of present and future needs for the European hot laboratories. WP3 should provide a
database on transport casks that are used for going from nuclear power station to hot laboratories and
between hot laboratories; this cask database will be hosted on the same website as hot cell facilities of
WP1.

During session 1 of the 2004 HOTLAB Plenary Meeting, the three work package leaders presented the
status report of their respective tasks. As this is handled inside Contract N° FI60-CT-2003-508850
granted by the European Commission, the results are restricted to Hotlab members.

However some papers are open. The first paper, presented by Håkon K. Jenssen (IFE Kjeller, Norway),
described the IAEA database on Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) Facilities Database. This database
can be found on the IAEA site, inside the Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System - iNFCIS
pages, at the following address: http://www-nfcis.iaea.org/Default. This database is derived from a
catalogue of such facilities worldwide that the IAEA issued in the 1990s, in the frame of the Examination
and Documentation methodology for Water Reactor Fuel programme (EDWARF-2). It includes a
complete survey of the main characteristics of hot cells and their PIE capabilities. Although carefully built
and somehow similar to the HOTLAB database, the IAEA database has a different goal (only LWR
examinations), a different area (worldwide instead of European), is less flexible (in updating or
enclosures) and does not deal with a cask catalogue.

The presentation given by Geert Thys (SCK-CEN Mol) was a demonstration of the actual status of the
HOTLAB database. The part of the site open to the public can be found at the above given address:
http://www.sckcen.be/hotlab/. Evolutions of this base will be available for the public after the completion of
HOTLAB project, by end of June 2005.

The next technical presentation by Florentin Lange (GRS - Koln, Germany) was expressing some needs
concerning the safety of nuclear material transportation (see also the Patram 2004 conference in Berlin).
Some work has already been realised with the Franhaufer Institute to simulate and quantify the aerosols
generated by the crash of a cemented radioactive waste block. A specific attention should be given to the
possible transformation of UO2 into U3O8. F. Lange suggested that the same kind of work should be
performed on irradiated material in hot cells, using a Pellini hammer to measure the energy during the
crash and a sieve to classify the aerosols. He proposes to elaborate a European Research Programme
on that topic together with ITU, the Fraunhofer Institute, BNFL, ACL, etc.
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The last presentation given by Martin Mandla (NCS - Hanau, Germany), explained all the requirements
needed for correct control of nuclear transports and dose rate measurements. The importance for good
control of neutron dose rate was emphasised by Gilbert Bruhl (CEA, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France).

Session 2 "Refabrication and Instrumentation" chaired by Karl Silberstein (CEA
Cadarache, FR) and co-chaired by Hans-Jorg Kleemann (IFE Kjeller, NO)
In this session five presentations were given, describing the needs for advanced hotlab work in the future.
These needs can be divided into three parts:

The necessity of hotlabs to modify and provide material for further testing in an experimental reactor. This
was described in the presentation - Instrumentation and experimental fuel and future needs for PIE and
hotcell work - given by H. Thoresen (IFE HRP Halden, Norway). The presentation described the research
facility of the OECD Halden Reactor Project, an international cooperation directed to improve safety and
economy for operation and design of nuclear power plans. In detail the possibilities of irradiation of test
rigs with instrumented fuel rods and material specimens were given. Different instrumented fuel rod
designs and experimental rigs were described and the type of online measurement in the reactor shown.
The presentation also described the need for more material tests since the reactors are getting older.
Some key words are: Cracking of irradiated materials, effect of water chemistry on crack growth and
initiation, pressure vessel ageing, qualification of replacement materials, life extension of existing power
plants.

The burn up of fuel is more and more increasing and the need for updated data under those extended
irradiation condition is still essential. One way to get those data for evaluation of fuel and cladding under
extended burnup is by re-fabrication of base irradiated fuel rods and attaching of calibrated measuring
instruments before further testing under controlled conditions in a test reactor. This work is performed in
hotlabs equipped with special designed machines. Three presentations are describing the capability for
re-fabricating and instrumentation of pre-irradiated fuel rods. The presentation given by K. Silberstein
(CEA Cadarache, France) described the development and qualification of a new technique called RECTO
related to a double-instrumented rod re-fabrication process developed by CEA/LECA hot laboratory
facility at Cadarache. The first technique development includes manufacturing of the properly
dimensioned cavity in the fuel pellet stack to house the thermocouple. The new process allows to drill the
fuel without cryogenic cooling and to preserve integrity of the drilled fuel stack. The second part is the use
of a newly designed pressure transducer. The pressure sensor design is based on the counter-pressure
principle. An in pile test has been performed, and a good accuracy has been obtained without drift from
irradiation. The first double-instrumented fuel rod has been fabricated and its re-irradiation will be
performed in OSIRIS test reactor starting in October 2004. The next development step is the laser
welding, which is already in qualification and integrated on a new machine.

The presentation by H.J. Kleemann (IFE Kjeller, Norway) gave a review of the development of the re-
fabrication used at IFE Kjeller since 1991 and the work on the quality control and quality assurance,
adapted over the years. Such as visual inspection, neutron radiography, leak tests, flow measurement,
weld qualification, instrument tests etc. The main machines, a modified lathe for the cutting and grinding,
a centre-line drilling machine and the TIG welding machine were shown and described. New machines
are under construction, such as a welding chamber for seal welding of irradiated fuel rods up to 120 bar
and a machine for spot welding of thermocouples on the outer surface of the irradiated cladding. Those
machines will be used for the production of a test rig for a LOCA simulation with irradiated fuel. Until now
over 130 segments/canning were machined, modified and partly instrumented at Kjeller. 33 thermocouple
holes were drilled successfully during the years and a drilling depth of 65 mm into the fuel is now
reached.

One poster presentation by C. Verdeau et al. (CEA Saclay, France), described the design and
installations of a circumferential TIG and laser welding at the Leci Laboratory.

After samples are cut out from a full-length fuel rod for PIE, several segments are leftovers. To reduce the
costs of storing of those segments separately, they are collected and new endplugs are welded to both
ends of each segment. Afterwards, those segments can be screwed together to a full-length fuel rod and
inserted back to the original fuel rod bundle were it was taken out. The presentation "Refabrication of fuel
rod qualification of the end plug welds", L. Sannen (SCK-CEN Mol, Belgium) gave an overview of the
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process where the fuel segments are machined, de-fuelled and new end caps welded to it. In addition the
qualification of the welding process for the circumferential weld and the seal weld is explained in detail.

Session 3 "Post irradiation examination (PIE) techniques" chaired by Enrique H.
Toscano (CEC ITU Karlsruhe, GE) and co-chaired by Didier Gavillet (PSI Villigen,
CH)
The session was dedicated to the presentation of new or updated post irradiation techniques and
instrumentation available in European hot-laboratories. Nine papers given by authors working in seven
institutes were presented. Two papers presented general information on the PIE capabilities of Hot
laboratories: Available PIE Techniques at the Romanian Institute for Nuclear Research, M Parvan, NRI,
Pitesti, Romania. PIE techniques used for fuel performance evaluation, R. Kållstrom, Studsvik Nuclear
Nykobing, Sweden. The two presentations concentrate on the description of PIE analysis capabilities of
fuel rod irradiated in CANDU reactor (in Romania) and PWR (in Sweden). R. Kålstrom shows an analysis
of the fuel pellet swelling based on profilometry and metallography measurements of the rods.

Three papers presented the development and implementation of new equipment for the analysis of the
mechanical and micromechanical properties of irradiated materials: Versatile Equipment for Mechanical
Testing of Active Materials, Johannes Bertsch (presented by D. Gavillet), PSI Villigen, Switzerland. Dead
weight equipment used to perform creep measurements on highly irradiated beryllium, M. Scibetta, SCK-
CEN Mol, Belgium. Microhardness methods used for determination of mechanical properties of nuclear
materials, E. Toscano, CEC ITU Karlsruhe, Germany. These equipment are dedicated to the
measurement of highly radioactive specimens or / and contaminated specimens. These equipments have
been designed and developed primarily for the investigation of fusion reactor materials but they are
versatile enough also to be used with any radioactive specimens.

Four presentations discussed modern analytical tools for the analysis of radioactive material available in
three hot laboratories: Spectrometry and chemical methods for the burnup determination of irradiated fuel
rods, E. Toscano, CEC ITU Karlsruhe, Germany. Scanning Electron Microscopy Analysis of CRUD-
material in the PSI-Hotlab, R. Brutsch, PSI Villigen, Switzerland. Possibilities and Prospects of Irradiated
Constructional and Fuel Materials Investigation with Application of Scanning Electron Microscope
PHILIPS XL 30 ESEM-TMP Installed in the Hot Cell, V. Jakovlev, RIAR Dimitrovgrad, Russia. New
Possibilities in Investigation of Isotope Distribution in Irradiated Absorbing Materials Using SIMS Method,
L. Evseev, RIAR Dimitrovgrad, Russia. These presentations show the development of very modern and
versatile analytical tools for the microanalysis of the irradiated materials. Technique like ICP-MS, SEM,
TEM or SIMS are used for quite a long time in the hotlaboratories but commissionning of new and
modern instrument enlarge the field use and new idea like the CRUD structure determination with TEM or
the use of SIMS for burnup analysis are poping up and will be further investigated in the future.

One paper presented the PIE investigation of innovative fuel irradiated in the Halden reactor. Post-
irradiation characterization of zirconia- and spinel-based inert matrix fuels - the OTTO experiment, given
by G. de Haas, NRG Petten, Netherlands. The first PIE analyses of the Halden irradiated IMF fuel is
presented. The results are encouraging and indicate satisfactory fuel behaviour. The session gave an
overview of the use of available PIE techniques and the development of new measurement procedures or
tools in the European hot laboratories. It demonstrated the increasing use of complex analytical tools like
SIMS, TEM or micro-hardness for the determination of the microstructure, microchemistry and local
physical properties of the irradiated and nuclear materials. It must also be noted that only half of the
papers were dedicated to PIE analysis of nuclear fuel and cladding, indicating a broadening of the
investigation and research activities.

Session 4 "Refurbishment and decommissioning" chaired by Javier Quinones
(Ciemat Madrid, ES) and co-chaired by Rikard Kål I strøm (Studsvik Nuclear AB,
SE)
Seven papers were presented in this session. Three presentations were given by CEA (France) and
moreover one from each of the following organization PSI (Swizerland), NRG (The Netherlands), BNFL
(UK) and Ciemat (Spain). In this session one of the issues debated was the fact that many of our facilities
have now been used for more than fifty years of working. About this topic, some of the countries have to
consider a new political conception or organizations (UK or Spain, as they show in their communications)
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associated with the public opinion. However, in other countries as France (as the CEA contributions
reflected), the idea is to perform refurbishment and decommissioning of the facilities: attending to the
particular case of each one of them, a different treatment will be given.

Related to these topics CEA, NRG and PSI present new equipments and methods implemented in all of
their facilities, developing the national technology. These new equipments allow broaching of new R+D
projects. Two presentations were given about cleaning and dismantling of hot facilities. The Spanish
presentation was focused on the refurbishment and dismantling of the nuclear facility at Ciemat. The idea
is to convert the old nuclear centre into a new research centre with irradiation facilities. For this reason, a
refined cleaning operation in buildings and equipments were done in order to recover the great part of the
obsolete facilities. The other decommissioning paper was related to a French facility, which will be
converted in a biological research facility

Session 5 "Waste and transport" chaired by Lars P. Roobol (NRG, NL) and co-
chaired by Pascal Bros (CEA, FR)
This session was mainly devoted to waste processing. A large variety of waste was taking in account:
irradiated nuclear fuel from PWR reactors, spent radioactive sources, AVR fuel elements, operating
waste, and liquid waste.

One of the reference routes to perform HLW management is the separation and transmutation of long
lived radionuclides contained in spent fuel. For the separation step, hydrometallurgical processes are
generally used. At Ciemat (Nuclear Fission Department), pyrometallurgical processes are studied as an
alternative with obtaining thermodynamic data as the main objective. Electrochemical study of uranium,
samarium and molybdenum has been performed in LiCI/KCI molten salt.

At the Atalante facility, dissolution studies and characterisation of spent fuel have been carried out since
1999. High burnup fuel (UOX - 67 GWD/t - cooling time less than 2 years) has been dissolved in a
solution of nitric acid. Dissolution kinetics was determined and, after trapping, the gas (14C, 129I) has been
characterised. A part of the dissolution solutions was reused to perform chemical separation tests with
genuine material. All these experiments resulted in the production of a large amount of both liquid and
solid waste that needs specific equipment to be managed. Atalante is thus equipped with hot cells
devoted to waste treatment.

As a supplier of sources, Atalante is required by law to recover both spent gamma and neutron sources
with an activity of more than 300 mCi. High intensity neutron sources are a mixture of actinides (239Pu,
238 24i 24A

anc j 24AQmy | n v e n t o r j e s m a c j e by CEA show that a lot of AmBe sources have to be
recovered. Therefore, studies have been carried out with this type of source to develop a chemical
process capable of separating americium from beryllium and to obtain pure end products. Be is
considered to be waste. The activity of the resulting waste package does not exceed 50 MBq after 300
years. In the case of Be arising from neutron sources, the techniques used in Atalante facility (passive
neutron counting and gamma spectrometry) are unreliable and it has been decided to characterise the
waste prior to conditioning. Procedures have then been developed using alpha spectrometry and X-ray
fluorescence for activity determinations and ICP/AES and ICP/MS for beryllium quantity analysis.

A different case is the spent fuel from the AVR Reactor of FZJ in Julich. There, spent fuel (coated
particles (TRISO) in pebbles) is stored without chemical treatment. Specific packaging methods and
storage cans have been developed by FZJ and the fuel behaviour in interim storage conditions has been
studied. Results show that during interim storage, only 3H, 85Kr or 14CO2 can be released, which data
served as input for a safety report for the licensing of commercial storage casks.
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Session 1: HOTLAB - WP leaders report and special papers
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IAEA Post Irradiation Examination Facilities Database

Håkon K. JENSSEN1/IFE Norway, J.Y. BLANC/CEA France, P DUBUISSON/CEA France,
R. MANZEL/Framatome-ANP Germany, A. A. EGOROV/Minatom Russia,

V. GOLOVANOV/RIAR Russia, D. SOUSLOVv/RIAR Russia.

Abstract

The number of hot cells in the world in which post irradiation examination (PIE) can be performed has diminished
during the last few decades. This creates problems for countries that have nuclear power plants and require PIE for
surveillance, safety and fuel development. With this in mind, the IAEA initiated the issue of a catalogue within the
framework of a coordinated research program (CRP), started in 1992 and completed in 1995, under the title of
"Examination and Documentation Methodology for Water Reactor Fuel (ED-WARF-II)". Within this program, a group
of technical consultants prepared a questionnaire to be completed by relevant laboratories. From these
questionnaires a catalogue was assembled. The catalogue lists the laboratories and PIE possibilities worldwide in
order to make it more convenient to arrange and perform contractual PIE within hot cells on water reactor fuels and
core components, e.g. structural and absorber materials. This catalogue was published as working material in the
Agency in 1996. During 2002 and 2003, the catalogue was converted to a database and updated through
questionnaires to the laboratories in the Member States of the Agency. This activity was recommended by the IAEA
Technical Working Group on Water Reactor Fuel Performance and Technology (TWGFPT) at its plenary meeting in
April 2001

The database consists of five main areas about PIE facilities: acceptance criteria for irradiated components; cell
characteristics; PIE techniques; refabrication/instrumentation capabilities; and storage and conditioning capabilities.
The content of the database represents the status of the listed laboratories as of 2003. With the database utilizing a
uniform format for all laboratories and details of technique, it is hoped that the IAEA Member States will be able to
use this catalogue to select laboratories most relevant to their particular, needs'. The database can also be used to
compare the PIE capabilities worldwide with current and future requirements. Itis possible that the publishing of this
database will provide an incentive for laboratories with limited PIE techniques to increase their own capabilities.

The database work was supported by the IAEA. The authors wish to thankr.jyir. V. bnoufriev (scientific secretary,
IAEA) and Mr. M. Ceyhan (database specialist, IAEA) for coordination and technical assistance during the work of the
IAEA database. The database is implemented under the IAEA Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information web site, i.e. at
http://www-nfcis.iaea.orq/Default.asp.

Keywords: PIE database, irradiated nuclear fuel, absorber material, non-destructive and destructive PIE,
refabrication and instrumentation, storage capability.

Introduction

The number of hot cells in the world in which post irradiation examination (PIE) can be performed has
diminished during the last few decades. This creates problems for countries that have nuclear power
plants and require PIE for surveillance, safety and fuel development. With this in mind, the IAEA initiated
the issue of a catalogue within the framework of a coordinated research program (CRP), started in 1992
and completed in 1995, under the title of "Examination and Documentation Methodology for Water
Reactor Fuel (ED-WARF-II)" Within this program, a group of technical consultants prepared a
questionnaire to be completed by relevant laboratories. From these questionnaires a catalogue was
assembled. The catalogue lists the laboratories and PIE possibilities worldwide in order to make it more
convenient to arrange and perform contractual PIE within hot cells on water reactor fuels and core
components, e.g. structural and absorber materials. The catalogue was published as working material in
the Agency in 1996. The catalogue was converted to a database and updated through questionnaires to
the laboratories in the Member States of the Agency during 2002 and 2003. This activity was

haakonj(q)ife.no
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recommended by the IAEA Technical Working Group on Water Reactor Fuel Performance and
Technology (TWGFPT) at its plenary meeting in April 2001

The proposal to create an international database on PIE facilities/techniques was further discussed at the
TM on advanced post-irradiation examination techniques for water reactor fuel held from 14 to 18 of May
2001 in Dimitrovgrad, Russian Federation. The Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic Energy and
SSC RF Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR) hosted the meeting. The participants of this
meeting agreed to convert the catalogue of laboratories and PIE possibilities to a database. PIE
specialists from France, Germany, Norway and Russia volunteered to evaluate the possibility of creating
an open database on the IAEA website. The group concluded that the number of PIE techniques has
increased and the type of tasks to be carried out have changed significantly since the last TC meeting
(arranged in 1995). New materials and design, including mixed oxide fuel, burnable absorber fuel and
other additive fuels, together with corrosion resistant claddings have become more prominent. PIE of lead
test assemblies is completed with high burn-up test reactor experiments including re-fabricated fuel rods
(made from irradiated commercial rods). Changes in composition, structure and properties of fuel and
structural materials are to be investigated and understood in order to calculate, validate and forecast fuel
operational margins and safety limits. Common approaches in PIE techniques allow results obtained in
different countries and different laboratories to be compared, which will improve the trustworthiness of the
results to be used for fuel performance, and licensing. The group of PIE specialists agreed upon following
basic features of the database: it should not interfer with commercial interests; the database should be
regularly updated; and all of the interested IAEA Member countries should have access to the database.
All previous activity in the area (e.g. PIE facilities catalogue) should be taken into account and the PIE
database should be seen in co-operation with other related programmes and databases on water reactor
fuel investigations.

The PIE specialist group worked under the co-ordination of scientific secretary V. Onouvfriev at the
department of Nuclear Energy (IAEA), division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste technology. The
consultancy meetings under the PIE database construction were arranged both in Vienna and
Dimitrovgrad in Russia. A number of Russian scientists (participants & observers) from several research
institutes participated at the consultancy meeting in Dimitrovgrad in 2003 where database maintenance
and layout strategies were discussed. One possibility that was discussed on this occasion was the
implementation and maintenance of the database by RIAR. RIAR has a database that could be used as a
prototype for the PIE database. The consultant PIE specialists and the Russian participants rejected this
idea because the database should be maintained and implemented under the IAEA web site as an
international PIE database.

The basic structure or skeleton, current user status and possibilities of the IAEA PIE database are
discussed in this paper. Some comments related to the process of retrieving relevant input-data from the
hot laboratories worldwide are given, e.g. PIE technical descriptions and transformation of the information
onto the IAEA web site.

IAEA database specialist Mr. M. Ceyhan implemented and finalized the PIE database for the IAEA
Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System (iNFCIS) early in 2004 upon recommendations from
the PIE specialists.

Basic modules of the IAEA PIE database

The PIE database is organized under IAEA iNFCIS, i.e. the Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information
System at http://www-nfcis.iaea.org/Default.asp. The IAEA operates a number of nuclear fuel cycle
related databases and simulation systems for long-term projections of nuclear fuel cycle material and
service requirements. Their purpose is to provide Member States, the IAEA, and public users with current,
consistent, and readily accessible information for planning activities related to the nuclear fuel cycle. For
first time login to this database system, you need a userlD and password. The login page is shown in Fig.
1. Here you must click on the Send UserlD and Password button that will request you to send your e-mail
address. The necessary information you need is then sent to that given e-mail address in a short time. It's
possible to login to the database system and to select the Post Irradiation Facilities Database (PIE) after
you have received the password from IAEA (after a short while).

All the facilities included in the database are listed at the opening page (see Fig. 2) where it's possible to
select one particular laboratory from the list of all laboratories in a region. Under select region or counties
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we find the buttons for Eastern Europe, Far East, Latin America, Middle East and South Asia, N/A, North
America, South East Asia and the Pacific and Western Europe. We find the associated countries under
the continent link, The selection of continent/countries is linked to the various PIE techniques by the
Select Technique Query drop list. In this drop list it is possible to choose either all techniques or only one
distinct technique from those that are listed in alphabetic order. A database user has the possibility to
check which laboratories are performing for instance neutron radiography in Western Europe by first
selecting neutron radiography in the Select Technique Query list and then selecting Western Europe.
Then all laboratories in Western Europe that are performing neutron radiography will be listed under the
facility name column. The number of destructive and non-destructive PIE techniques, continent and
country information are included for the various facilities Listing of techniques linked to the specific
laboratories is possible without extra navigations because the searching tools are always displayed at the
left corner of the database interface. A user must only choose technique and continent from the searching
tool to list this information. The home, help and about buttons can also be reached without extra
navigations, i.e these links or "hand tool" buttons are always displayed in the title bar at the upper part of
the database interface.

The database consists of five main areas or topics related to the PIE facilities and techniques:
general/cell characteristics; acceptance criteria for irradiated components; available techniques;
refabrication and instrumentation capabilities; and storage and conditioning capabilities. Selecting a
specific facility leaves the general/cell characteristics topic active and the other four topics inactive. The
general topic supplies facility name, the country where the facility is located, contact persons, phone and
fax numbers, e-mail address, and the hyperlink to the company/laboratory web page. The cell
characteristics topic explains the main purpose of the facility, e.g. the specific materials that are examined
in the laboratory. The number of cells and informatron of gamma activity limits for the concrete, steel and
lead cells are supported. The dimension of largest cefl and the maximum fuel rod length that can be
handled in the laboratory are also given under this topic. And last, there is information about the
maintenance procedure, i.e. if it is scheduled or not. The general/cell characteristics details for IFE/HRP
hot laboratory are presented in Fig. 3.

Activation of the acceptance Info topic gives information about acceptance type and condition, e.g. fuel
rods, assemblies or structural components have to be received at the hot lab facility in dry condition.
Transfer mode, maximum cask length and weight are given to support information in relation to external
transportations to the facilities Maximum fuel enrichment and fissile weight, failed rod acceptance and
eventual protection packing are also included under this topic. There is also a comment field for inclusion
of additional information on the acceptance info detail page that is seen in Fig 4.

The main difference between the PIE catalogue (released in 1995) and the PIE database is the
description of the PIE techniques. Only the names of the actual PIE techniques utilized at the respective
facilities were given in the catalogue, while essential technical PIE details are implemented in the new
database. There are several predefined fields for detail descriptions of the different PIE methods in the
IAEA database. The field layouts are similar for all the different PIE methods that could be selected under
the topic of available techniques This is to ensure a uniform structure of the database. With the adoption
of a uniform database format for all laboratories and details of techniques, it is hoped that the IAEA
Member States will be able to use the database to select laboratories most relevant to their particular
needs. The database can also be used for comparison of PIE capabilities worldwide with current and
future requirements. It is possible that the publishing of the database also will provide an incentive for
laboratories with limited PIE techniques to increase and improve their own capabilities

To retrieve information about the different PIE techniques for a specific facility it is necessary to activate
the topic of available techniques A drop list of all DE and NDE techniques will appear under "name of the
technique' column (seen in Fig 5) after choosing a given facility. The next user action will be to activate
or double click on one of the techniques to get access to technical details. Easy access to other PIE
techniques utilized at the chosen facility is performed by first using the backwards button and then double
clicking at the new technique. After this action, the detailed information about the selected PIE technique
will be shown in a new window. All detailed information for the PIE techniques is presented with a uniform
format, i.e. the description field is the same for all techniques. The type of technique is given in the
description, i.e. DT or NDT. This means that each technique is either DT or NDT. There is a field that
gives a short description of the techniques. One example of text in the description field under neutron
radiography examination can be that neutron radiography is applied on irradiated/non-irradiated fuel rod
internal components and material test samples. The "form of data presentation" field gives the format of
the prepared data acquired under PIE, e.g. digital images and graphs. This is important information since
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it influences the dataflow between the facility and the customer, e.g. digital images are possible to
exchange by e-mail immediately after data acquisition while analogue images must be sent by traditional
post. There are additional fields for general comments, references (i.e. scientific presentations and
articles), equipment (e.g. nuclear reactor, tensile machine, and balance), standards (e.g. weight
standards) and test parameters. The decision to choose what content is to be given in the "comment" field
is up to the facility staff involved in the description of the techniques. The test parameters are normally
related to the ambient conditions under which the examinations are executed, e.g. sample temperature,
atmospheric pressure and amount and strength of HNO3 + HCL acid. PIE details for type of specimen
(e.g. UO2 fuel, absorber materials), measured parameters (e.g. LVDT signal, pressure drop), calculated
parameter (e.g. diameter, densification) and features (e.g. measurement accuracy, microscope
magnifications, etc) are given in the respective fields of the various PIE techniques. Fig. 6 gives an
example of PIE details description for density measurements of fuel pellets.

Refabrication/instrumentation possibilities and details are given under more general field descriptions,
e.g. fuel centre-line thermocouple, de-fuelling, welding of instrumented endplugs and pressurisation/leak
testing. Further information can be given here, e.g. interior of rod is frozen during drilling of centre line
hole to ensure that fuel structure is preserved. A similar example of refabrication/instrumentation topic is
given in Fig. 7.

The last topic included in the PIE database is about storage & conditioning. Fields for description in
relation to intermediate and long term storage and connection to reprocessing plants are implemented.
There is a general reference field and also one for description of encapsulation purposes, e.g. in relation
to reinsertion of fuel rod. The storage & conditioning details for LHMA-SCK-CEN hot laboratory are seen
in Fig. 8.

Conclusion

The PIE database was successfully implemented under the IAEA Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Information System (iNFCIS) early in 2004. The number of visitors that have utilized the IAEA PIE facility
database was 621 in February, 484 in March, 629 in April, 472 in May and 223 in June 2004.

The success of the new database depends mainly on the quality of data that IAEA have received from the
hot laboratories, e.g. the technical description of the PIE methods and laboratory equipment. The data
transfer between the IAEA and the laboratories was arranged by using Microsoft Access software. All
relevant laboratories have received an Access template with user instructions included for filling out the
PIE data and sending it back to the IAEA. The Access template was not always easy to use according to
feedback from some of the hot labs. Some laboratories had problems related to data input through the
Access software. Delivering of proper or updated PIE data was sometimes not fulfilled, and some general
"Access" user related problems were also reported. These problems should be avoided by utilizing a data
input system directly connected to the IAEA PIE database, i.e. the staff of a given PIE facility should be
able to modify the information in their PIE facility database directly online through the IAEA PIE web site
by utilizing a suitable password protected login procedure. The implementation of the "interactive" data
input mode would ensure that the database should develop in a more flexible manner with a minimum of
cost and work for both the IAEA and the hot lab facilities. The updating of the IAEA PIE facility database
with this new input mode will be performed during 2005.

A similar PIE facilities database is under construction at the LHMA-SCK-CEN hot laboratory in Belgium.
However, this database is only implemented with the PIE facilities of European countries. But, the
database will be open to everybody and it will be in use during 2005. The work is sponsored under the
European Sixth Framework Programme and European Hot Laboratories Research Capacities and Needs.
The two databases should develop in a similar manner to ensure maintenance compatibility. Also, some
cross references/hypercouplings should be implemented in both databases to make it easy to access
information for customer users.
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Send UserlD and
Psssivordi

iNFCIS-Feedback

Copyright and
Disclaimer

IAEA iNFCIS
Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information Systems

The Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System —
iNFCIS

The IAEA operates a number of nuclear fuel cycle related databases and a simulation system now
accessible through iNFCIS — for long-term projections of nuclear fuel cycle material and service requirements.
Their purpose is to provide Member States, the IAEA, and public users with current, consistent, and readily
accessible information for planning activities related to the nuclear fuel cycle.

Registration is required to access the data in the system. If you are already registered, please login using the

left panel If you are a new user, please r G g i S t G T .

Once registered, the system will allow you to view records in the databases based on your selections.

Scope of Data: Data in iNFCIS are mainly based on voluntary reports from IAEA Member States, as well as
on sources of information published in the public domain. The scope of coverage is global in nature and
includes existing and planned civilian facilities, as well as facilities that are reported as no longer operational.
Please note that while the IAEA strives to complete the databases with the latest and most accurate
information from reliable and authoritative sources, some records may be less than complete and not all
countries have reported information. Data is being updated and expanded continuously

I **tHififmp

«5

The pages can be seen best in 1024x768 resolution

© 2003 International Atomic Energy Agency.

Fig. 1 The Integrated Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System (iNFCIS) "login page"
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Fig. 3 General/cell characteristics page for IFE/HRP PIE facility.
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Proposed Experiments to Characterize Fresh and Spent Fuel
Fragmentation and Aerosol Formation after Mechanical Impact

(presentation slides)

F. LANGE1, Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Cologne

Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

Matter of interest:

• Airborne release under extreme accident conditions
=> Transport Risk Assessment

• Criticality safety

• Collection of fuel debris in an unfavourable configuration
inside the transport cask cavity

• Deformation of pins increasing the reactivity of the fuel, i.e.
by an increase in pin pitch
(LWR fuel is typically undermoderated)

Detailed results from Fuel Integrity Project' at PATRAM 04

HQTLAB Plenary Meeting. 2OCW-09-G6, Halden. 2

Phone {+-49} 22 12 06 87 88, laq@grs.de
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Fragmentation of Brittle Material after Mechanical Impact

Release of air-borne material Q 3 ( X )

Definitions:

• Cumulative fragment size
distribution Q3(x)

0 < Q3(x) < 1

• Aerosol size distribution
Q3(x) x < 100 urn

Q 3 (x)« 1

• Released airborne fraction

7ioo = Q3(100 Mm)

Damage of a cement block from an
unclad 2201 drum after impact from 27 m

aerosol

log x

HOTLAB P!«fWY Meeting, 20Q4-0&46. HaMen, 3

Fragmentation of Brittle Material after Mechanical Impact

FhG-ITEM impact test rig (small scale experiments)

Pneumatic acceleration device (< 300 m/s)

with in-situ aerodynamic aerosol classification

Coarse Parts

(centrifugal separator (20 • 100 pm»

UnyiekJtng Steel Piate
" 1 Fine Particle Fiifc

Vertical Elulriator " ' " " " ~
(separation beM«ert

airborne {* loojim} ami

Perforated Plate

HGTLAB Ptenary Meel«»g, 2004^)9-06, Halden, t
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Fragmentation of Brittle Material after Mechanical Impact C D C
. UBL^

•Universal laws of fragmentation

•

Material

Glass

DUO2

AISi

CeO2

WZrO2

MgO

of brittle material

Linear relationship of %m to mass-specific energy ¥¥m

Extension of data base on brittle surrogate material, i.e. DUO2, CeO2, MgO

^IOO - d -
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HQTLA8 Plenary Meeting. 20M-GS-06, Halsten. 5

Fragmentation of Brittle Material after Mechanical Impact

Further significant universal law concerning fragmentation of brittle material

• Cumulative mass size distribution
of airborne fragments 1
according to a power law function

0.1
exponent v« 1,
irrespective of material
and specific energy input Wm,

Prediction of release in
aerodynamic size fractions,
e.g. < 100 pm, < 10 Mm, < 5 \im

Wm = 5000 J/kg: rjm = 0.03
(100 m/s) J7W « 0.003

% =0.0015

o

X
0.01

0.001

0.1

• DUO2

A Glass

© AiSi

»CeO2

10 100

HGTLAS Ptenaty Moeiing. 2004-09-06. HaW«n,
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Fragmentation of Brittle Material after Mechanical Impact

Results from impact experiments with brittle surrogate material

• Fracture behaviour of all tested brittle materials

>- follows the same universal laws

> with respect to the amount of aerosol generated in the particle size
range 0.1 urn - 1000 urn

> as a function of the specific energy input
and the associated particle size distributions

• Threshold for specific energy » 9 m drop for small specimens

• Significant reduction of airborne release fraction
with scale-up from small to large scale

• Strong influence of cladding in the low energy region

HOTLAB Fienary Meewng 2GM-G9-06. Halden. 7

Fresh Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

Conclusions from small scale impact experiments with brittle
surrogate material concerning fresh fuel fragmentation

• A firm data base has been created showing the universality of
fragmentation of brittle material including fresh fuel.

• All tested materials are suitable candidate surrogates for brittle RAM when
the specific energy is the release controlling quantity in realistic scenarios.

• If the material density is also important
then WZrO2 should be chosen as surrogate.

• Knowledge of energy input and material mass allows the prediction of
airborne release for small samples within a factor of 2.

• Large scale calibration experiments can be performed with existing
(inexpensive) inactive surrogate material.

HOTLAB Pienary Meeiing. 2CKM-O9-Q6. Halden,
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Fresh Fuel Fragmentation

Special behaviour of UO2

• Oxidation to UoOfi

after Mechanical

•11
impact G a s

HOTUkS Pienary Meeting. 20M-09-06 Hslden 9

Spent Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

Consider the applicability of the extended data base
for inactive brittle surrogates on release fractions of
with respect to:

Spent fuel is known to become more brittle with
burn-up

OS

derived
spent fuel

increasing

It then exhibits a strong inhomogeneity in structural integrity
and composition

TLAB Plenary Meeting. 20W-O9-CB HaWen. 10
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Spent Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

Previous experiments performed with spent fuel:

• KfK 1980: Pellini-hammer experiments with pieces of pellets

• Burn-up 2.500 - 33.000 MWd/t,

• Specific energy input 1.900 - 7.500 J/kg,

• Dry sieve analysis of geometric particle size > 100 urn.

• KWU 1984: Pellini-hammer experiments with pieces of pellets

• Burn-up 0 / 22.000 / 33.000 MWd/t,

• Specific energy input 10.000 - 1.000,000 J/kg,

• Wet sieve analysis of geometric particle size 5 - 300 urn.

HOTLAB Plenary Meeting. 2QG4-O8-Q6. Hatden.

Spent Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

Results of KfK-Experiments

Mass-speciffC energy input

HOTLAB Plenary Mteling, 2004-(ffl-06. HakJen 12
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Spent Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

Results of KWU-Experiments

1 I

E

1
2- 01 <
0

0.01 -

_
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• Sp»r*FMaKI2<SWKMU}

O Fresh Fuel

i I 11 IIj I I I !

Spent fuel seems to behave
similar to fresh fuel or DUO-,

10 100 1005

Particle Size Distribution of Pellini Hammer Fragmentation
of Fresh and Spent Fuel (Specific Energy Input; 20,000 J/kg)

HOTUB Pienafy Meeling. 2DG4-OB-06. HaWen. 13

Spent Fuel Fragmentation after Mechanical Impact

• Main limitations of existing experiments:

• Measured particle sizes beyond 100 um AED

• Investigated energy input outside relevant range
for transport accidents

• Higher current burn-ups

• Conclusion and recommendation:

• Close the data gap still existing for real RAM by performing
a small number of key experiments in a hot cell environment
with spent fuel as well as with other surrogate material under
normal laboratory conditions.

HOTUB Renar> Meeling. 2004-09-06. MakJen, "A
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Proposed Experiments G3S
New key experiments to determine the fracture behaviour of spent

fuel in accident conditions
• in a hot cell environment

> with spent fuel of various burn-up stages

> and - for direct comparison - with fresh fuel

• as well as with other candidate surrogate material
under normal laboratory conditions

Combine

• Peliini hammer type impact energy input
into spent fuel and other brittle materials

• with a hybrid-type aerosol classifier
allowing to analyse the generated fractured species by a combined sieve
(>100 um) and aerodynamic classification (<100 urn) scheme

Identification of suitable inactive brittle surrogates for spent fuel.

HOTLAB Plenary Meeting. 2004-09-06, Hateen. 15

Proposed Experiments

drop weight

>1000 pm

355 • 1000 |jm

125-355 lim

45 -125 urn

30 -100 pm

10 30 ym

3-10 fan

Principle of a possible small scale impact and aerosol analysis rig

HOTLAB Plenary Meeting. 2Q84-0&-0a HakM«, 18
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Proposed Experiments

Impact test rig applying Peliini hammer method

Drop weight

Plunger

Target

HOTLAB Plenary Meeting. 2004-GS-06. HakJen. 17

Proposed Experiments G3S
Fragment size analysis of Peliini hammer fragments via

hybrid-type aerosol classifier (combined sieve (>100 \im) and

aerodynamic classification (<100 Mm) scheme)

Aerodynamic classifier
t-raunhofer ( m . r t u l

HOTWB Plenary Msetirxf 2004-OS-06 Halden 18
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Proposed Experiments

A joint European Research programme is proposed aiming at the
following objectives:

• Identification of the most relevant current and future fresh and spent
fuel materials and burn-up stages; preparation and characterization
of test specimen originating from real fuel rods.

• Characterization of the airborne release of radioactive matter (spent
and fresh fuel) caused by transient energy input in comparison to
surrogate material

HOTUV8 Plenary Meeting. 2UO4-O9-06, Halden IS

Proposed Experiments G3S

The research partners involved in this project could be:

• Framatome ANP providing the relevant test specimen of fresh and spent fuel.

• The European Institute for Transuranium Elements (ITU) providing the hot cell
facility, performing sample preparation and performing the experiments and the
analysis of the samples.

• Fraunhofer ITEM providing the design and the validation of the impact and
particle classification unit and interpreting the particle size distribution data.
Manufacturing of the impact apparatus will be done jointly by ITU and ITEM.

• European industry involved in Fuel Integrity Project (BNFL, Cogema Logistics)
and other Research Institutions.

• GRS coordinating all activities and developing possible consequence of
the results.

HQTLAB Plenary Meeiing. 20&M39-Q6 HaWen, 30
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Session 2: Refabrication and instrumentation
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Instrumentation of experimental fuel and future needs for PIE and hot-
cell work (abstract & presentation slides)

Helge THORESEN1

OECD Halden Reactor Project

Abstract

In the future there will be an increasing demand for "ordinary" fuel and materials PIE as well as other types of hot-cell
engineering work related to materials testing and re-fabrication / re-instrumentation of fuel. The ever increasing
requirement for going to higher fuel discharge burn-ups in commercial power plants combined with the increasing
utilisation of e.g. MOX, gadolinium and additive fuels will be the driving force behind this. The stronger focus also on
fuel reliability issues like cladding corrosion and CRUD and changes in operational / licensing criteria will also result
in an increased need for "ordinary" PIE and re-fabrication / re-instrumentation of fuel.

In conjunction with plans for life-time extensions for existing power plants and preparations for realisation of new
reactor concepts (supercritical and high-temperature reactors as well as e.g. accelerator driven systems) there will be
an increasing demand also for hot-cell engineering work, especially in close relation with test reactors.

Keywords: PIE, hot-cell work

heiqe@hrp.no
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Institutt for energiteknikk
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

Fuet tod diameter
test rig

The Halden Reactor
• Research facility for the OECD

Halden Reactor Project, an
international cooperative effort
directed at improved safety and
economy for operation and
design of NPPs

» Available for contract work for
utilities, vendors, licensing
authorities and R&D centers in
the 20 member countries

• Enables irradiation of test rigs
with instrumented fuel rods and
material specimens

AESJ-2001

3

Institutt for energiteknikk
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

Instrumentation of fuel - key issues :
Thermal performance & fuel conductivity
degradation at increasing burn-up
Pellet-cladding mechanical interaction and fuel
swelling
Fission gas release mechanisms and parameters
Tolerable rod pressure - cladding lift-off
Cladding creep properties at extended burn-up
Fuel response to transients - load-follow
operation, reconditioning at startup, LOCA, etc.

J)
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(f.
institutt for energrtekmkk Re-instrumentation of
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT , , .

fuel rodFuel assembly
irradiated in a

commercial LWR

Fuel rod
segment

Re-instrumented
fuel rod segment

Re-irradiation in
IWR-Loop

Institutt for energiteknikk
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT Re-instrumented fuel rod

Fuel rod segment

In-core contact

Fuel centreline
thermocouple

Fuel rod pressure gauge
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fr
Institutt for energiteknikk
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

Instrumented rig for
transient testing

=N\

^

Fuel Rod storage
posita

Fuel Rod ramp
position

— In-core Connector

Outlet Coolant Thermocouples
Fuel Centre - line Thermocouple

"Neutron absorber

Pressure transducer (PF)

Shroud (0 73/71mm)

He-3 coil

Neutron Detector (V-type)

Differential Transformer (LVDT)
l n l e i Coolant Thermocouples
Inlet Turbine Flowmeter

Calibration Valve

AESJ-20O1

7 - _

Institutt for energiteknikk
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

UO2 Thermal Conductivity Derived from
In-pile Fuel Temperature Data

• Determines effect of burn-
up induced conductivity
degradation

• Provides data on :
• Conductivity degradation

• Rim formation

• Gap closure and fuel
cladding bonding

• Fission gas release feed-
back on fuel temperature

% = 4040/(464 + a*B + (1 - 0.0032*B)*T)

0.O132*eao0188T W/m/K

a = 16
a = 15 (-1 a)

= 17 (+1a)

200 400 600 édo'' i 000' 'i 200 'i 400 1600

Temperature, °C

Thermal conductivity of UOZ

with 1 sigma uncertainties J)
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AESJ-2001

8 ~-

Institutt for energiteknikk
OECD HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

Influence of Grain Size on FGR
• According to diffusion

model, in general an
increased grain size
will result in reduced
fission gas release

• At higher power and
FGR>10%, grain size
increase is less
effective
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Instrumentation and PIE of fuel -
future needs :

Higher burn-up targets will require extended
database on fuel performance
New operation schemes will require data on fuel
performance under controlled transients
Introduction of additive fuels, burnable poisons,
MOX fuel and e.g. inert matrix fuels will require
performance database
Next generation of power plants "soon" to be
planned and built (high temperature gas reactors,
liquid metal reactors, etc.)
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Instrumentation and PIE of materials ™
future needs :

• Life extension of existing power plants will
increase the need for material investigations

• Qualification of replacement materials

• Next generation of power plants will require
test irradiation and investigation of materials
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Refabrication of Fuel Rods - Qualification of the End Plug Welds

Leo SANNEN1. August GYS, Yves PARTHOENS

SCK-CEN,
Boeretang 200, BE-2400 Mol

Abstract

Refabrication of irradiated fuel rods is applied at SCK-CEN, both to make short fuel rodlets for tests in research
reactors and to reconstitute full-size rods for their reinsertion in the original fuel assembly as an elegant back end
solution for industrial fuel rods after their use in fuel research programmes. In both cases the end cap welds have to
be qualified thoroughly, to prove their proper performance either under irradiation and/or during long-term storage.

The paper describes the qualification process that is applied at the hot laboratory LHMA at SCK'CEN to qualify the
welding methodology and the actual welds made according this methodology. The results obtained on a typical
refabrication case are included.

Keywords: Fuel rod refabrication, weld qualification.

Introduction

At present days nuclear fuel research often relies on fuel rods being extracted from fuel assemblies at
nuclear power plants. These industrial full-size rods are ~ 4 m long. To accommodate this fuel in a
research reactor, that has a core height of ~ 1 m, short fuel rodlets have to be extracted and refabricated
(and instrumented) for irradiation in the research reactor. At the end of the research programme, one has
to dispose of the fuel remnants. The most elegant back end solution applied at SCK'CEN entails the
reconstitution of original full size rods from the fuel remnants that can be reinserted in the original fuel
assembly. In this way the fuel can join the standard back end practice applied at the power plant. The key
for acceptance by the safety authorities of both the refabrication and reconstitution practice is the proven
quality of the end cap welds.

The present paper describes the end cap welding qualification methodology applied at the SCK'CEN for
a specific case, i.e. the refabrication of fuel rodlets for a burn up credit programme.'1' The burn up credit
programme aims to validate neutronic codes criticality calculations for spent fuel. The experimental part
comprises the insertion of both a fresh and irradiated fuel assembly in SCK«CEN's VENUS zero power
reactor in order to determine experimentally the reactivity change of irradiated fuel relative to fresh fuel.
The irradiated fuel assembly is made up of 25 fuel rodlets of 1,139 m length with a i m fuel stack
stemming from industrial full size PWR power plant fuel rods. The end caps are designed with a threaded
outer end such that the fuel rodlets, after their use at the VENUS criticality facility at SCK'CEN, can be
screwed together to reconstitute original full-size rods for reinsertion in the original fuel assembly at the
PWR power plant.

Fuel rodlet refabrication

The 25 fuel rodlets are fabricated from segments extracted from the middle flat power profile part of
13 full-size PWR fuel rods - Fig. 1
The manufacturing of appropriate rodlets according to the burn up credit programme encompasses the
following mechanical machining steps:
An appropriate ~ 1022 mm long fuel rod section is cut - the exact cutting positions are based on the total
y-activity scans (Fig. 1);
The rodlets with a length of 1022 mm are first flattened with a chisel at both ends to a length of 1020 mm;

lsannen@sckcen.be
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•0 1500 -

Axial position (mm from top end)

Fig. 1 Total y-activity scan of a PWR fuel rod with the position of the 2 extracted segments indicated.

The rodlet ends are defuelled over a distance of 9.5 mm by drilling with a hollow diamond drill.
The outer cladding surface is cleaned over a distance of 50 mm by abrasive paper.
The inner cladding is cleaned with a grinding pin, that has a flat diamond coated end surface, allowing to
grind a flattened fuel surface - resulting in a 10 mm deep clean inner bore (free of fuel and zirconium
oxide) and a flat fuel stack extremity.
The inner diameter is measured with a micrometer and the end plugs are machined to the right
dimensions, i.e. to fit tightly in the cladding.
The rodlet ends and the end plugs are cleaned with ethanol, dried and the end plugs are pressed into the
rodlet ends.
The whole rodlet is cleaned with paper and ethanol prior to the end cap welding.

The end plugs are designed with a welding chamber - providing an easy control of the weld penetration
depth - and a central ventilation hole and two spiral outer venting grooves extending over the inner
cladding part - providing an escape route for the enclosed gases such as to prevent the blowing up of the
circular welds during welding. The inner ventilation hole further allows gas tight seal welding of the rodlet
after being filled with helium to the design gas pressure (2 bar He).

The Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) technique is applied for the end cap welding. This technique -
also referred to as Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding - is commonly used when high quality, precision
welding is required. In TIG welding, an arc is formed between a non-consumable tungsten electrode and
the metal being welded. An inert gas (He) atmosphere is installed to shield the electrode and the molten
weld pool form environmental contaminants which could have and adverse effect on the weld quality. The
orbital welding unit developed at SCK-CEN (Fig. 2), consists essentially of a gas tight welding chamber
where the electrode is rotating around the fuel rodlet. At one side of this chamber the rodlet is inserted
and airtight clamped. At the opposite side, an exchangeable end plug adaptor is mounted to adjust the
axial position of a loaded rodlet with respect to fixed TIG electrode position for the circular end cap
welding. To perform the horizontal pressurized seal weld, the plug adaptor piece is replaced by an
electrode holder. The welding chamber is connected by three gas lines to a vacuum pump, an inert gas
bottle (He) and an oxygen analyser. This allows the welding chamber to be evacuated and flushed or
pressurized with inert gas while monitoring the oxygen content of the atmosphere. It is generally known
that N2 has an adverse effect on the quality of zircaloy welds. In the case of Zry2 and Zry4, it is
recommended to limit the nitrogen content of the weld pool environment to < 32ppmv N2 to assure good
quality welds. Hence the (measurable) oxygen content has to be limited to < 8ppmv O2 - as air, composed
of about 80vol% N2 and 20vol% O2, is the main gaseous environment contaminant. A vacuum and
pressure gauge control the evacuation and gas filling of the welding chamber. In this way an appropriate
clean atmosphere can be installed in the welding chamber by repeated evacuation / inert gas flushing
cycles. The circular welds are performed under a dynamic inert gas flow and the seal welds under a static
inert gas pressure. The maximal (absolute) pressure the welding chamber is designed for amounts to 10
bar.
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Fig. 2 Orbital welding unit

End cap welding qualification

The end cap welding qualification encompasses screening tests to fix the optimal welding parameters and
specifications, pre-qualification tests to prove the robustness of the welding process and qualification
tests accompanying the actual rodlet end cap weldings to assure their quality. All these qualification tests
are being performed with actual end plugs and fully representative cladding. Hydriding/oxidation of the
reference cladding is performed in a closed furnace at 550°C flushed with an Ar/2%H2 mixture to hydride
the cladding and flushed with an Ar/5%02 mixture to produce a representative oxide layer on the
cladding.

Screening tests

Welding trials lead to the optimal welding parameters (torch shape, torch positioning, current settings,
torch travel speed, etc.) and welding procedure (flushing regime, welding atmosphere monitoring, etc.).
Several quality controls guide the optimization process (e.g. Figs. 3, 4 and 5):
Visual control of the weld general aspect (e.g. absence of pits), inclusive the coloration (e.g. at the weld
borders where "white" deposits are indicative for an inadequate welding atmosphere);
Measurement of the weld location and width;
Destructive examination by optical metallography to reveal the weld penetration depth, the
presence/absence of cracks/pores/inclusions, and the weld constriction;
Corrosion tests in steam (T=400°C, p=10MPa) for 3 days according the ASTM standard G2-88 m - in
PWR-type water, containing 2 ppm Li and 400 ppm H3BO3.

a. visual aspect b. as polished c. etched

Fig. 3 Visual (a) and optical microscopic (b and c) control of a circular welding screening test -
performed with inferior current settings as shown by the reduced weld penetration depth of the otherwise
sound weld.
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a. corrosion test b. as polished c. etched

Fig. 4 Corrosion test (a) and optical microscopic control (b and c) on circular welding screening tests,
each performed at the optimal parameter settings.

The corrosion tested sample shows a lustrous, black oxide layer, with different reflectivity in the weld area
compared to the tube. The discoloration induced by the deposit is still visible after the three day corrosion
test, but the oxide layer does not differ from the oxide layer found on the tube. There are no indications of
the formation of white or nodular corrosion or any other sign of bad corrosion behaviour as a result of the
welding of the specimen.

The optical microscopic pictures show the excellent quality of the weld: it penetrates appropriately as
proved by the partly filling up of the welding chamber and no any defect is visible.

a. visual aspect b. as polished c. etched

Fig. 5 Visual (a) and optical microscopic (b and c) control of a seal weld performed with optimal
parameter settings - an appropriate weld penetration depth produces a crack, pore and inclusion free
closure of the central venting channel with a Zry wall thickness equivalent to the end plug side wall
thickness

Pre-qualification

Once the optimal parameters have been fixed, the robustness of the welding procedure is qualified by
pre-qualification welding including the optimal parameters and a lower/higher heat input (i.e. peak current
level) parameters envelope corresponding to the resolution of the welding generator (± 1 A). In addition
the circular pre-qualification weldings are performed on both hydrided/oxidized cladding and fresh
cladding to cope with variations in the cladding condition as they might be present in the actual fuel rods.
The weld inspections are identical to those performed at the screening tests and revealed the following
results (e.g. Figs. 6 - 8):
Visual inspection shows the same sound aspect for all welds, with a quite similar coloration pattern near
the weld borders as induced by the deposition of welding induced material evaporation/condensation.
The centre of the weld is about 0.2 mm more close to the clad/plug interface for the fresh cladding, as
due to the better electrical characteristics of the fresh cladding - this slight shift of the arc has however no
effect on the weld quality as an appropriate joining of the cladding and end plug is still obtained;
Destructive optical microscopic examinations reveal an appropriate penetration depth - as demonstrated
by the rounding of the initial rectangular welding chamber as well as by the appearance of the weld pool
and heat affected zone after etching with etchant 9 ml HNO3 + 9 ml H2O2 + 1 ml HF - (note the dark
coloration of the cladding in Figs. 6c and 8c as due to the hydrides);
The absence of any cracks, pores and inclusions with dimensions > 0.2 mm;
The cladding thickness is almost completely preserved - only limited restriction of the cladding is present
in the welding zone;
Autoclave testing in steam resulted again in a lustrous black oxide layer being formed over the entire
sample indicating good corrosion behaviour.
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a. visual aspect ^ ^ W ^ B f l l f l ! ! ^ ^ ^ c. etched
Fig. 6 Visual (a) and optical microscopic (b and c) control of a circular welding pre-qualification test on
hydrided/oxidized cladding at optimum parameters

a. visual aspect b. as polished c. etched
Fig. 7 Visual (a) and optical microscopic (b and c) control of a circular welding pre-qualification test on
fresh cladding at optimum+ parameters

a. visual aspect b. as polished c. etched

Fig. 8 Visual (a) and optical microscopic (b and c) control of a circular welding pre-qualification test on
hydrided/oxidized cladding at optimum- parameters

As a conclusion it can be stated that all welds show a good quality. The variation of the heat input, both in
+ and -, with a level corresponding to the instrument resolution does not affect the weld quality.
Furthermore the quality is not affected by the hydriding/oxidation aspect of the cladding neither. Thus the
optimal welding parameters and procedure specifications are found to deliver reproducible high quality
welds.
For the seal welding, that is less demanding as performed always on the same fresh end plug material,
the same high reproducible quality was obtained as well.

Qualification

Foregoing screening tests and pre-qualification tests were all done with a welding unit situated outside
the hot cell that is completely identical to the one implemented inside the hot cell. Hence, the qualification
of the actual fuel rodlet end cap weldings is assured by accompanying qualification weldings performed
with the reference cladding on this hot cell installed welding unit according the following scheme:

Prior to the actual irradiated fuel rodlet refabrication campaign: circular welding tests on hydrided/oxidized
cladding at optimum, optimum- and optimum+ parameter settings plus one seal weld;
At the renewal of the electrode (rotating circular weld torch or seal weld electrode - the electrodes are
subject to erosion and have to be replaced at the latest after 20 weldings): 1 welding test at the optimal
parameter settings (2 intermediate circular weld qualification tests and 2 intermediate seal weld
qualification tests were finally performed at intermediate stages during the refabrication campaign of the
25 fuel rodlets);
After the irradiated fuel rodlet refabrication campaign: circular welding tests on hydrided/oxidized cladding
at optimum, optimum- and optimum* parameter settings plus one seal weld.
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All these accompanying qualification tests are analyzed visually, geometrically, by optical microscopy and
for their corrosion resistance. All these analyses on all the qualification tests confirmed the high quality as
obtained in the pre-qualification tests.
The controls on the actual fuel rodlets end cap welds encompasses:

Visual inspection of both end caps, taking photographs at 0°, 120° and 240° to cover the whole
circumference;
Dimensional control of the weld location;
Weld diameter control - by means of a 9.7 diameter bore calibre - in order to allow easy introduction of
the refabricated rodlets into an assembly;

Helium leak testing for rodlet tightness.

It should be noted that the welding generator records the current/voltage course versus time for each
welding cycle and that these curves serve as well to monitor the normal proceeding of the welding
process.

Fig. 9 Sound visual aspect of the circular and seal weld from the bottom (a) and top (b) end plug of a
refabricated fuel rodlet, i.e. a well located, defect free and discoloration free weld.

At the helium leak tightness testing, one of the refabricated irradiated fuel rodlets was found to be leaking.
Visual examinations revealed a small longitudinal crack in the cladding adjacent to the weld being the
cause, probably induced at the insertion of the tightly fitting end cap. The welds themselves were found to
be in order. To repair this rodlet, the original end plug has been cut off and replaced by a new one.
Optical microscopic examination of the cut end plug confirmed the good quality of the welding itself:

a. as polished b. etched

Fig. 10 The optical microscopic examination of an irradiated fuel rodlet end cap confirms the excellent
quality of the circular welding, i.e. complete crack/pore/inclusion free joining of the cladding to the end
plug without any clad restriction.

Conclusion

A profound qualification methodology has been developed for the end plug weldings for the refabrication
of irradiated fuel rods. Its application in a typical fuel research programme, resulting in the faultless
refabrication of 25 fuel rodlets out of industrial full size PWR rods, proved the excellent reproducibility of
the applied method (quality assurance in a very durable manner).
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Abstract

Nuclear Fuel for power reactors capabilities evaluation is strongly based on the intimate knowledge of its behaviour
under irradiation. This knowledge can be acquired from refabricated and instrumented fuel rods irradiated at different
levels in commercial reactors.
This paper presents the development and qualification of a new technique called RECTO related to a double-
instrumented rod re-fabrication process developed by CEA/LECA hot laboratory facility at CADARACHE.
The technique development includes manufacturing of the properly dimensioned cavity in the fuel pellet stack to
house the thermocouple and the use of a newly designed pressure transducer.
An analytic irradiation of such a double-instrumented fuel rod will be performed in OSIRIS test reactor starting
October 2004

Keywords: Experimental - Fuel - Rod - Instrumentation

Introduction

Within two development projects in the area of fuel burn-up performance and nuclear instrumentation,
CEA decided to manufacture a fuel rod instrumented with a pressure transducer and a thermocouple in
order to follow its behaviour under irradiation in a test reactor. The purpose of this analytic irradiation is to
quantify high burn-up fuel behaviour, through temperature and pressure on line measurement. An
associated objective being also the validation of behaviour modelling, in particular conductivity
degradation and fission gas release during transients. A large number of CEA expert services have
contributed to reach this goal. Development of innovative processes have been necessary, in particular
the new concept of a pressure transducer using counter-pressure principle, and a beyond state of the art
cryogenic freezing drilling system to manufacture the centre hole for the thermocouple. All these
innovative processes have been qualified on a multi-function machine tool dedicated to perform the
complete fabrication of the double-instrumented fuel rod. Complementary equipment for X-Ray
examination has also been developed as a free volume measurement machine.
All these innovative processes and equipment have been utilised by the CEA to realise the first new type
of instrumented fuel rod. After obtaining good results in fabrication, the irradiation results in CEA OSIRIS
test reactor will validate the full concept. This will allow preparing the next generation of instrumented pre-
irradiated fuel rods.

Double instrumented fuel rod fabrication

Fuel rod fabrication operations have been performed in time corresponding to the planned chronology,
but several inconsequent unpredictable difficulties occurred. We first chose and identified the fuel rod: a
70 GWd/t burn up UO2 fuel with M5 alloy cladding irradiated in EDF Gravelines PWR. The sequence of
operations has been as follows

• Preparation of the lower end in the "FABRICE "unit used for non-instrumented experimental fuel
rods fabrication including: cutting of the fuel rod in order to obtain the proper length; defuelling in
order to get space for alumina pellet, un irradiated UO2 pellets, end plug; dress and remove the
inner and outer oxide layer of the cladding in the welding zone.

• Drilling in the fuel centre a 50 mm long and 2.5 mm diameter hole with a diamond drill in order to
position the thermocouple. This operation is described in details in the next chapter.

• Introduction of the drilled pellets of the molybdenum tube and of the lower end plug. End plug and
cladding are welded by TIG welding process. This end plug is the interface for the diffused
junction of the thermocouple.

silberst(a>decade cea fr
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Preparation of the upper end, introduction of the pellets, the spring and the upper end plug. This
end plug is welded by TIG welding process.
Welding of both diffused junctions with end plugs by TIG welding process. The junctions included
the Molybdenum / rhenium thermocouple, and the pressure sensor. The pressure sensor
specification is described in a following chapter.
Use of an accurate free volume measurement fixture. The free volume information is very
important for an accurate on line fission gas release volume determination.
Fuel rod pressurisation at 40 bars of Helium and seal welding. The seal welded chamber volume
is only a few cubic centimetres large. It does not include the complete fuel rod. This fixture allows
to seal weld any fuel rod length. A helium leak test is performed afterwards.
Testing of the pressure sensor and the thermocouple, verifying the welds by X-ray exam, de-
contamination of the full experimental fuel rod and transfer to OSIRIS test reactor.

Development and qualification of the fuel drilling without cryogenic cooling

Objective

Starting in 1999, LECA Cadarache hot laboratory decided to develop a machine tool able to drill a center
hole in irradiated fuel pellets for thermocouple insertion. The purpose of the development program was to
simplify the process and preserve integrity of the drilled fuel stack then to qualify it on irradiated fuel. The
first objective was to drill the fuel without cryogenic cooling. In order to do so centre fuel hole is realised
with diamond drill tubes 2.2 mm diameter and 20 and 50 mm long. The rotational speed is around 10 000
rounds per minute and a 5 litres per minute argon flux inside the driller allows cooling of the diamond tube
and avoid its filling up from UO2 chips The machine tool is a driller, which is commanded by remote
control, tt allows performing an unlimited number of cycles and modulates six parameters as well.
Parameters are, length and speed advance, depth and speed pass, length and speed shrinkage,
rotational speed, and number of cycles. The mechanical interaction between fuel stack and cladding
induced by irradiation is absolutely needed otherwise the drill could carry the pellets out of the cladding.
Thus, application of this process is devoted to a minimum of two cycles irradiated fuel rods. After
verification of length and depth of the hole, a 2.5 mm diameter molybdenum tube is introduced as the
interface between fuel and thermocouple. The 2.5 mm diameter is the present lower limit due to drill
mechanical resistance and rotation induced vibrations.

Fig. 1: Multi function machine tool during drill operation

Comparison with state of the art cryogenic freezing process

The process presently used is the cold RISO process developed by Halden Reactor Project. The
operation consists in filling the fuel rod with liquid CO2 and subsequently freezing it down with liquid
Nitrogen in order to stabilise the fuel for the purpose of drilling operation. CO2 ice material at the outside
of the rod is drilled out with a standard steel drill, then diamond drill tubes are used for the centre hole
drilling.
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Cryogenic freezing technique is not easy to work with in hot cells facility as liquid flux in and out of cells
represents technological difficulties and safety risks.
In RISO process, the fuel rod must be dried in a 300 °C oven, which can affect the fuel microstructure and
induce cracking during the drying operation, because of differential dilatation due to thermal gradients.
This effect of the fuel cracking has not yet been quantified, but may have significant effect on fuel thermal
behaviour.

The room temperature process allows accurate metrology measurement for the hole, in particular depth
and diameter with standard metrology devices In the RISO process where the molybdenum tube has to
be inserted into the centreline hole directly after the drilling operation to provide mechanical support to the
fuel. Thus metrology of the hole geometry is no more possible to perform.
The new process has been qualified for different fuel types and burn up. Metallographic exams confirm
that the fuel microstructure is not significantly affected by the drilling operation.
Other dimensional exams provide important information such as concentricity and diameter of the hole.
We have noticed, that the channel diameter is 15 % larger than drill diameter because of drilling
vibrations. Accurate dimensions knowledge is particularly necessary for modelling the fuel behaviour with
simulation tools.

RISO process is applicable for all fuel burn up values compared with the new process, which is valid for
fuel rods with a minimum of two cycles irradiation. The new process needs the change of drill five times
during the whole operation and a 20 mm long stiffer drill for the first phase.

Process qualification

Chronological definition of tests has been chosen according to four parameters; "complexity of making
use of the job", availability of the different fuel rods, availability of the LECA hot lab cells, and fuel type
choice for the first instrumented fuel rod.
First tests have been performed in a glove box with non-irradiated UO2 fuel in order to validate the
capability of the driller to drill fuel pellet and also to get a first experience and provide orientation on
parameters. Drills have been successfully manufactured.
The three next tests have been done in hot cell on a vertical simple concept machine tool. The target was
to determine the kind of irradiated fuel we could drill, and also to know if we could drill a 50 mm deep
hole. We worked on two irradiation cycle MOX fuel and high burn up UO2 fuel. As results, we confirmed
that we can drill from a two irradiations cycle MOX fuel and also high burn up fuel, and the 50 mm deep
hole target has been reached in both cases.
The two next tests have been performed with 70 GWd/t UO2 fuel. It has been chosen, because it is
exactly representative of the first double-instrumented rod fuel. Concentricity of the hole has been
obtained better than 0.1 mm with the pellet's axis, the entrance angle is less than 1° with the rod axis, the
hole diameter is 2.6 mm for a 2.3 mm drill and the hole is 50 mm long.

At the end of the qualification program, we have realised a hole in the instrumented rod fuel, which was
perfectly conform to our specification. The molybdenum tube and the thermocouple have been
successfully adjusted for measurement optimisation.
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Fig. 2 Drilled pellets Fig 3 Centre hole pellet section

Description and qualification of the pressure sensor

The Department of Reactors and Nuclear Services of the C.E.A for online measurement of the fuel rod
internal pressure have developed a specific pressure sensor during irradiation experiments. This pressure
sensor is designed to be set up on a pre-irradiated PWR fuel rod, and to operate under the heavy duty
from environmental conditions of Nuclear Test Reactors

Description of the pressure sensor

The sensor is designed for set up on a pre-irradiated PWR fuel rod in order to be less intrusive as
possible in the experiment irradiation device. The sensor has the same diameter as the fuel rod (10 mm),
and is 250 mm long. Its design allows working in severe irradiation environments, which means very high
neutron flux and gamma radiation, high temperature (up to 350°C) and high pressure (up to 160 bar).

The pressure sensor design is based on the reliable drift-less counter-pressure principle. It consists of
two gas cavities, separated by a double expanding wall (see Fig.4). The first cavity communicates with
the internal fuel rod pressure. The second cavity is connected to an external helium circuit, which is called
"counter-pressure" circuit.

Electric contacts Double expanding wall

Counter-pressure Internal fuel rod pressure

Fig. 4 Counter-pressure sensor principle

The imbalance between the internal rod pressure and the counter-pressure is accurately detected by two
electric contacts, activated by the motion of the expanding wall. This imbalance can be compensated
automatically by inflating or deflating the counter-pressure.
This system provides a very accurate online measurement of the internal fuel rod, through the
simultaneous knowledge of the imbalance detection signals on the one hand, and the direct
measurement of the counter-pressure on the other hand. The physical principle of the counter-pressure is
expected to prevent any drift phenomenon induced by nuclear radiation. This pressure sensor, alike all in-
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pile facilities, has to satisfy high safety criteria. As an example integrity of any of its two expanding walls is
continuously checked by a specific detection system. Making transfer operations and transport easier has
been a priority at each step of the design of this instrument. The lower part of the measurement system,
including the two cavities and the fuel rod, is linked to the upper part of the device through a specific
connector, providing both the electric and the gas transmissions. This connector is also designed for easy
handling by tele-manipulators. Once it has been set up on the pre-irradiated fuel rod, the sensor can thus
be linked to the upper part of the device, inserted into the experiment device, before being transferred into
its irradiation station.

Qualification of the pressure sensor

These in-pile tests are performed in the GRIFFONOS pressurised water loop experiment device.
The physical parameters in this loop are specified to be very similar to those of pressurized water
reactors. This experimental device is also equipped with a dedicated motion system, which makes the
pressure tube translate forwards or backwards into the reactor core, in order to adjust the power released
by a fuel rod during the experiment. During the first irradiation program, the thermal flux in the device was
maintained mainly constant during 300 hours, at about 1.4x1018 n.m"2.s1 (at the rod mid-plane). At the
end of this phase, the integrated thermal fluence at the rod mid-plane was approximately 1.5x1024n.rrT2

Further in-pile experiments have been carried out in order to run more parametric tests on the sensor
performances. The sensor has operated without failure during the whole irradiation sequence, proving its
complete capacity to work in the environment of severe irradiation experiments.
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pile qualification

The sensor has totally reached its objectives toward performances. The accuracy of the sensor for the
internal pressure measurement during the in-pile tests is ± 0.325 bar (with a confidence level of 95%), on
the whole pressure range up to 120 bars.

This accuracy appears to stay at a constant level during the entire irradiation period. This observation
proves that the sensor exhibits no drift due to neutron flux or gamma radiation.

Finally, the pressure sensor gave complete satisfaction during these qualification experiments, and the
results validate the high performances of the device.
This new accurate tool now allows the achievement of advanced programs regarding fission gas release
studies. Irradiation experiments using this sensor with pre-irradiated fuel rods are in preparation and will
shortly be carried out in the OSIRIS reactor.
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Conclusion

This technique of manufacturing this new type of instrumented fuel rod is expected to perturb as little as
possible the original situation of the fuel when unloaded from the commercial reactor. Thus it allows to
start the in pile irradiation in a Nuclear Test Reactor and the fuel behaviour follow on with maximum
reliability and the best accuracy for measurement of the main governing parameters such as temperature
and pressure. The mastering of the thermocouple housing geometry, the use of a no drift pressure
transducer and the free volume determination are the three main features of the new instrumented fuel
rod that will contribute to improved significantly the quality of the measurements and provide the proper
information to be used in fuel computer simulation tools. Presently a next step and a progress in
manufacturing instrumented fuel rod is under development: laser welding. It will allow higher accuracy
and it will prevent thermally affected zone in the cladding. The laser welding process in hot cell is
expected qualified by the middle of 2005. Furthermore the next experimental instrumented fuel rod will be
manufactured using a multi function machine tool "Coralie" integrating all previous development features
and that will include the laser welding technique.
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Summary Design and Installations of a Circumferential Tig and Laser
Welding at the Leci Laboratory

O. HOWALD, G.M. DECROIX, P. DUIGOU, L. MOITRELLE, O. RABOUILLE, C. VERDEAU1

CEA Saclay Departement des Matériaux pour le Nucleaire, France

Abstract

This paper introduces a study made within the framework of the program with the objective to optimize the GTAW
welding conditions, pressure loaded test specimen plug with irradiated Zircaloy4. In fact we noticed that during the
trials, a strong over deformation of the tube near the welding point (at the heat-affected zone level), compared with
the almost normal deformation of the test piece, creating a potentially rupture zone.
Heat-affected zone width:
The study on test material of the impact of the different Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) parameters (intensity,
time, rotation speed, inert flow rate) on the quality of the welding has permitted to cut by half the size of the heat-
affected zone (8 to 4 mm) without reducing the penetration. Concerning the irradiated Zy4, these parameters cannot
be as much optimized, which needs an extra pass to degas properly (risk of bubbles).
External Ring:
The actual solution is to fit an external strengthening ring, at both ends of the test piece. This technique is difficult to
implant in a hot cell.
Laser welding:
Some promising trial have been made on non irradiated test material before the future test bench irradiation, they
show that the welding is much thinner (heat-affected zone < 1mm) than with the GTAW procedure, and that no strain
softening of the heat-affected zone is noticed on the tube end.
Some similar tests on irradiated material will have to be made to check if it's possible to weld without the external
strengthening ring.

Introduction

To support the design studies concerning dry storage area facilities, the study of the mechanical
behaviour on a long period of time, of the fuel cladding, in order to discover some possible operation point
limits (temperature, length, etc.), which would raise doubts about its mechanical integrity during the
storage. Trie supply of a creep law versus internal pressure of the irradiated clad, adapted to the storage
conditions, and is one of the major deliveries. As the irradiated Zircaloy flow has never been
experimentally studied in such a temperature range and in such a specific stress due to the storage, an
experimental approach was made in two steps, each corresponding to a time multiplied by 10 on the flow
time. The first step consists in the making of a test flow grid "short life time" on a 4 cycles irradiated Zy4 in
the flow installation located in Saclay, France. A first model has been created in the following range [380-
420]°C [150-250MPa and for time limits lower or equal to 67 days [1].

The creation of long length flow tests (at least one year long), give a better idea of the storage conditions,
and the purpose to offer the formulation of a model which will be recommended for an extended storage
length [50-300 years]. Such a test length does not enable us to proceed, as it is done on a 40 days test,
by successive testing series, where the testing conditions of series are based on the results of the
previous ones. It's necessary to make at the same time a large number of tests with several test tubes in
variable conditions. The building at the LECI of an adapted facility was necessary. A creep facility
adapted to a long length use was built in the LECI. The first long term campaign started at the end of year
2003 with 4 cycles Zircaloy4 tubes, without pellets, temperature ranging from 320°c to 420 and stress
between 80 and 250 Mpa.
Within the framework of these studies, the LECI must prepare flow specimens based on 4 cycles
irradiated Zy4 dads without pellets, on which are welded at the tube ends, spring plugs.
The plugs are welded by GTAW process after abrasive blasting of the dads (Zirconia is withdrawn),
following the procedure established for the rebuilt fuel rods FABRICE. The heat-affected zone does not
create any strength problems on a FABRICE rod. On the power ramp, the inside pressure in the rod is
low and the deformation of the clad is imposed by the fuel, far away from the plug. We just need to make
sure, that the weld does not offer any default, lack of penetration, gas bubble which can cause a leak at
this level. It is not necessary in this case to try to limit size of the heat-affected zone.

Caroline.verdeau@cea.fr
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After a first test on 4 cycles irradiated Zy4 on creep, it has been observed that the deformation was more
important on the weld beam (fusion zone) and on the heat-affected zone, on a 10 mm long zone, than on
the clad level itself. That may come from the fact that the fusion zone and heat-affected zone have
hardness and therefore a less important mechanical strengtheness than basic metal, so we have a more
important deformation at this level.

We will show in this report an optimisation of the welding parameters in order to reduce the size of the
heat-affected zone without reducing the parameters range, or welding qualities

Experimental

Identification of the welding parameters

The GTAW welding machine is presented hereafter. The Laboratory has two similar welding machines.
One is in a hot cell (Fig. 1) the other one is used in a non radioactive zone (Fig. 2).
The optimisation of the parameters has been made on two non irradiated Zy4 tubes, then used with
irradiated materials.
The references parameters are usually the ones used for the building of test fuel FABRICE rods.

Fig. 1 GTAW welding machine in cell Fig. 2 GTAW welding machine out of cell

We can distinguish:
-The chuck slide
-The engine
-The welding torch with the electrode and the gas arrival
-The containment bell (inert gas)
The welding generator and the engine piloting rack (rotation, up/down torch) are located outside the cell
and are used by both welding machines.

The different welding parameters to be optimized are the following:
- Intensity delivered by the welding generator
- Welding time specimen speed rotation
- Inert gas flow on the welding torch
- Inert gas flow on the containment bell
- Distance between the electrode and clad
- Distance between the plan-electrode and the clad /plug seal
- Energy for the evacuation weight
These parameters have a more or less influence on the length of the heat-affected zone and on the
penetration depth of the welding bead.
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Test results

The different welding test results are presented on table 1. The welding has been made with the outside
cell device on non irradiated pressure reduct Zircaloy4 with recrystallized Zircaloy4 conical seals (Fig. 3).
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Table 1 Tests realised on non irradiated Zy4 clad Fig. 3 After and before conical plug welding

Determination of the heat-affected zone and penetration

After welding the dads were cut lengthwise then covered before polishing. The test specimen were
mechanically polished up to diamond 1um. Vickers Microhardness profiles (200g) have been made;
thereafter some examples of profiles (Fig. 4). All the hardness curves begin in the plug at level 0 (cone
end), go through the welding and go all along the clad up to regain the original hardness level of the
material.
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Fig. 4 Micro hardness profiles for different samples

The heat-affected zone length precised in Table 1 is determined by the origin 0. To know the real heat-
affected zone size, we must remove the distance to the fusion zone (FZ)/ heat-affected zone limit which is
generally about on 4 to 5 mm.
We can precise that the heat-affected zone revealed by micro hardness is a bit larger than the one
observed on the optical micrographics. Near the end of the heat-affected zone, there is a small zone
where the temperature is sufficient to reset the residual cold working stress without being visible on this
scale of microstructure. The heat-affected zone length to be considered is the one measured by micro
hardness.
Fig. 5 presents the microstructure and Fig. 7 the hardness relationship made on specimen 1 (reference
specimen, welding type FABRICE).
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Fig. 5 Reference specimen (type FABRICE).
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Fig. 6 Hardness curve on specimen 1

The observation with the optical microscope of the section made with this method highlights the welding
zone depth (Fig. 7B).
Later the structure was revealed by etching, and enabled to reveal the different welding zones (Fig. 7 A).
These zone limits are sometimes difficult to define with precision.

Fig. 7A fusion zone Fig. 7B penetration zone

Results analysis

Test number 1 corresponds to the welding parameters used for the rebuilt of the FABRICE rods. In this
case, the welding time is quite long for a low intensity: the chuck slide rotation speed is very low, the
limited time corresponds to two series (2 full revolutions), and the intensity is set at 32 A. The heat-
affected zone is important at that time, about 8.35 mm (Fig. 6) for a penetration similar to the clad depth.
In the other tests, on the way to decrease the heat-affected zone, we have welded with chuck rotation.
For that purpose we have increases the chuck slide rotation speed and decreased the welding time. For
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an imposed rotation speed at 18rpm, the welding time must be at least of 4 sec to make a complete
series. With an ampere equal to the FABRICE parameters (32A), the heat-affected zone has been truly
improved, but the penetration revealed was insufficient (test number 7). The other tests show that the
penetration gives satisfactory only for intensities over 36 A. On the other hand, the intensity must exceed
45 A to limit the heat-affected zone increase. The optimised heat-affected zone of the parameters leads
to set the intensity at 41 A, and to fix the welding time at 6 seconds (2 series, test number 14). In this
case the heat-affected zone is about 4mm and the penetration reaches 95.5%.

Irradiated specimens

The parameters are optimized to reduce the heat-affected zone size (41A and 6 seconds) have been
checked on 4 cycles irradiated Zy4 section. The irradiated clad are striped to remove the superficial oxide
coal. An X-radiography made after a plug welding highlights the presence of flow defect bug (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 X radiography after plug welding

Then a metallographic survey was undertaken (Fig. 9). This survey revealed the presence of big welding
flaws (gas bubbles), whereas on the non irradiated indicators there were not such problems.

Fig. 9 Metallographic study of a GTAW welding zone on an irradiated specimen

In addition to the oxygen in the oxide slice, theoretically removed by abrasion, the irradiated material also
trapped hydrogen of hydrate shape. More degassing series are necessary to obtain a nice welding
without gas bubbles. In this case the heat-affected zone is larger, about 6mm than with optimized welding
parameters.

We were unable to shorten the heat-affected zone size with the GTAW welding process, and to reduce on
a significant way a premature rupture zone.

Two solutions are now possible:
- Reinforcing the zone by fitting a metallic ring face to face with the heat-affected zone
- Changing the welding process

Setting of a metallic ring

Some tests have been made with an external Zircaloy ring face to face with the welding, maintained by a
screw. This ring must be machined with a precise adjustment (50(jm per diameter) to reduce a majority of
deformation on this level. The difficulty lays on the presence of a small strip created by the welding. On a
non-irradiated zone this adjustment is relatively easy to use but on irradiated material the measure of the
maximal diameter is very delicate to use in the hot cell Therefore the ring must be machined at the right
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size, set into a hot cell and then put on the specimen. All these actions make the preparation of the test
material more difficult.

A creep test on a test material made with a 4 cycles irradiated Zy4 at 420°c / 150MPa / 40 days with ring
has enabled to valid the procedure.

Laser welding tests

A laser-welding machine (Fig. 10) is being prepared for use on radioactive zone in our laboratory. For the
reception of this new welding bench, we have made some weldings on some non-irradiated Zy4 test
materials. The welding conditions have not yet been perfectly optimised but it seemed interesting to
characterize one of these test material to have some comparison elements with the GTAW welding.

Fig. 10 Laser welding machine.

Welding zone

Distance from the welding zone centre

Plug

Fig. 11 Micro hardness profile of a laser welding zone.

We can see on Fig. 11 that the laser welding is thinner than the GTAW welding (Fig. 12), for a same
penetration depth. The heat-affected zone in the clad has got a 1 mm width. In the case of the laser
process, we cannot see any hardness fall at the welding level. The transition is located in the plug
between the heat-affected zone and the basic metal. Due to lowest energy contribution, the heating is
lower and the cooling speed higher with a laser welding process. This kind of material can be subjected to
a thin hardening during a quick freezing period that could be the explanation for a similar hardness
between the cold work clad, the heat-affected zone and the fusion zone. This behaviour is positive.
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Fig. 12 Laser welding thinner than GTAW welding for same penetration.

Anyhow we'll have to check the clad section, is not reduced at the beam welding level, as it has been
noticed in some test. Qualification tests will have to solve that problem. Concerning an irradiated material
(hardened by the irradiation), it will certainly exist a hardness gradient between the clad and the welding.
However this transition of hardness will happen in a very narrow zone, and so more favourable than the
GTAW process (heat-affected zone width: 1mm). Some qualification tests will have to be performed on
irradiated material to check if a material test laser welded can really be exempt of a reinforcement ring.

Conclusion

Within the framework of the studies on fuel storage conditions, the LECI must prepare some test material
for creep test on irradiated clad with internal pressure. The clad sections are unpelleted, equipped with
end plugs and then pressurised before being put in an oven. The plugs are at the moment welded by
GTAW process after mechanical abrasive of the dads (Zircone removal) following the procedure created
for the FABRIC rebuilt clad.

Some creep tests made upon 4 cycles irradiated Zy4 materials have shown that the deformation was
more important at the beam welding level than on the clad level itself. This came from the fact that the
fusion zone and the heat-affected zone have got a lower hardness, and so a lower mechanical resistance
of the clad. This can create a more important deformation of the test material at the heat-affected zone
level on the clad. Our studies lead to optimize the welding parameters of our installation, and so to limit
the size of the heat-affected zone, without destroying the welding quality

We have made about 15 welds on nonirradiated test specimens with different welding parameters. The
heat-affected zone size has been measured by hardening partnership.
It shows that we can reduce the heat-affected zone size by half (from 8 to 4mm) with the same
penetration depth near 100% and without destroying the welding quality.

These parameters have been tested on 4 cycles irradiated into a reactor Zy4 clad section. On irradiated
material, we need to perfectly polish the external clad and internal side, to remove every superficial oxide
marks. Even with these precautions the X radiographs and the metallographic examination show a
presence of flaws on the shape of trap gas bubbles. After 4 cycles of irradiation the Zircaloy4 traps a
large quantity of H2 that must be degassed by another weld serie. We cannot use the same welding
parameters as the ones used on a specimen. The heat-affected zone is larger if we want a welding
without flows.

In any case, with the GTAW process, we may still have the presence of a smooth zone near the welding.
This weak point can be compensated by the presence of an external ring made with Zr. This technique
enable to make creep tests with internal pressure limiting the early rupture risks in the heat-affected zone,
but the adjustment of the ring as close as possible of the tube is however very difficult of a more precise
heating on irradiated material in hot cell.

The laser welding process enables to have thinner welding because the heating is more precise. This
device will soon be adapted for welding on irradiated materials. On this occasion some non irradiated
welding on Zy4 test tubes has been made. We can see a gain on the width of the welding and of the heat-
affected zone more important than on the GTAW process. The perspectives for this study are, after the
installation of the laser bench in the hot cell, is the optimization of the welding parameters on irradiated
Zy4 and the characterisation of the welding tube. Then we will be able to statute on the necessity to use
reinforcement rings after laser welding of irradiated clad.
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Re-fabrication and Instrumentation - resume and outlook
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Abstract

The special technique 're-fabrication and instrumentation' applied at the Institute for Energy Technology (IFE) makes
further testing and measuring of irradiated fuel rods in the Halden Boiling Water Reactor (HBWR) possible. Machines,
necessary for such operations, were designed and produced at IFE in the years 1991-92. Hot Lab. operations called
're-fabrication' include all modifications necessary to load an irradiated fuel rod, commercial or experimental, into the
Halden reactor for further testing. 'Instrumentation' includes all operations necessary to fit instruments into an
irradiated fuel rod segment to measure for instance the temperature in the centerline of the fuel stack, pressure
increase in the fuel rod and/or changes of the rod length during reactor experiments.

The machines used are referred to as: 'Cutting and Grinding Unit' for machining of the canning; 'Freezing and Drilling
Unit' for drilling of the centreline thermocouple hole in the active fuel stack; 'Welding and Drying Unit' a TIG welding
machine for the circumferential welds and the seal welding; and a hydraulic 'Encapsulation Bench'. The 'Welding and
Drilling Unit' includes also a "He-leak test chamber' and a 'Hydraulic Press'. In addition, different types of PIE
methods are used in quality assurance and documenting of the work done with the fuel rod. For example neutron
radiography, visual inspection, dimension measurement, free volume measurements, equipment to measure the flow
capability through the fuel stack and different function tests of the measuring devices.

This paper will give an overview of the work done so far with this equipment and give information about new
equipment which will be installed soon to deal with even more complicated test fuel designs.

Introduction

The Hot Lab. (Figs. 1 and 2) of Institute for Energy Technology (IFE), Kjeller, Norway, developed in 1991
a set of equipment and established an advanced technique for 're-fabrication and instrumentation' of
irradiated fuel rods. The set of equipment comprises four main units, suitable for use in the Hot Cells.
These machines are described as Cutting and Grinding Unit', 'Welding and Drying Unit','Freezing and
Drilling Unit' and Encapsulation Bench'. Since 1992, the Halden Reactor Project (HRP) makes use of
irradiated, re-fabricated and instrumented fuel rods in its experimental program to study the thermal
behaviour of high burn-up fuel. Characterising fission gas release behaviour is of particular interest for
high burn up fuel as well as the changes in thermal conductivity.

••• I

Fig. 1 Concrete cells Fig. 2 Typical working process under re-
fabrication

With 13 years of experience, over 130 irradiated fuel rods have been re-fabricated and/or instrumented.
33 of them have been instrumented with fuel centre line thermocouples (TF). 36 AGR rods have been
encapsulated in a zircaloy cladding and instrumented with a combined fuel rod elongation detector (EF)
and a failure detector.

Hans-Jorg.Kleemann(3>ife.no
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Equipment

The Cutting and Grinding Unit (Figs. 3 and 4)
This machine is a modified lathe with changeable tools for cutting and grinding and an adapted part for
defuelling irradiated fuel rods. This unit is the workhorse for all re-fabrication and instrumentation
operations in the Hot Lab. such as: cutting of a fuel rod with a cutting tool in order to remove the end
plugs or to reduce the length of the fuel rod; modifying the outer surface of a fuel rod with different kinds
of turning and trimming tools; removing oxide from the canning at the welding zones for the new
instruments; drilling a hole in the end plug in order to puncture the rod and get connection between the
inside of the rod and the new 'Pressure Transducer'; and many other useful operations. The machine and
the tools of the cutting and grinding unit and the other 3 workbenches are modified and adapted for ease
use with a pair of 'Master Slave Manipulators' and a 'Power Manipulator' from outside the Hot Cells. A
programmable AC motor with a frequency variable speed controller drives the chuck rotation. Two step
motors control the x and y direction of the tool holder. All movements are operated from a control panel
outside of the cells.

Fig. 3 Cutting and grinding unit Fig. 4 Detail of the de-fuelling device

The Welding and Drying Unit (Figs. 5 and 6)
This Unit is called 'Welding and Drying Unit', but many other important features are mounted on the
machine. The main part is the TIG welding chamber. It is a closed system, where the fuel rod is
circumferentially welded in a He atmosphere. The TIG electrode is fixed and the fuel rod rotates, driven
by a programmable step motor for chuck rotation. In the same chamber the fuel rod can be pressurised
with up to 26 bar and seal welded. The normal filling gas is Helium grade 6, but mixtures like Helium-
Argon are also possible. Fuel rods with up to 1.5 meter length and different diameters can be welded. The
'Drying Unit' is an electrically heated vacuum oven, mounted on the outside of the back of the welding
chamber. The oven is used for fuel rod drying and for Helium leak testing during and at the end of the
project. This is to verify the tightness of the modified fuel rod. A hydraulic press bench, for use during
assembling of the fuel rod components, is mounted at the front of the 'Welding and Drying Unit'

Fig. 5 Welding and drying unit

The Freezing and Drilling Unit (Figs. 7 and 8)

Fig. 6 Detail of the chuck with the TIG welding
electrode
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The most difficult operation is to drill a hole with 2.5 mm in diameter and a length of up to 65 mm effective
in the centerline of the irradiated fuel. This operation is done with the 'Freezing and Drilling Unit' The
name of the machine indicates the sequence of the working steps: The first operation is to fill the fuel rod
with liquid CO2, subsequently freezing down with liquid N2. This is done to stabilise the fuel under the
drilling operation. After that, a diamond drill is used for the centre hole drilling. A molybdenum tube, for
fuel support, is inserted into the centerline hole directly after the drilling operation. The drill rotation is
driven by a programmable AC motor with a frequency variable speed control and the horizontal
movement is driven by a step motor and can be used either manually or pre-programmed.

Fig. 7 Freezing and drying unit Fig. 8 Detail of the diamond drill

The Encapsulation Bench (Figs. 9 and 10)
The encapsulation bench is designed to encapsulate advanced gas cooled reactor (AGR) fuel rods into a
new tube and simulate AGR fuel rod conditions in the Halden Boiling Water Reactor.

Fig. 9 Encapsulation bench with the tracking device Fig. 10 Encapsulation bench with tracking
control

Other Equipment
Outside the cells is the 'Operation and Control Unit', which contains all driving and control devices for the
three machines inside the cell. In addition, a TIG welding generator, a Helium leak detector and a liquid
nitrogen reservoir are used in the process of re-fabrication and instrumentation of irradiated fuel rods.

Re-fabrication and instrumentation procedures

To instrument an irradiated fuel rod with both a TF and a PF, around fifty different process steps are
necessary. The main steps are as follows: The fuel rod/segment has to be transported to the Hot Lab. in
Kjeller, Norway, unpacked and identified. Neutron radiography of the fuel rod/segment is performed in
order to determine where the fuel rod has to be cut and defuelled. In the 'Cutting and Grinding Unit' the
fuel rod/segment is machined to the specified length. In the same machine the ends are defuelled if
necessary. Both the inside and outside surface of the fuel rod canning tube ends are ground to remove
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the oxide before welding of the end plugs. New end pellets, plenum spring, end sleeve and lower end
plug have to be assembled. The lower end plug and thereafter the end sleeve at the upper end have to
be pressed in and TIG welded to the canning tube. The drilling of the hole in the fuel stack to
accommodate the fuel centre thermocouple is performed in the 'Freezing and Drilling Unit'. The Fuel
Segment Assembly is filled with liquid CO2 and subsequently frozen by filling a container surrounding the
segment with liquid nitrogen. The CO2 as a liquid fills all voids and in the solid state holds the pellet
fragments together during drilling. A centre hole is drilled in the centre of the fuel stack by means of a
diamond drill tube (outer diameter 2.5 mm). Due to the fragmented pellet structure of high burn-up fuel,
reinforcement of the inner wall of the thermocouple hole is necessary in order to avoid collapse once the
CO2 has melted. After drilling, a tube of molybdenum is inserted in the centre hole, followed by
depressurisation, melting and drying. After depressurisation, the rod is placed in the drying oven and
vacuum outgased at elevated temperature. The PF End Plug Assembly has to be TIG welded to the
Lower End Plug. The central fuel thermocouple is inserted into the pellet stack/Mo-tube and the TF End
Plug Assembly TIG welded to the End Sleeve. The fuel rod is pressurised and seal welded in Grade 6
helium (99.9999 % He), and He-leak tested to verify that the rod is sealed. Electric loop testing is
performed to control that the PF and TF work as expected. Neutron radiography is performed in order to
verify the TF hole and the thermocouple position. The final step is packing and sending.

Quality Control

A number of control operations are included in the re-fabrication process such as:

Visual inspection and neutron radiography before re-fabrication (Fig. 11).
The visual inspection is done to inspect the chosen segment for irregularities, damage, marks etc.
The neutron radiography is used to get information of the pellet locations and fragmentation status From
that information, the cutting and de-fuelling plan can be prepared.

Fig. 11 The cutting and defuelling plan as a result of the visual inspection and neutron radiography

Measurement of inner diameter, profile and length of the fuel rod after machining
This is important for the exact fitting of the end sleeves.
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Welding qualification (Figs. 12 and 13)
Both the circumferential and the seal welding are qualified in advanced.

Fig. 12 Circumferential weld Fig. 13 Seal welding

Leak test of the segment (Fig. 14)
After welding of both end sleeves to the fuel segment, the rod is pressurised with helium and leak tested.
This is done to verify the integrity of the segment itself as well as the two critical welds between the
irradiated cladding material and the new Zr end sleeves before further work is done.

Fig. 14 Fuel segment after machining, welding of the end sleeves and pressurisation for the leak test.

Measuring of the communication of gas through the fuel stack (Fig. 15)
Fig. 15 shows the principle of the flow measurement. The lower end of the segment is pressurised with
helium at a constant pressure (around 10 bar). The pressure increase at the upper end is logged over
time. The measurement gives an indication of the holding time of the final pressurisation of the fuel rod
before seal welding.

Tight connection between the
fuel rod and the pressure tubes It-low directiono n >

Tight connection between the
fuel rod and the pressure tube

Lower Valve 2

<D He 6
supply

The volume in the tubes Pf,
between the fuel rod and \
valve I is ca. I0 cm"

Valve I

Fig. 15 Principe of the flow through the fuel stack measuring experiment

Neutron radiography after drilling of the centreline thermocouple hole (Fig. 16)
This is done for both the verification of the alignment of the thermocouple in the drilled centerline hole and
for the determination of the exact location of the thermocouple hot junction.
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Fig. 16 Neutron radiography after drilling of the centreline thermocouple hole

Other quality control during fabrication of the experimental fuel rod

• Free volume measurement after assembly
• Temperature control during pressurisation and seal welding
• Helium leak test of the finish rod
• Function test of the measuring devices

New machines under construction

TIG seal welding chamber designed for a pressure of 120 bar (Fig. 17)
Since the existing seal welding chamber is limited to 26 bar a new welding chamber is now under
construction with a pressurisation limit of 120 bar. It is a TIG welding chamber, where the entire
experimental rod is placed inside, evacuated and afterwards pressurised before being seal welded.

4- ...I/....

Fig. 17 Seal welding chamber, where an entire fuel rod is placed inside, pressurised and TIG seal welded

Spot welding machine (Fig. 18)
A spot welding machine is under construction with which it will be possible to mount thermocouples on
the outside of an irradiated fuel rod.
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Fig. 18 Spot welding machine for mounting of thermocouples on the surface of an irradiated fuel rod

Conclusion

The combination of skilled technicians and engineers and the advantages of the unique working benches
described, make it possible to re-fabricate and instrument irradiated fuel rods such that they can be used
in the Halden Boiling Water Reactor for scientific research. These experiments are necessary in order to
understand the behaviour of fuel rods under normal and extreme conditions and with this knowledge it is
possible to increase the safety and reliability of Nuclear Power Stations.
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Abstract

The Romanian Institute for Nuclear Research (INR) has a set of nuclear facilities consisting of TRIGA 14 MW(th)
materials testing reactor and LEPI (Romanian acronym for post-irradiation examination laboratory) which enable to
investigate the behaviour of the nuclear fuel and materials under various irradiation conditions.
The available techniques of post-irradiation examination (PIE) and purposes of PIE for CANDU reactor fuel are as
follows: - Visual inspection and photography by periscope: to examine the surface condition such as deposits,
corrosion etc; - Eddy current testing: to verify the cladding integrity; - Profilometry and length measurement performed
both before and after irradiation: to measure the parameters which highlight the dimensional changes i.e. diameter,
length, diametral and axial sheath deformation, circumferential sheath ridging height, bow and ovality; - Gamma
scanning and Tomography: to determine the burnup, axial and radial fission products activity distribution and to check
for flux peaking and loading homogeneity; - Puncture test: to measure the presure, volume and composition of fission
gas and the inner free volume; - Optical microscopy: to highlight the structural changes and hydriding, to examine the
condition of the fuel-sheath interface and to measure the oxide thickness and Vickers microhardness; - Mass
spectrometry: to measure the burnup; - Tensile testing: to check the mechanical properties. So far, non-destructive
and destructive post-irradiation examinations have been performed on a significant number of CANDU fuel rods
(about 100) manufactured by INR and irradiated to different power histories in the INR 14 MW(th) TRIGA reactor.
These examinations have been performed as part of the Romanian research programme for the manufacturing,
development and safety of the CANDU fuel. The paper describes the PIE techniques and some results.

Keywords: hot laboratory, hot cell, post-Irradiation examination, eddy current, profilometry, tomography, fission gas
analysis, metallographic examination, microhardness, burnup

Introduction

The Romanian Institute for Nuclear Research by its Post-Irradiation Examination Laboratory (LEPI)
performs PIE IV on nuclear fuel and materials in the Hot Cells since 1984. The LEPI is a hot laboratory
brought into operation in December 1983. It includes two heavy concrete hot cells, three steel hot cells
and one lead hot cell. The LEPI is located adjacent to the TRIGA materials testing reactor and a water
canal used to transfer the irradiation experiments from the TRIGA reactor pool to the hot cell
interconnects both.

The PIE objective is to provide reliable results on the cladding integrity, surface condition, dimensional
changes, fission products distribution, fission gas release, hydriding, structural changes, mechanical
properties and burn-up in order to monitor the performance of the CANDU-6 fuel in operation.

Non-destructive PIE techniques

The non-destructive examination (NDE) techniques usually applied to the irradiated fuel rods include
visual inspection and photography, dimensional measurements, gamma scanning, tomography and eddy
current testing. The main equipments for NDE consist of three fuel rod-positioning machine: one for visual
inspection, one for profilometry and eddy current testing and one for gamma scanning.

Visual inspection and photography

A CLAVE model 291A periscope set in the hot cell shielding wall and an in cell fuel rod-positioning
machine are used to examine the irradiated fuel rod. The periscope has 4 magnifications: x2.1. x4.2; x5.9;
x11.6 and it is equipped with a HASSELBLAD photographic camera (size 6x6) for taking of photographs.
Also, an OLYMPUSdigital camera is used to take photos by the periscope eyepiece.
The macroscopic characteristics of the cladding such as deposits, corrosion, cracks, swelling are
examined by periscope and photos are taken (Fig. 1).

mparvan@scn.ro
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Rotation 0° Rotation 90°
Fig. 1 CANDU fuel rod cracked during a RIA test in TRIGA pulse reactor

Profilometry

The profilometry is a step-by-step measurement of diameter along the fuel rod at regular intervals (usually
1 mm) using a remotely operable profilometer. The data are used to determine the parameters that
highlight the dimensional changes of the fuel rod during irradiation: diameter, length, diametral and axial
sheath deformation, circumferential sheath ridging height, bow and ovality.
The profilometer (Fig. 2) consists of a vertical fuel rod-positioning machine equipped with SLO-SYN step-
by-step motors, a measuring device using two opposed SCHLUMBERGER inductive transducers as
sensors (as shown in Figure 3) and a control desk equipped with digitally pulse counters to display the
fuel rod position It is piloted by computer

1 - Screw for "Z" vertical movement
2 - Step-by-step motor for "R" rotational movement
3 - "R origin" microswitch
4 - Gripping device lever
5 - Gripping device
6 - Fuel rod holder
7 - Fuel rod
8 - Diameter and bow measuring device
9 - Fuel rod distribution carriage

10 - "Z" mechanical limit stop
11 - "Z origin" microswitch
12 - Microswitch driving cam
13 - Microswitch for "End of measurement"
14 - Microswitch for "Position of fuel rod gripping"

The main characteristics of the fuel rod-positioning
machine are:
• Vertical movement (Z): 1500 mm ±0.05 mm, positioning by

step of 0.01 mm controled by synchro resolver;
• Horizontal movement (X and Y): 150 mm ±0.01 mm,

positioning by step of 0.01 mm controled by synchro resolver;
• Rotation: continuous, positioning by step of 0.09° controled by

synchro resolver.

The inductive transducers are differential
transformers having a mobile core. In order to
eliminate the error of measurement due to unlinearity
of transducers, their linearization has been
accomplished. The calibration of the transducers is
carried out before to start the measurements using a
standard diameter gauge of 13.08 mm (nominal
diameter of the CANDU fuel rod). It is possible to
measure the diameters of 9 to 17 mm within accuracy
of ±5 |jm.accuracy of ±5 um.

Fig. 2 Profilometer for CANDU fuel rod
diameter measurement
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Fig. 3 Diameter measuring device of
the irradiated CANDU fuel rod

1 - Transducer No.1 and its connector
2 - Transducer No.2 and its connector
3 - Transducer plungers
4 - Mobile guiding rollers
5 - Immobile guiding rollers
6 - Ball sliding carriage
7 - Motoreductor unit for transducer advancing/recoiling
8 - Gauge plug to limit transducer advancing
9 - Screw for carriage advancing/recoiling

The main technical characteristics of the
transducers are:
• Measurement range: ±2.5 mm
• Unlinearity error: ±0.5% of measuring range
• Maximum working temperature: 773 K (500°C)
• Sensibility variation depending on temperature: 0.0025%/K
• Environment: radioactive (4 1013 neutroni/cm2 s)
The fuel rod is characterized dimensionally both before and after
irradiation using the same equipments and procedures. The fuel rod
diameter is measured on the three axial directions crossing at 120°
Figure 4 shows the diametral profile of a CANDU fuel rod before and
after irradiation as the average of the three scans. The parameters
which highlight the dimensional changes of this fuel rod are as follow:

• Average diameter before irradiation 13.068 mm
• Average diameter after irradiation : 13.117 mm
• Number of measurements : 291
• Standard deviation 3 pm
• Average diameter at top of ridges . 13.162 mm
• Average diameter at bottom of ridges : 13.086 mm
• Average height of the ridges 38 pm
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Fig. 4 Profilometry on a CANDU fuel rod irradiated
in the INR TRIGA reactor in a power ramping test
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Bow = 208 pm

• Maximum diametral elongation 145 pm (1,1 %)
• Length before irradiation : 307.04 mm
• Length after irradiation 307.42 mm
• Axial elongation 380 urn (0.1 %)
The bow of the fuel rod is determined by semi-
difference of the transducers data (Fig. 4). For the
accurate determination of the fuel rod ovality,
circumferential diameter measurements are carried
out. Figure 5 shows the circumferential diametral
profile of a CANDU fuel rod irradiated in the TRIGA
reactor. The dimensional parameters which highlight
the ovalization of this fuel rod at 61 mm from bottom
are as follow:
• Number of measurements 20
• Rotational step 9°
• Standard error 3 pm
• Maximum diameter of ellipse : 13 363 mm
• Minimum diameter of ellipse 13.310 mm
• Equivalent diameter of ellipse 13.336 mm
• Average diameter before irradiation : 13.078 mm
• Circumferential elongation 0,81 mm (2 %)

Circumferential diametral profile at 61 mm from bottom
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Fig. 5 Circumferential profilometry on a
CANDU fuel rod irradiated in the INR
TRIGA reactor in a overpower test
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Gamma scanning and tomography

The gamma scanning technique is used to determine the axial and radial distribution of the fission
products (FPs) activity and the migration of volatile FPs inside the fuel rod, to measure the fuel column
length, to assess the gap between pellets and to calculate the burn-up. The gamma scanning system
consists of a vertical fuel rod-positioning machine equipped with SLO-SYN step-by-step motors, a
collimator set in the hot cell shielding wall, a PGT intrinsic Ge detector, a multichannel analyser using a
CT 103 type 200 MHz ADC and 4096 channel memory and a control desk equipped with digitally pulse
counters to display the fuel rod position. It is piloted by computer. The collimator includes three
rectangular slits having the width of 50 mm and the aperture size of o.1±0005 mm, 0.25±0005 mm and
0.5±0 mm. The slits are made of tungsten alloy and their position can be horizontal or vertical. The
absolute efficiency of detection at 137Cs energy (661.66 keV) is obtained using a standard 137Cs source
(273 mCi ±4.5% to 18.08.1980). The fuel rod is axially scanned for gross gamma activity profile and
isotopic gamma activity profiles (137Cs, 134Cs, 95Zr-Nb, it)3Ru-Rh, 106Ru-Rh, 14ffBa-La, 144Ce-Pr). Figure 6
shows the axial gross gamma activity profile of a CANDU fuel rod irradiated in the TRIGA reactor. This
profile enables to check for flux peaking and loading homogeneity.
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Fig. 6 Axial gamma scanning on a CANDU fuel rod irradiated
in the INR TRIGA reactor in a power ramping test

The Cs isotope is used as burnup monitor. For an accurate determination of the burnup, the gamma
self-absorption coefficient must be calculated using the distribution of Cs activity in the cross section of
the fuel rod. This distribution is determinated by radial gamma scanning. The burnup of the fuel rod
shown in Fig. 6 is 210.5 MWh/kgU (192 MeV/fission) with an accuracy of ±10 %. The fuel rod bumup
determined by mass spectrometry is 216.15 MWh/kgU with an accuracy of ±3 %. These results are in
agreement. The fuel rod enrichment is 5.75 wt% 235U.

The irradiation conditions were:

• Linear power in pre-ramping: 43 kW/m;
• Linear power in ramping: 63 kW/m.
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a) radial profile of Cs isotope in
the integrity zone of the sheath

b) radial profile of Cs isotope in
the defect zone of the sheath

Fig. 7 Radial activity distribution of Cs isotope in a CANDU
fuel rod determined by tomographic method

A method of tomographic reconstructic
based on a maximum entropy algorithm £
it is described in 111 has been develope
This method provides informations on tr
radial distribution of FPs activity in a cros
section of the fuel rod (Fig. 7). The da;

acquisition is done while the fuel rod
moved transversally step-by-step at reguli
interval of 0.25 mm after every its rotatic
of 72° in front of the collimator.
The tomographic image of the radial
activity distribution shown in Fig. 7 I
indicates that this isotope migrated fro
middle to outside of the fuel rod ar
redistributed according to the temperatui
profile. The tomography has been used £
complementary method for detection of tr
sheath defect. Fig. 7 is an example of th
use 131.

137,

Eddy current testing

The eddy current technique provides informations on the integrity of irradiated fuel rod cladding. An
INTERCONTROLE monochannel eddy current flaw detector operated in the test frequency ranging from
1 kHz to 1 MHz and an absolute probe coil mounted on the fuel rod-positioning machine are used.
Defects of a few hundredths of a millimeter can be detected.

The empty Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes (diameter 13.08 mm, wall thickness 0.38 mm and length 500 mm)
with defects artificially produced are used as the standard rods for calibration. The artificial defects are
external and internal longitudinal and circumferential notches (width = 0.1 mm and depth of 25%, 50%
and 100%) and holes (diameter of 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm and 0.4 mm). The calibration is
accomplished to obtain the maximum sensitivity of detection and to adjust the phase of reference. The
cladding defects detected by this technique have been confirmed by optical microscopy as shown in Fig.

b)

Fig. 8 Cracks in the irradiated CANDU fuel rod cladding
detected by eddy current technique
a) Outer and penetrating cracks b) Inner cracks
c) Enlargement of the photo b)

1

c)
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Destructive PIE techniques

The destructive examination techniques usually applied to the irradiated fuel rods include fuel rod
puncture test, optical microscopy, chemical analysis and burn-up determination, mechanical testing.

Fuel rod puncture test

This technique is used to measure the pressure and volume of fission gas inside the fuel rod and the fuel
rod internal void volume. A SRS QMS 200 Gas Analyzer installed at the outside of the hot cell enables to
analyse the fission gas composition.
The puncture tool installed in the hot cell is shown in Fig. 9. Prior to puncturing the fuel rod, the V1
volume of the various components in the system is measured. The technique used is to pressurize the V2
standard volume with helium at a measured pressure and to expand it into the V1 volume.

The equilibrium expansion pressure is measured. The
V1 volume is calculated using the isothermal gas
transformation law.
The fuel rod is punched mechanically using a
hardened steel tip. The fission gas is released into the
combined fuel rod and V1 volume. The fission gas
composition is analysed by mass spectrometer. The
remaining fission gas is flushed back into the hot cell
and the system is purged with helium. The fuel rod
internal void volume is determined by subtracting the
V1 volume from the combined fuel rod and V1
volume. The pressure of fission gas inside the fuel rod
is calculated using the isothermal gas transformation
law. For the fuel rod shown in Fig. 6, the internal void
volume is 1.73 cm3 and the fission gas pressure is
482 kPa. The accuracy is ±5 %.

Fig. 9 Puncture tool

A - Fuel rod
V! - Unknown volume (R2 manual valve being closed)
V2 - Standard volume (delimited by R1 and R2 manual valves)
Si, S2 - Pressure transducers

Optical microscopy

A LEITZ MM5RT optical microscope having a magnification up to x500 is used for macrographic and
micro-structural analysis of irradiated fuel rod samples and for microhardness measurements. It is
equipped with an image analyzer and a Vickers microhardness tester (maximum load 2 N). A
computerized analysis system is used for the quantitative determination of structural features, such as
grain and pore size distribution. The preparation of the samples includes precise cutting, vacuum resin
impregnation, sample mounting with epoxy resin in an acrylic resin cup, mechanical grinding and
polishing, chemical etching.

A macrography (magnification: x5 •*• x10) of the as-polished sample is taken. Fig. 10 shows the
macrography in the cross section of a CANDU fuel rod irradiated in the INR TRIGA reactor in a overpower
test. This macrography shows a central hole caused by centre line fuel melting.

A chemical etching is applied to the fuel using a mixture of sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide and water to
reveal the fuel microstructure and its features such as fuel restructuring. Micrographies (magnification:
x100 * x500) are taken from the center, middle and periphery of the sample. Fig. 11 shows columnar
grains at centre of the fuel and Fig. 12 shows grown equiaxial grains with metallic fission products at
middle of the fuel. The size of the equiaxial grains shown in Fig. 12 is 23.94 ± 3.78 um being determined
by interception method.
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Fig. 10 Cross section macrograph Fig. 11 Micrography at the
of a CANDU fuel rod center of the fuel

Fig. 12 Micrography at the
middle of the fuel

A chemical etching is applied to the cladding using a mixture of nitric acid, lactic acid and hydrofluoric
acid to reveal its hydriding (Fig. 13) and microstructure (Fig. 14). The hydride precipitations shown in Fig.
13 are orientated parallel to the sheath surfaces. A content of hydrogen of about 120 ppm was estimated
by means of hydruration charts /4/. The inner and outer oxide layer thickness is measured on the
micrographs taken from the as-polished sample.

The Vickers hardness measured on the surface of the sheath cross section is 240 •«• 270 units.

Fig. 13 Micrograph of the
cladding hydriding

Fig. 14 Micrography of the
cladding structure

Mass spectrometry

A FINNIGAN MAT 261 mass spectrometer with thermo ionisation is used to determine the nuclear fuel
burnup. Two methods are used: 235U depletion method and 148Nd method. The procedure includes: fuel
rod sample chemical dissolution in nitric acid, dilution of the fuel solution to approximately 1 gU/l,
chemical separation of the U and Nd by the anion exchange chromatography, measurement by mass
spectrometry of the isotopic ratios for U and Nd. The 235U depletion method requires knowing the isotopic
ratios 2X\j/2i8\j anc) zse^sy for t h e un.jrracjiated and irradiated fuel. The burnup is determined with an
accuracy of ±3 %. The U8Nd method is based on the determination of U and Nd concentrations in the fuel
solution using the isotopic dilution technique. This technique requires a standard solution where the U
and Nd concentration is well known. By this method the burnup is determined with an accuracy of ±2 %.
The burnup of the fuel rod shown in Fig. 6 is 216.15 ±6.48 MWh/kgU being determined by 235U depletion
method.
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Mechanical testing

The mechanical properties such as tensile, fracture
strength and creep can be determined by this technique.
The preparation of samples from the fuel rod is made
using an ultrasonic vibrating for removal of UO2 pellets.
Two tapered end plugs are inserted at the both ends of the
sample to prevent the deformation by chucking.
The old WOLPERT tensile testing machine installed into
heavy concrete hot cell has been decommissioned.

A new 50 kN INSTRON 5569 tensile-testing machine has
been installed into a new lead hot cell (Fig. 15). Available
test conditions include a temperature range from 20°C to
1000°C under air atmosphere. Crack growth monitoring
and data acquisition and handling are fully computerized.
So far, only tests on the un-irradiated samples have been
performed.

Fig. 15 50 kN INSTRON tensile-testing
machine inside lead cell

Conclusion

The post-irradiation examination of experimental CANDU type fuel rods manufactured by INR and tested
in the TRIGA reactor has been performed at the INR PIEL since 1984. The procedures of PIE have been
pursued effectively and various data of PIE have been collected and analyzed. During 20 years of post-
irradiation examination, the PIEL has performed activities to provide the necessary capabilities in order to
support the research and development programs for nuclear fuel and materials.

Examinations such as visual inspection and photography, dimensional measurements, eddy current
testing, gamma scanning, puncture and fission gas measurement, metallography and ceramography, and
burnup determination by mass spectrometry have been carried out satisfactorily. In the future, some in-
cell and out-cell equipments will be provided in order to carry out the PIE on the fuel bundles discharged
from Cernavoda NPP.
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Post Irradiation Examination Techniques for Fuel Performance
Evaluation

Rikard K A L L S T R O M 1
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Abstract

Various techniques can be used for characterizing fuel behaviour after irradiation in power plants. For example the
pellet volume swelling is determined by combination of gamma scanning, profilometry and EC oxide thickness
measurement. The results show that the pellet swelling follows the well established relation of 0.7% / 10MWd/kgU up
to a burnup of around 70 MWd/kgU. At higher burnup the swelling is stronger. The results are supported by optical
microscopy.
Axial gamma scanning of fuel rods indicates different features of the reactor core i.e. irregularities in the assembly
distances.

Keywords: gamma scanning, profilometry, pellet swelling, reactor core geometry

Introduction

A number of LWR fuel rods have been examined after irradiation to about 70 MWd/kgU. The purpose was
to evaluate the fuel performance up to this relatively high burnup. The fuel type was the same for all rods
and they were irradiated in one assembly for three cycles and in another assembly for the last cycle. The
only difference between the rods was their locations in the assemblies.

The pellet volume matrix swelling is normally regarded as linear versus the burnup after the initial
densification period. The relation is 0 6-0.8% /10 MWd/kgU.

Experimental evaluation techniques

The pellet volume swelling evaluation requires knowledge of the dimension changes in the radial and in
the axial direction. The swelling can be determined as:

Swelling = AVA/b = ( La /Lb) * (Da /Db)
2 - 1 , where

AV = Volume change [mm3]
Vb = Volume before irradiation [mm3]
Lb, La = Length before, after irradiation [mm]
Db, Da = Diameter before, after irradiation [mm]

This includes the effect of pellet relocation, where thin cracks within the fragmented pellets slightly
increase the total volume.

Assuming that the swelling is isotropic it can be determined as:

Swelling =(Da/Db)3 or (La/Lb)3

rikard.kallstromfqjstucisvik.se
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"Dark zone", with higher porosity
inside due to higher temperature

Fig. 5 Pellet diameter measurement on a ceramography sample

The diameter of the pellets can also be determined from the profilometry and oxide thickness
measurements. At burnup around 70 MWd/kgU there is total pellet / cladding contact and the pellet
diameter can be evaluated according to:

Dp = Dc - 2 * Oxo*(1-1/PB) - 2 * tc - 2 * Ox*(1-1/PB)), where

Dp = Pellet diameter
Dc = Measured cladding outer diameter incl the oxide
tc= Cladding thickness
Oxo, Oxi = Outer and inner oxide thickness
PB = Pilling-Bedworth ratio describing the density and volume difference between metal and oxide. At an
oxide porosity of 10% PB = 1.68

Fig. 6 shows the results of profilometry and oxide thickness measurement of the same rod as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6 Profilometry and oxide thickness results

The corrected diameter, which shows a "hypothetical" cladding outer diameter if no oxidation had
occurred, has a quite even level along the central part of the rod. The mean value of this is 9.455 mm,
corresponding to a pellet diameter of 8.30 mm. The pellet diameter change is thus 8.30/8.16%=1,7%. The
values of the axial elongation and the diametral change give the total pellet volume increase.
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Gamma scanning of fuel rods gives a good overview of the rod shows any pellet / pellet gaps, shows the
burnup profile of the pellet stack, etcetera. A qualitative view of the burnup profile is given by the activity
of Cs-137 that has a long half-life of 30 years. By selecting isotopes with shorter half-life periods at the
end of irradiation can be studied. If the Cs-137 activity of the rod is compared with the Cs-activity and of a
reference rod with known burnup are compared, the absolute burnup can be determined.

Results

The pellet diameter was measured on 12 ceramography samples, which were cut out from three of the
rods. The sample positions were selected both from the central parts and from the upper and lower ends
to cover ranges in LHR, bumup, and oxide thickness. The result is given in Fig. 7, which shows the pellet
total swelling as a function of the local burnup for the samples.

The figure shows that the volume change follows the matrix swelling relation of 0.7 %/10 MWd/kgU up to
a burnup of 70-75 MWd/kgU. Above that the volume change has a stronger dependence on the burnup.

o OM samples (diam. swell. **3)
—- Matrix swelling (0.7% / 10MWd/kgU)

6

£ 5 +

4

3

oo

40 50 60 70
Local burnup [MWd/kgU]

80

Fig. 7 Pellet volume swelling vs local burnup of
the ceramography samples

The gamma scanning, the profilometry and the oxide thickness measurement of the rods gave
elongation, diameter change and volume change according to table 1

Table 1 Rod elongation, diameter change and volume change

Elongation [%]

Diameter change [%]

Volume change [%]

Local burnup [MWd/kgU]

1

0,93

1,6

4,2

74,3

2

1,07

1,6

4,3

72,3

3

0,94

1,9
4,8

76,9

4

1,31

1 7

4,8

74,9

5

1,10

1,8

4,8

76,6

6

1,14

1,7

4,6

75,3

7

1,08

75,0

8

1,22

1,59

4,5

74,5

These volume change values are compared with the ceramography values in Fig. 8. They seem to have
the same relation to the burnup. The slightly higher ceramography values might be due to the assumption
that the swelling in the axial direction is similar as in the diametral.
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A Rods total swelling (diam.swell.**2 * mean pellet elong.)
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Fig. 8 Pellet volume change as a function of local burnup

Among the rods examined in this study there are two rods, which were peripheral during the last cycle
and located on opposite faces of the assembly. While the other rods had quite flat Cs-137 activity profiles
along the central part of the rod (1-3 m), these two were top peaked and bottom peaked respectively, see
Figs. 9 and 10.

S 3B-09 -

~ 1E*09

Fig. 9 Cs-137 activity profile reflecting the top
peaked burnup profile of the peripheral rod A

Fig. 10 Cs-137 activity profile reflecting the bottom
peaked burnup profile of the peripheral rod B

The activity curves of the Ru-106 with half-life of 90 days reflect the fissions during the last 6-12 months,
as the Ru-106 formed earlier has already decayed. It is clear that the LHR profile was top peaked for rod
A and bottom peaked for rod B.

Ru-106, Half-life 1 Y, reflects the LHR in last cycle
Rod B

Fig. 11 Ru-106 activity profile reflecting the top Fig. 12 Ru-106 activity profile reflecting the bottom
peaked last cycle LHR profile of the peripheral rod peaked last cycle LHR profile of the peripheral rod
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Discussion

The change of pellet swelling behaviour at 70-75 MWd/kgU is probably related to increasing porosity all
over the sample. At lower burnup high porosity is mainly found in the rim zone at the pellet periphery. At
higher burnup also the inner part of the pellet has higher porosity, for example inside the "dark zone"
where the porosity is higher due to higher temperature.

The profiles with opposite LHR peaking from the opposite faces of the assembly might be related to some
type of unevenness in the assembly geometry.
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Abstract

Indentation testing, in particular micro-indentation tests, is a straightforward method to determine several properties
of irradiated materials. In fact, with this type of tests, material constants and fracture properties can be deduced from
measurements performed on a relatively small surface, which constitutes an important advantage when dealing with
highly radioactive specimens. On the other hand, since the material response to indentation is complex, with the
occurring elastic and plastic deformations being affected by radiation damage, impurities and temperature variations,
careful analysis of the data is required.

In the nuclear field, materials of direct interest range from carbide-, nitride- and oxide-fuels, to diverse ceramic and
glasses utilised for the immobilisation of high level nuclear waste, as well as simulated fuels and fuel-rod cladding
materials, the later which are tested to analyse the loss of ductility after irradiation and its recovery after high
temperature annealing.

This paper describes the most common indentation techniques and the essential properties that can be determined
by these techniques. A review of the main results obtained by indentation testing in fuels, waste glasses and cladding
materials is also provided.

1 Introduction

Indentation testing, in particular micro-indentation methods, is a simple technique to test several
properties of irradiated materials From this type of tests, the evolution of mechanical constants and
fracture properties of the material can be deduced from relatively small measuring areas, which
constitutes an important advantage when dealing with highly radioactive specimens. However, since the
response of the material to indentation is complex, involving elastic and plastic deformations that are
affected by radiation damage, impurities and temperature changes, careful analysis of the results is
needed.

In the nuclear field, the range of materials of direct interest for the application of the technique is wide,
running from carbide-, nitride- and oxide-fuels, to diverse ceramic and glasses utilised for the
immobilisation of high level nuclear waste, as well as to simulated fuels from which the influence of fission
products is obtained, and cladding and guide tube materials whose ductility loss during irradiation must
be monitored.

In the following sections the main techniques that have been successfully applied to determination of
several constants and properties of nuclear materials are described. Highlights of the results obtained in
each case are also given.

2 Indentation techniques

2.1 Hertzian indentation

In the Hertzian indentation a spherical indenter is pressed at a given loading rate onto the polished
surface of a specimen, until a ring crack is formed at a critical load, Pc (Fig.1) In practice, the evaluation
from these tests of the fracture toughness, K,c, depends on a number of quantities, in addition to the
critical load for crack formation, Pc, and the ring crack radius, r [1, 2],

Wolfgang. qo!!(a>framatome-anp. com
toscano® itu.fzk.de
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Fig. 1 Hertzian indentation and affected zone dimensions [1]

When such a spherical indenter is pressed onto the surface of a brittle elastic material, a complex stress
field is set up under and around the indenter. This stress field was first described by Hertz [3]. Auerbach
[4] showed later that ring cracks with radius r form around the area of contact between indenter and
specimen (contact radius a, < r) (see Fig. 1). From Auerbach's treatment it results that the critical load Pc

for ring crack formation is proportional to the indenter radius, R, i.e.

such that the proportionality constant A is linearly dependent on fracture surface energy, y, of the material
to be analysed. This is the so-called Auerbach's law. Since it is fulfilled that

Klc=(2yE/(1-v2))2))1/2

where E and v are respectively the Young's and Poisson's moduli, for ideally brittle materials, hence, in
the absence of any permanent plastic deformation, the fracture toughness, K|C, can thus be obtained from
Pc measurements. This implies, however, knowledge of the correlation 'A vs. y' which depends on
several material- and crack-extension constants [1]. On increasing the load, the ring cracks extend in a
cone-shaped form into the specimen (Fig. 1). The cracks are therefore often also referred to as cone
cracks.

2.2 Vickers indentation

In the Vickers indentation a sharp square-pyramidal indenter with an apex-angle of 136 ° is pressed into
the sample at a given load, P, with a typical dwell-time of 10 seconds. The material of the indenter is
typically diamond. For high temperature tests, sapphire indenters are currently used. A scheme of the
test, with the characteristic cross-section and surface views and the corresponding deformation fields and
crack pattern, as described in Ref. [5], is shown in Fig. 2. Apart from the applied load, P, the main
characteristics dimensions of these tests are the half-diagonal length of the impression left after load
removal, a, and, in brittle materials, the length of the (post-indentation) cracks formed at the print corners,
c, as measured from the centre of the indentation print (Fig. 2). The characteristic quantities obtained
from these tests are the material hardness, H, and, in crack-prone materials, the fracture toughness, K|C.
The first of these parameters is obtained solely from the measurement of the print half-diagonal length.
The second one is obtained from both the print half-diagonal and the average crack lengths. The
corresponding expressions for the parameters H and K!C are respectively

H (Kg/mm2) = 1.8544 P/(2a)2 and K|C(MPa.m1/2) = 0.057 H a1 '2(E/H)04 (c/a)"3/2,
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where E is the Young's modulus of the tested material

B

Fig. 2 Vickers indentation cross-section (A) and surface view (B), with corresponding
deformation fields and crack pattern

P = applied load, a = imprint half-diagonal length, b= crack length accounted from the imprint centre),
(r,6) = polar co-ordinates, ĉ  = polar stress-field components. 1= plastic domain, 2 = elastic domain (also
containing the fracture process), 3 = median or half-penny crack boundary underneath the indentation.

It is to be remarked that the Vickers test has become a standard technique for materials characterization
not only for research, but also for production purposes. Definite advantages of it are its simplicity and the
small amount of sample required. Thus, available correlations for metallic materials between, e.g., the
hardness and the yield stress (ay), and existent validations of the Vickers-K,c values for brittle materials
compared to those of more expensive and complicated tests (as e.g., the two or three-point bend tests),
make the technique very attractive even for routine process- and property checks, for a wide variety of
materials.
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2.3 Knoop indentation

In the former sections it was shown that a key parameter for the determination of the indentation fracture
toughness, K!C, is the Young modulus of the material, E (see section Hertzian indentation); which in the
case of the Vicker's indentation reduces to the ratio E/H, where H is the hardness of the material (section
2.2). The E/H ratio can be determined from the Knoop indentation, which utilizes a strongly asymmetric
rectangular-pyramid indenter, where the long diagonal, a, is 7 11 times larger than the short diagonal, b.
A scheme of the Knoop indentation print is shown in the top-right portion of Fig. 3. The method is based
on a suggestion of Marshall et al [6] that under this geometry the extent of the elastic recovery of the print
diagonals after indentation is a linear function of the H/E ratio. Indeed, whereas the relaxation of the print
diagonals in a Vicker's indentations is isotropic; in a Knoop indentation only the shorter diagonal shows
elastic recovery, while the longer diagonal remains relatively unaffected. Since for rigid/plastic materials
(low H/E) the recovery is almost zero and for highly elastic materials (high H/E) it is the largest, Marshal et
al [6] proposed that the residual diagonal ratio might be expressed as:

b'/a' = b'/a = b/a - a (H/E)

where a is a calibration constant.
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n steel sketch of Knoop indentation
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o dato in ref |2)

D new data
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and Evans |2)

0.05

Fig.

0.10 0.15
ratio hardness/E-modulus, H/E

3 Calibration curve b'/a' vs. H/E after Knoop indentation in different kinds of
materials, from Ref. [1] p. 1105

The above calibration curve as obtained by Marshall et al. [6] (circles) is shown in Fig. 3 according to
description given in Ref. [1] (p. 1105). The figure includes also latter data on waste glasses and carbide
fuel materials, as described in Ref. [1] (p. 1105) (squares). In both cases, good fitting of the results was
obtained for a= 0.45. Since H is measured by indentation as well, the value of E can be easily obtained
from the constant a, using for instance Hertzian or Vickers indentation. Marshall et al. [6] quoted for this
procedure an accuracy better than 10%, using a= 0.45.

3 Material Properties

In the previous sections we have pointed out that beside the elastic modulus, E, the main material
parameters that can be determined by indentation are the hardness, H, the fracture toughness K,c. In this
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section, we briefly describe the meaning of these quantities and their possible correlation to other material
properties.

3.1 Hardness

Hardness is one of the most important parameters for engineering materials evaluation. Ever since the
19th century, relative hardness values have been derived on the aptitude of minerals to scratch other
minerals. In this sense, the Mohs-scale, devised by the German mineralogist G. Mohs in 1812, was the
first attempt to classify materials in a systematic way, by observing whether the surface of given
substance was scratched by a substance of known or defined hardness.

In the more modem study by D. Tabor [7], the hardness is defined as the aptitude of a material to resist
plastic deformation. According to this author, even for brittle materials, which after indentation develop
characteristic cracks beyond the affected plastic zone (Fig. 2), the permanent deformation left after load
removal is a measure of their plasticity. This is because it is believed that even for hardly deformable
materials certain movement of dislocations is activated under the high stresses of the indentation test,
which otherwise remains forbidden under the conditions of usual compressive tests. Thus, the hardness
number can be utilized as a reference of the hindering of the dislocation movement, e.g., after mechanical
work, alloying, secondary phase precipitation, or irradiation processes, or in the opposite way as a
reference of their improvement, e.g., after annealing processes.
In addition, as mentioned in section 2.2, for metallic materials, various correlations exist between the
hardness and the corresponding yield (ay) and rupture (ar) stresses. Also as described in section 2.3, for
both metallic and ceramic materials a correlation between the hardness and the E-modulus is possible.
Finally, for ceramic materials the hardness can be correlated with the strength reached after the sintering
process, which is also a measure of the quality of the material.

Fracture toughness (K!c)
This parameter describes the resistance of a material against fracture propagation or, in other words,
against the creation of new surfaces by fracture. It is appropriate for the characterization of ceramic and
glass materials, and also applicable to metals, for instance for the characterization of stress-corrosion-
cracking (SCC) processes.

Starting from the quantity Kh which is the stress intensity factor or stress increase at the tip of a single
crack formed in an homogeneous material, the critical stress intensity factor, or fracture toughness, K|C, is
thus defined as the Krlevel at which critical crack extension occurs, such that:

K, > Klc

Both quantities have a dimension that is hardly intuitive and of difficult interpretation, namely:
force/(length)'3/2

; i.e., MNrrf3'2 or MPam1'2.

II III

Fig. 4 Fundamental types of crack-openings occurring in a material [1]

The designation I in K|C indicates the relevant type of crack opening applying in this case. As seen in Fig.
4, which shows the main possible types of crack-openings in a material, the type I crack opening is that
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occurring under tensile conditions, along the plane perpendicular to the applied stress. This is the case of
highest technological importance [1]. Whereas K, is strongly dependent on specimen dimensions, Kk is
(ideally) a material constant independent of specimen geometry and is, therefore, a measure of the
resistance of the material against fracture.

Since 1970, various norms have been issued to measure K,c, e.g., ASTM-E-338-81, E-399-83, E 602-81,
based on the use of different types of pre-notched specimens (i.e., compact specimens, arc-shaped
specimens and disc-shaped specimens), for which the analytical expression of the stress intensity factor
(K|) is known. However, for highly active specimens, most of the above methods are not suitable,
because large specimens and several tests are required. In addition, since as mentioned in section 2.2
validation tests exist demonstrating the excellent agreement between the indentation-K|C values and
those from standard tests, the indentation K|C measurements appear as mostly appropriated for nuclear
materials characterization. This last particularly in view that only small sample surfaces are required (< 1
cm2), at the time that tenths of tests can be easily performed in reasonable short time.

4 Results

In this section, the results of specific applications of the indentation techniques to some nuclear materials
are described.

4.1 Fuels

4.1.1 Microhardness and fracture toughness of irradiated LWR-fuels by Vickers
indentation

The micro-hardness and fracture toughness of different LWR-UO2-fuels with average bum-ups in the
range 40-100 GWd/tU were systematically investigated at ITU, via numerous Vickers indentations
performed at close intervals (~ 50 urn) along different radii of the fuels, exploring influences of the
indentation load, burn-up and porosity [5].

An example of these results in terms of K|C is shown in Fig. 5, which illustrates the radial evolution of the
fracture toughness of a LWR-fuel with an average burn-up of roughly 40 GWd/tM. The fuel in question
showed a narrow but well developed high-burn-up (rim) zone at the periphery, of about 100 urn in width.
As seen in the figure, two characteristic regions can be distinguished in the fuels, namely a predominant
central (and intermediate) zone with a K|C-value nearing that of non-irradiated UO2, and the rim region in
which this value increases by almost a factor 3.
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Sample average bumup: 40.3 GWd/tM
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Fig. 5 Fracture toughness of a LWR-fuel with 40.3 GWd/tM burn-up as a function of
the pellet radius as determined by Vickers indentation (bottom). Typical
indentation prints micrographs in the fuel centre and in the fuel periphery (top
left and right)

As can be seen also in the micrographs of Fig. 5, the above behaviour is manifested by an increase of the
indentation diagonal length (softening sign), plus a considerable shortening of apex-crack lengths in the
rim zone (toughening sign), both leading to a definite increase of the K)C in the region, probably due to the
formation of micro-cavities in the fuel. These observations have been repeated in all other fuels
examined. This has lead to the conclusion that the formation of the high burn-up rim-structure would bring
about improvement of the mechanical behaviour of the fuel, namely in that the softer and tougher zone
formed at the fuel periphery would act as a buffer absorbing the mechanical stresses caused under
power-ramp or PCMI conditions. (PCMNPellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction).

4.1.2 Elastic constant of doped UO2 by Knoop indentation

As an example of application of the Knoop indentation method to nuclear fuels, we briefly describe in this
section the recent results obtained in this way of the elastic constants of UO2 fuels with simulated burn-
ups of up to 200 GWd/tM [8]. Fig.6 shows thus as a function of burn-up the E-modulus values obtained
via indentation, i.e. by combination of the H-values obtained by the Vickers method with the H/E-values
obtained by Knoop method (sections 2.2. and 2.3) (closed symbols), in comparison with the E-values
obtained by measuring the compressibility of these materials by synchrotron diffraction under high-
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pressure (open symbols). A reasonable agreement between both types of results is therefore visible (Fig.
6), indicating that the elastic constants of UO2 are systematically increased in the course of irradiation as
fission products replace the fissioned U-atoms in the lattice. According to the Griineisen relation, the
observed increase of the stiffness of the fuel-lattice with burn-up is also consistent with the corresponding
decrease of the thermal expansion measured by high temperature X-ray diffraction [8].
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Fig. 6 Comparison of E-modulus values obtained by compressibility and indentation
tests [8]

4.2 Waste immobilisation

For the safe long-term storage of the liquid radioactive wastes originating from the reprocessing of
nuclear fuels, their immobilisation in a glass matrix and subsequent storage in underground repositories is
the most accepted concept worldwide [9]. In this context, one of the important questions refers to the
stability of the glass matrix under the sustained radiation damage (particularly from y-decays) arising from
the enclosed fission products and actinides, whose effect extends over thousand of years. For the
simulation of this global damage in a shorter time-scale, curium containing glasses have been produced
to simulate different damage levels in the history of the glass, and have been tested by Vickers
indentation to monitor the evolution of the K|C-value with the dose; this last parameter being taken as
indicator of the mechanical stability of the glass-matrix [9].

Fig. 7 thus shows the correlation between the simulated and the real time scales in terms of the
accumulated a-damage (a-decays/m3) for the two different Cu-concentrations used. The results of the
Vickers indentation tests performed are summarized in Fig. 8, showing the measured crack-lengths and
the corresponding probability to failure (by cracking) as a function of the cumulative y-dose. The results
showed no deterioration but an improvement of the toughness of the glasses with the y-dose, leading to
an increase of the K|C-values of up to 100 % at the highest doses [9]. Among the different physical and
microstructural changes produced by radiation damage, the observed toughening effect by the a-dose,
also previously observed in other nuclear waste glasses and ceramic matrixes [10], might be due to the
formation of He-bubbles by the ionizing radiation [9]. In this aspect, the effect would be similar to that
described in section 4.1.1 with regard to the increase of the K|C-values in the rim zone of high burn-up
fuels, where also a possible reason is attributed to the formation of micro-cavities in the region [5].
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Fig. 7 Relation between accumulated cc-damage and the storage time for two
different Cm-concentrations in curium-doped waste glasses [9]
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Fig. 8 Vickers-indentation cracks and probability to failure as a function the
cumulative a-dose in curium-doped waste glasses [9]
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4.3 Cladding materials

To follow the evolution of the mechanical properties of LWR-fuel cladding materials with burn-up, Vickers
hardness tests have been started to monitor the ductility loss of this material under irradiation and its
recovery by thermal annealing under different conditions. Preliminary results of these tests are shown in
Fig. 9, illustrating a series of indentations across the cladding wall of a high burn-up fuel. The figure
shows that two zones are clearly differentiated by the test, namely the main cladding exhibiting
considerable hardening with respect to the starting material, and the softer inner liner that was introduced
for improving the PCI-performance. Although not completely visible at the magnification of Fig. 9b, a
closer look at the imprints in the irradiated cladding permits differentiating certain hardening gradients
across the wall. This behaviour may reflect a variation of the fine metallurgical parameters of the material.

Fig. 9a Standard calibration sample
(starting cladding material)

water side fuel side

Fig. 9b Irradiated cladding with inner liner

Fig. 9 Vickers indentation tests in a LWR-fuel cladding material with inner liner,
before and after irradiation

5 Conclusions

Different applications of Vickers, Knoop, and Hertzian indentation tests have been presented, as well as
the main mechanical parameters obtained from them have been explained. Particularly for nuclear
applications, because of its simplicity and the small amount of material required, it emerges that
indentation tests are very useful not only for routine checks but also for prediction purposes. As for the
predicted properties, the demonstrated improvement of the indentation toughness of fuels and waste
glasses with respectively increasing burn-ups and y-dose exposures appeared thus of especial
technological importance.

With respect to the type of tests, it is concluded that the Vickers indentations are mostly recommendable
for hardness and fracture toughness characterizations, while the Knoop indentations are indispensable
for elastic-properties determinations.
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Abstract

The burn-up of nuclear fuel is defined as the energy produced per mass of fuel and, hence, is related to the inventory
of fission products formed in the matrix of the fuel. It affects both neutron-physical and material properties. Therefore,
it is essential to have methods available that allow a reliable determination of this important parameter.

The burn-up is usually determined by measuring the content of an element that results from the fission process. The
isotope 148Nd has proven to be an ideal monitor due to its chemical and neutron physical properties. On the other
hand, 148Nd can only be determined by wet-chemistry methods, which means a rather costly and time consuming
chemistry process. Another method using the sum of 145Nd and 146Nd is proposed. In case of very high burn-ups of
UO2 fuel and, especially, MOX fuel this method needs weighed yields for U and Pu to obtain a sufficient accuracy

Among the non-destructive spectrometric methods, the burn-up determination with 137Cs provides adequate results
provided the gamma radiation detector is calibrated and self-attenuation effects of Cs together with measurement
geometries are considered.

Introduction

The burn-up of nuclear fuel is defined as the energy produced per mass of fuel and, hence, is related to
the inventory of fission products deposited in the matrix of the fuel as a result of the irradiation process. It
affects both physical and material neutron properties. Therefore, it is essential to have methods available
that allow a reliable burn-up determination.

The method most widely accepted is based on the chemical analysis of dissolved samples following
ASTM-Norm E 321-96. Alternatively, gamma spectrometric methods are used, mainly to compare the
relative bum-up between fuel rods coming from a single reactor or different positions in a single rod.

In the present paper these two widely used methods of burn-up monitoring will be discussed and the
practicability of spectrometric methods in case of LWR fuel rods fuel demonstrated.

Wet chemistry

The fuel burn-up is usually determined by measuring the content of an isotope that accumulates through
the fission process. Some isotopes of neodymium, in particular 148Nd, have proven to be ideal monitors
due to their chemical and neutron-physical properties. On the other hand, the amount of this particular
isotope can only be determined by the analysis of dissolved samples, which means using rather costly
and time consuming wet chemistry methods.

148Nd is usually selected for the burn-up determination for the following reasons [1]:
It is a stable fission product (no decay corrections are necessary).
It has a well known fission yield.
It is not volatile and has no volatile precursors.

toscano@itu.fzk.de
Wolfgang gollta?framatome-anp.com
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It has almost the same yield for 235U and 239Pu and the yield is independent of neutron energy
(see below, Table I and Ref. [2]).
The isotope 142Nd can be used for natural Nd-contamination determination.
It is formed exclusively by fission (low neutron capture cross section).
It is not present in non-irradiated fuels.

The standard procedure normally used in the hot cells comprises:

Sample cutting (the sample, usually considered to be representative, amounts to one fuel pellet).
Fuel dissolution (typically in 100 ml of a 6M nitric acid heated up to about 94 °C in an appropriate
vessel).
Dilution of the liquid sample and filtering.
Dissolution of the residues.
Preparation and spiking of the aliquots for the mass spectrometry.
Separation of U and Pu.
Determination of the isotopic composition.

To determine the isotopic composition, two different methods are used for the U, Pu and for the Nd-
vector, respectively. For U and Pu, Thermal lonisation Mass Spectrometry (TIMS) according to the
procedure of Isotopic Dilution (IDMS), is extensively used. On the other hand, for the determination of the
Nd-vector the Ion

Chromatography (IC) is used on-line to separate this element from the other fission products.
Subsequently, the isotopic composition of the neodymium is determined by isotopic dilution Inductively
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS).

The ICP is an argon plasma, at a temperature of around 8000 K and at atmospheric pressure, for direct
introduction of soluted samples by a nebulisation system (see, e.g., Ref.1). The sample flows as a gas,
vapour or aerosol of fine droplets or solid particles and is introduced using a pneumatic nebuliser. The
plasma is formed by an electrodeless discharge in a gas (Ar) maintained by energy coupled to it from a
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Fig. 1 Mass spectrometric determination of nuclides at different times

radio-frequency generator. The discharge is initiated by a Tesla coil spark that sows the Ar-gas with free
electrons. The sample is vaporised, atomised and subsequently ionised during the transit through the
plasma. Afterwards, the ion beam is extracted from the plasma and focused onto the mass spectrometer,
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which consists of a sector field MS and a Faraday cup detector. Each nuclide-ion is separated according
to their energy and mass. The relative amount of each nuclide is determined by specific software.
In Fig. 1, an example of this type of analysis is presented.

Burnup calculation

For the bum-up calculation the following definition has been widely adopted. The definition is based on
the number of fissioned atoms compared to the pre-irradiation number of heavy metal (HM) atoms in a
given fuel:

Bu [atom % ] = number of fissioned atoms xlOO
pre-irradiation number HM of atoms

Where:

number of fissioned atoms = number of FBu-monitori atoms
yield of [Bu-monitor]

Based on this definition and considering that the yield of U8Nd is about 1.7 % (see Table I below), the
burn-up is calculated, specifically for this isotope, from to the following equation:
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148

148
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017x
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It should be noticed that, applying this scheme the amount of HM atoms before irradiation is consistently
determined by the analytical method for the considered sample and it is not necessary to make
assumptions or have the knowledge about this quantity.

Whereas 148Nd is adequate when using wet chemistry analytical methods, which combine elemental
separation techniques (IC) with mass spectrometric isotope determination, other methods like Secondary
Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) that could be used also for the determination of the burn-up of solid
samples, suffer from isobaric interference problem. In this case, other isotopes - having some of the
advantages cited above - can be considered. Two other isotopes appear suitable: 145Nd and 146Nd. They
have some of the advantages previously cited but also some drawbacks which may need corrections to
obtain sufficiently accurate results:

The yields for 235U and for 239Pu are different (see Table I). Therefore, in cases of high burn-ups,
effective yields have to be introduced accordingly.
Since the capture cross section of the 145Nd is relatively high, this isotope transmute to 146Nd by
neutron capture.
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" 8 U
" H P u
* " P u

l4!>Nd
3.932
3.892
3.054
3.122

l4t>Nd
2.982
3.526
2.5

2.65

l48Nd
1.675
2.279
1.689
1.873

Table I Cumulative Nd-isotopes yield, in percent, for U and Pu, according to JEF 2.2.

To overcome the transmutation problem, the sum of the two isotopes could be used and the equation
reported above could be applied, considering the sum of both yields.

Sample

Th-1
Th-2
Th-3
Th-4
F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6
MOX-1
MOX-2

Theoretical BU
[GWd/t(HM)]

60
65
70
75
59
51
63
37
78
93
45
22

148Nd

6.22
6.73
7.24
7.74
6.09
5.34
6.63
3.86
8,1
9,7

4.71
2.29

145Nd+146Nd

6.31
6.78
7.3

7.75
5.94
5.28
6.65
3.72
7,7
9,2

4.25
2.06

Difference [%]

-1,38
-0.79
-0.83
-0.16
2.59
1.04
-0.33
3.62
5,0
5,3

10.42
10.32

Table II Bum-up calculated on the basis of experimental and theoretical results for
UO2 and MOX fuels (for the theoretical value the conversion
1 % = 9.6 GWd/t(HM) was used).

In Table II, the burn-ups calculated applying this method are presented for theoretical calculations as well
as for experimental results. As can be seen, the results obtained by using 148Nd or (145Nd+146Nd) are in
relatively good agreement for the UO2-fuels, both in the case of theoretical (Th-1 to Th-4) as in the
experimental (F-1 to F-6) results. In fact, the maximum difference determined was 3.6 % comprising burn-
ups of up to 65 GWd/t(HM). This is not the case for highly burnt UO2 fuel beyond 70 GWd/t(HM) and
especially for MOX fuel, where the differences amounted unacceptably to 10 %. This is due to the
substantial difference between the yield of Pu as compared to U. This problem could be overcome by
using a weighted average for the two yields.

Gamma spectrometric methods

Gamma spectrometry is a non-destructive, rapid, and low cost method that serves to determine the
activity of all emitting fission products still present in a fuel rod at the time of measurement. It requires the
calibration of the gamma spectrometric installation in absolute values, that means, the determination of
the curve of efficiency as a function of energy for given experimental conditions. In some laboratories a
226Ra source, whose gamma spectrum is composed of many lines, serves to give the relative efficiency,

i 60,and a standard Co source is used for cross-checking of the absolute value. In other laboratories a Eu
source, with similar characteristics, is used for the relative efficiency and
the absolute value.

137Cs-source serves to ascertain

The main difficulty of this method is that the geometries of the fuels and standard sources are, in general,
different. For this reason, it is necessary to determine the transmission phenomena of the gamma
radiation emitted. That means that the attenuation and self-attenuation properties of the fuel and the
structures surrounding the fuel have to be determined.

Efficiency calibration of the gamma scanning system based on Cs:
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Cesium-137 is a primary fission product with high yield per fission, relatively long half-life and the gamma
spectrum shows a good resolution peak. In fact, it is the decay product Ba with a very short half-live
compared to 137Cs that is measured. The inventory of Cs along the fuel rod is proportional to the local
burn-up. In this context, the accurate efficiency calibration of the gamma scanning system is essential to
determine the exact 137Cs activity within the fuel rod.

A certified 137Cs source having similar geometry and characteristics as the fuel rod, has been used to
calibrate the efficiency of the spectrometry system. The width of the collimator was selected according to
the activity of the fuel rod to be measured and the maximum acceptable count rate of the spectrometry
chain. The axial homogeneity and the central position of the source were determined by performing a
scan with an analogue rate meter. In this central position of the source, a spectrum was taken and the
source count rate (Res) normalised to length according to the following equation:

Res = NCs • Ics / 1 . ws [ counts . sec1]

Where NCs- net counts 137Cs peak (661,6 Kev)
T acquisition life-time (sec)
lCs source length (mm)
w s • col l imator width (mm)

From this equat ion, the eff iciency of the g a m m a scanning sys tem (E) is g iven by the fol lowing equat ion:

E = Res / ( Dcs- Pe- T. ACs) [ counts, sec"1. Bq1]

Where DC s source decay, e"°'693 T ' 3 0 2 5

T decay t ime
Pe 137Cs gamma emission probability
T • transparency factor of the source.
ACs certif ied source activity (Bq)

137Cs activity of the fuel rod at end of irradiation

From each spectrum of the axial gamma scanning the net counts of 137Cs peak are taken (N|), where the
" i " represents each measured fuel rod interval number. Ns is the integral counts along the continuous scan
in each interval (i). The count rate (Rj), normalised to length fuel rod for each interval, is given by the
follow equation:

Rj = N|. I /1( . ws [counts, sec'1]

Where N,: net counts 137Cs peak in each interval ( 661,6 Kev)
t| acquisition life-time (sec)
I fuel stack interval length (mm)
ws collimator width (mm)

The small stack length not measured between spectra acquisition, while the software save data and reset
the system, is considered as systematic error.

Then the activity of each interval (A|) is given by the follow equation:

Ai = R i / ( D f r . P e . T . E ) [Bq]

Where Dfr fuel rod decay factor, e"0'693 T '3025,
T fuel cooling time
Pe 137Cs gamma emission probability

T transparency factor of the fuel rod.
E efficiency (counts. Sec"1. Bq"1)

And the total 137Cs activity of the fuel rod at end of irradiation (Afr) is given by:
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A(r = S A, [Bq]

Total 137Cs activity including the fuel irradiation time

The total 137Cs activity has to take into consideration the decay occurred during the irradiation periods.
The following formula gives a reasonable good precision value for the 137Cs equivalent activity (Aeq),
taking into consideration the irradiation history data:

Aeq = A f r. {X. Z Pj. tj } / {£ Pj. (1 - e*" t j). e x tk } {1}

where X decay constant for 137Cs (year1)
Pj: average relative reactor power at a considered irradiation interval
tj. irradiation interval (year); reasonably short comparing with the 137Cs

half life
tk: elapsed time from end of tj to EOI (year).

In this correction factor, the numerator represents the perfect production of 137Cs without decay and the
denominator represents the formation/decay of 137Cs during irradiation.

The formation/decay of 137Cs during irradiation (denominator) can be taken into consideration by:

d NCs/dt = production rate-decay = crfls <)> y - X NCs [atoms.sec1]

= R - X Nes

and for each period = k. Pj - X NCs

where dNC s /dt : temporal variation of 137Cs atoms
X decay constant for 137Cs (sec1)
y 137Cs atoms yield per fission.
<j> neutron flux (n. cm"2 sec"1)
afjS fission cross section (cm2)
R production rate = k. Pj
Pj. average relative reactor power at a considered irradiation interval
k conversion units factor

the general solution for this equation is:

NCs = k1 e"x t + k2 {2}

With the following limits condition:

t = 0 (initial condition) is NCs = 0 -> k1 = -k2

t = oo (saturation condition) is R = X NCs -> NCs = RI X = k2

and substituting in {2} NCs = R • (1 - e"'~') / X

then the 137Cs activity produced for each interval

where ACs = N C s . X [atoms, sec"1]

ACs = R ( 1 - e M )

represents the formation/decay of 137Cs in each period and the remained activity of the 137Cs of this
interval. Hence, at EOI, the activity is:

ACs = R . ( 1 - e x t j ) . e x t k
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The theoretical production of 137Cs without decay (numerator ) is:

d N C s / dt = production rate = R [atoms.sec'1 ]

the solution is: NC s = R t

then the 137Cs activity produced for each interval:

where AC s = NC s ^ [atoms, sec"1]

Acs = A,, R . t j

Finally the ratio between perfect production of 137Cs without decay and the formation/decay of 137Cs
during irradiation is given by equation {1}.

Burn-up calculation

In order to calculate the burn-up f rom 137Cs equivalent activity is necessary to calculate the weighed
average for both: 137Cs atoms yield and energy release per f ission, considering all contributing fissile
isotopes present in the fuel composit ion. For UO 2 fuel the contribution of 235U can be considered as a first
approximation.

Finally, the average burn-up of the U enriched stack fuel rod (Bu) , is given by the follow:

B u = (Aeq . fc. E,) / (A.. y . w ) [ MW. day. t o n l l 1 ]

Where A e q . 137Cs equivalent activity (Bq).

A.. decay constant for 137Cs (sec 1 ) .

fc unit conversion factor (1,854e-24 MW. day Mev 1 ) .
E f : energy release per fission (profitable Mev fission"1).
y • 137Cs atoms yield per fission.
w metallic U mass in the U enriched stack fuel rod (ton).

The axial profile burn-up of the fuel rod is obtained by the local Bu calculated in each measured interval

f rom the local (Ai) to average (ZAi /n) 137Cs activity ratio.

The previous described method has been applied to several fuel rods irradiated in commercial reactors.
The differences between the calculated burn-up and the burn-up determined by wet chemistry were
around 30%. This deviation is obviously attributed to the different gamma absorption coefficient between
the fuel rod and the standard.

Addit ional work is on way to improve the calibration of the gamma measuring system using a standard
performed on the basis of a well-characterised fuel rod segment.

The last equat ion indicates a linear relationship between the burn-up and the concentrat ion of the isotope
137Cs. In fact, experimental data coming from a single reactor, plotted in Fig. 2, reveals a basically linear
relationship between the measured 137Cs and the average burn-up of fuel rods. The linear relationship
holds for a wide range of burn-ups, f rom 15 to more than 80 GWd/tU.

The last equat ion indicates a linear relationship between the burn-up and the concentration of the isotope
137Cs. In fact, experimental data coming from a single reactor, plotted in Fig. 2, reveals a basically linear
relationship between the measured 137Cs and the average burn-up of fuel rods. The linear relationship
holds for a wide range of burn-ups, from 15 to more than 80 G W d / t U .
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137,Fig. 2 The integral Cs-rate as a function of burn-up for fuel rods from a single reactor and measured
under constant calibration conditions

Conclusion

In conclusion, two methods for the burn-up determination of irradiated fuel rods have been described.
Methods, built on wet chemistry and based on the quantitative determination of Nd-isotopes, provide
reference values of high quality but are costly and time consuming. On the other hand, gamma
spectrometry provides a simple and accurate methodology for the comparison of the burn-up values for a
single series of fuel rods. The linear relationship between the 137Cs-rate and the burn-up has been
demonstrated for a wide range of burn-up values.
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Abstract

The nuclear reactor water chemistry has evolved during the last decades with the introduction of new processes as
Zn injection for example. In consequence, interest in the detailed analysis of the CRUD material has increased. If the
chemical analysis of the CRUD with ICP-MS stays the main analysis tool, other techniques like Scanning Electron
Microscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy can give complementary information on the morphology and local
composition of the CRUD materials. Analysis of CRUD collected on BWR-reactor rods were realised with SEM in
PSI. The morphology of the material, as well as the local composition was determined using imaging and Energy
Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) capabilities. The detailed analysis of the CRUD particles with SEM shows that
the surface composition is not representative of the bulk composition of the material. Therefore the EDS technique
can lead to erroneous composition determination. The paper presents the SEM and TEM measurement technique
used and evaluates the capabilities and drawback of these methods for the analysis of CRUD material using the
results obtained on BWR CRUD.

Keywords: CRUD, BWR, ICP-MS, SEM, TEM, X-Ray, EDS, Diffraction, SAD

Introduction

In this paper, we define the CRUD as the Fe-based deposit that is built on the outer cladding surface of
the fuel rod in the nuclear reactor. In BWR with Zn injection, magnetic CRUD can be formed. This deposit
on the cladding tube disturbs the non-destructive oxide thickness determination with standard eddy
current measurement equipment. During the last years, new methods have been developed for the oxide
thickness measurement in presence of magnetic CRUD. To apply these methods, some knowledge of the
CRUD material is needed. Therefore PSI has started a detailed analysis of CRUD collected on BWR
nuclear fuel rods Due to the high radioactivity of the material, all the analyses have to be realised on
dedicated instruments. The overall elemental composition and the isotopic distribution have been
determined with ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry), but this method gives no
indication about the morphology, local composition and elemental distribution in the CRUD material.
Therefore SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) has been used to determine the morphology and micro-
composition of de CRUD. In addition, TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) has been applied to get
very local element distribution in CRUD and some information on the crystallography of the material. This
paper gives the results of preliminary analyses using these three analytical tools.

Specimen collection (sampling)

The CRUD material has been prepared / collected in two very different manners. Most of the analyses
have been realised on CRUD material collected by scraping on filters (ICP-MS, SEM / EDS, TEM) and
one analysis has been made on a cross section of a fuel rod prepared for metallographic analysis (SEM
EDS mapping). The scraping of the rods was done in the nuclear power plant by grinding down a
calibrated surface of the fuel rod under water in the spent fuel pool and filtering the CRUD containing
Water through micropore filter membranes (polycarbonate). The CRUD-containing membranes have
been stored in plastic boxes and sent to PSI without any further manipulation. The fuel rod cross section
was made on a rod extracted during the same outage of the power plant as the one used for the CRUD
scraping.

Roland.bruetsch(S)psi.ch
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Chemical composition of CRUD deposited material on filter by ICP-MS

Sample preparation

The CRUD loaded filter membranes have been weighted and dissolved in 5 ml H2SO4 (96%, suprapur,
Merck) with addition of 5 ml H2O2 (30%, suprapur, Merck) by heating with IR-Light. After cooling down, 5
ml HF (48%, ultrapur, Merck) was added and heated again in a microwave oven. If the solution was not
completely clear and colourless, 5 ml HNO3 (65%, suprapur, Merck) was added to dissolve precipitates.
The clear solution was diluted to about 50 ml with H2O and weighted exactly to get a stock solution.

Analysis

The Analyses of three filter membranes have been realized with the shielded ICP-MS "PlasmaQuad 2+"
(VG Elemental, Winsford, Cheshire, UK), installed in a 2 m3 glove box. The analysis procedure is fully
described in the document [1]. Due to the sampling method, the material collected on the filter is
"contaminated" with the presence of other materials like ZrO2 or material present in the reactor water. In
order to be able to compare the CRUD composition determined by ICP-MS with the local measurement
realised on CRUD particles, the data set has been reduced to only the standard CRUD forming elements:
Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn. The measurement of the oxygen content, which is a main constituent of
the CRUD, is not possible as other materials present on the filter are also oxidised. Therefore the
measured values for the elements Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn normalised to 100% are given in the
table 1 for the 3 filters. In the same table the average values as well as the standard deviation are
calculated.

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn

1

Wt-%
0.9
2.4
50.8
0.7
3.2
0.2

41.9

2

Wt-%
1.0
3.4
72.3
0.4
5.6
0.1
17.3

3

Wt-%
1.2
3.8

56.8
0.3
6.7
0.0
31.3

Mean

Wt-%
1.0
3.2

60.0
0.5
5.2
0.1
30.2

Stdv

Wt-%
0.1
0.6
9.1
0.2
1.5
0.1
10.1

Table 1 CRUD element composition (without O) measured by ICP-MS on three filters

Scanning Electron Microscopy of CRUD material deposited on filter

Sample preparation

A piece of the CRUD containing filter membranes has been fixed with conducting tape (Leit-C-Tab, Bal-
Tec, Art. No. G3347) on a standard 12.5 mm sample holder and coated with Platinum by sputtering to
reduce charging effects.

Instrument

The analyses have been realized with the PSI Hot-Laboratory SEM "Zeiss DSM 962" equipped with a
standard Everhart-Thornley Secondary Electron Detector, a Robinson Backscattering Detector and the
EDS-System "SIX" from Noran with the Pioneer Si(Li)-Detector (Norvar window).
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Imaging

To determine the CRUD morphology and homogeneity, imaging has been done with secondary (SE) and
backscattered (BSE) electrons. In spite of the metallic coating, electron-charging effects in the material
make the observation of the material with SE impossible. With BSE, it was possible to acquire good
quality pictures, but the presence of chemical inhomogeneity couldn't be determined due to the interfering
topographic contrasts The pictures presented in Fig. 1, show different particles deposited on the filter
(background structure). Compact deposit layers are found as well as crystallites and more or less loose
conglomerates, some of them built possibly during sampling in the water or on the filter membrane.

Compact deposit layer Crystallites Compact conglomerates

Fig. 1 Typical BSE images of CRUD material deposited on the filter

Energy dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS)

Energy Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses have been realised on different CRUD particles
or agglomerates on the filter. These analyses give the local element composition at the surface of the
CRUD particles (about 1 urn thick layer).

Fig. 2 Typical BSE image of the deposited material on the filter with the sampling of EDS measurements
and an example of an EDS spectrum
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1.97
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100.01
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Wt-%

0.90

7.68

63.13

0.34

5.64

4.06

18.25

100.00

Mean

W l %

1.54

10.77

59.34

0.53

5.79

4.09

17.98

100.00

Stdv.
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Table 2 Measured local CRUD composition with EDS and mean and standard deviation of the
measurements

An example of the measurement sampling and a typical EDS spectrum obtained on CRUD agglomerate
is presented in Fig. 2. The main CRUD element concentrations determined by EDS on 19 CRUD particles
or agglomerates are given in table 2 with the average value and standard deviation. The distribution of
the main CRUD elements measured by EDS is in good agreement with the ICP-MS results, but the
concentration of Zn is significant lesser whereas the concentrations of Cu and Mn are significant larger in
the local EDS measurements.
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7.95
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%wt

5.23
13.25
14.06
0.22
5.88
9.64
5.52

Fig. 3 Measured local CRUD composition with EDS in function of the energy voltage of the incident
electron

The difference in the concentration determined by the two methods can result from different causes. One
possibility is an inhomogeneous element distribution in the particles (larger or smaller concentration of
some element at the surface of the particles). In order to clarify this observation, EDS measurement have
been realised on some CRUD particles with different accelerating voltages for the incident electrons. This
method allows changing the penetration range of the incident electrons and therefore the thickness of the
analysed layer. The results are presented in Fig. 3. These analyses show a clear variation of some
element concentration in function of the measurement depth. The concentration of Cr, Mn and Fe is
clearly lesser at the surface of the particle than deep inside, the concentration of Co and Ni are relatively
stable and finally the concentration of Cu and Zn are clearly larger at the surface of the particles. This is
presented graphically in Fig. 3. These results demonstrate clearly that the element distribution in one
CRUD particles is not homogeneous.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy of CRUD on a fuel rod cross section

Sample preparation

A 5 mm long fuel piece was cut out of the fuel rod in PSI. After fuel extraction, the cladding material with
the crud layer was embedded in epoxy resin and prepared for metallographic examination. The specimen
was finally coated with Carbon prior to the SEM observation and analysis.

SEM / EDS element mapping

The CRUD material appears on the outer surface of the cladding as a quite porous layer. On this polished
layer, EDS element mapping was realised to determine the qualitative element distribution inside the
CRUD and gain information on the real homogeneity of the material (Fig 4). The element mappings show
that Fe, Co and Zn are mainly in the bulk CRUD material whereas Mn and Ni are on the surface of the
material and finally Cu appears as precipitates (or artefacts from sample preparation). These
measurements confirm the intrinsic inhomogeneity of the Crud material.

Transmission Electron Microscopy of CRUD material deposited on filter

Sample preparation

The CRUD material containing filter membrane has been dissolved in Acetone and then the deposit was
precipitated. Two times the clear Acetone phase has been removed with a pipette and pure Acetone was
added again to wash out the dissolved polycarbonate from the filter to get pure CRUD deposit material.

With KAI(SO4)2-12H2O (Potassium alaun) some bigger crystals have been grew in a saturated (65°C)
solution. The crystals have been coated with carbon. Then with a pipette a drop of CRUD containing
Acetone was deposited on the coated crystal and another layer of carbon was deposited to create a
Carbon-CRUD-Carbon-Sandwich. Then the Crystal was dropped into a 1:1 H2O-Ethanol-Solution and the
CRUD containing carbon layers have been collected on a TEM grid.

BSE (Bar = 5 |tm) Mn Ka NiKa CuKa

Fe Ka Co Ka Zn Ka Zr La

Fig. 4 Element mapping in CRUD measured by EDS on a fuel rod cross section
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Imaging, Energy dispersive X-Ray Analysis, Electron Diffraction

The TEM analyses have been done with a JEOL 2010 Electron Microscope, equipped with a Link® EDS
system. Very few particles or agglomerate collected on the carbon foil were thin enough to be
transparent. Nevertheless it was possible to collect images, EDS analyses and Selected Area Diffractions
(SAD) on few Fe based particles. Most of the SADs show a superposition of different diffraction pattern
indicating the presence of different crystal orientation and / or phases in the beam. This indicates that the
particles analysed are probably agglomerates of very thin particles. Preliminary analyses of some of
these SAD indicate the presence of hematite and probably of magnetite or spinel (FeMnZn) FexO4. But
most of the pattern cannot be indexed and this first analysis must be confirmed by further studies (Fig. 5).
Analyses realised on two particles are presented in Fig. 6. The results demonstrate the presence of
material with almost no Zn and low Mn content on the side of other with a Zn and Mn content up to 13%
Wt. This is also a confirmation of the highly inhomogeneous local composition of the CRUD.
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Fig. 5 TEM bright field images, EDS analyses and SAD pattern

Discussion

The comparison between the global and local measurement of the CRUD composition show variation that
can be explained by an inhomogeneous element distribution in the CRUD material itself. The SEM
detailed analyses show a surface composition different from the bulk composition of the CRUD particles
or agglomerate and the TEM analyses demonstrate the superposition of different phases at a very small
spatial scale. Therefore, this study shows an intrinsic difficulty for the analysis of the physical properties
and morphology of the CRUD material. Due to the very high inhomogeneity of the CRUD, the use of the
high spatial resolution analytic techniques as SEM or TEM can deliver misleading information. It must be
noted that the material sampling technique used for most of the analysis presented in this paper
(scraping) is well suited for the determination of the global composition of the material (ICP-MS) but far to
be perfect for the SEM or TEM analyse as the original material is grinded down to a very thin powder.
This could have an influence on its local structure, composition and homogeneity. For more detailed
analysis of the CRUD material new sampling procedures should be developed.
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Conclusions

SEM and TEM are complementary methods to ICP-MS and can give interesting additional information by
the analysis of CRUD material. ICP-MS gives accurate but global values for the element concentration in
CRUD material whereas SEM and TEM give very local information about the morphology, element
concentration, homogeneity and structure of single particles and conglomerates. The SEM analyses show
that CRUD deposit can appear as a compact deposit layer or as more or less loose conglomerates and
crystallites. The mean element concentration of Cr, Co, Fe and Ni is similar to the ICP-MS results
whereas the concentration of Zn is significant less and that one from Mn and Cu significant higher in
EDS. TEM deliver very local elemental analyses in single particles and information on its structure. The
quality of the sample preparation is instrumental in order to obtain good analysis. The study has shown
the potential and danger of applying local analytical analysis techniques like SEM and TEM to the
determination of the CRUD structure and composition. The development of less abrasive material
sampling would increase the interest of these analytical techniques.
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Possibilities and Prospects of Investigation of Irradiated Structural
and Fuel Materials Using Scanning Electron Microscope PHILLIPS XL

30 ESEM-TMP installed in the Hot Cell.

V.N. GOLOVANOV, A.E. NOVOSELOV, S.V. KUZMIN, VV. YAKOVLEV1

FSUE SSC RF RIAR, Dimitrovgrad, Ulyanovsk region, Russia

Abstract

Scanning electron microscope Philips XL 30 ESEM - TMP with X-ray microanalysis system INCA has been installed
at SSC RF RIAR. The microscope is placed in the hot cell. Monitoring and control system is installed in the operator's
room. Irradiated specimens are supplied to the hot cell through the transport terminal and installed into the
microscope by manipulators. Direct contact of the personnel with radioactive materials is impossible.

In addition it is developed the system of remote placement of the irradiated specimens into the specimen chamber of
microscope. The system includes a stage with three seats, holders for different types of specimens and equipment for
their remote loading in the holders.

Keywords: Scanning electron microscope, EDX spectrometer, WDX spectrometer, hot cell, SM reactor fuel rods.

Introduction

Scanning electron microscope Philips XL 30 ESEM-TMP of Philips Electron Optics production was
installed in the hot cell of SSC RF RIAR in 2002. The microscope is equipped with the Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX) and Wavelength Dispersive X-ray (WDX) spectrometer INCA of Oxford Instruments
production. This paper presents the peculiarities of the microscope location in the hot cell and
development of auxiliary equipment for its remote maintenance. The paper also presents the examples
demonstrating the possibilities of the microscope in examination of irradiated materials.

Adaptation of the microscope

The microscope was adopted for operation in the hot cell. The adaptation included the following actions:
1 The plastic light-guide inside the Secondary Electron Detector was replaced with a glass one

to make it less vulnerable to gamma radiation.
2. The opening distance of the stage door of the specimen chamber was increased to 30 cm.

This allows for easier access to the stage when changing a specimen.
3. Extra shielding of the WDX spectrometer (between the specimen chamber and detector) was

introduced to reduce the background signal in the wavelength spectrum.
4. An additional collimator for the EDX spectrometer was installed.
5. The length of the cables between the XL30 electronics console and the vacuum console was

extended to a maximum length of 5 m. In this case the electronics console (with the user
interface) can be placed outside of the hot cell.

Description of the area

The vacuum console is located in the hot cell (Fig. 1) on a separate base. The layout of the device is
presented in Fig. 2. The vacuum console is remotely controlled through the cables of the electronics
console located in the operators' room. A viewing system and two manipulators are installed. They allow
the remote loading of samples into the microscope. The samples are transported to this hot cell from
another one, intended for sample preparation, by means of conveyer. The hot cell is equipped with
ventilation system allowing 20-fold air exchange per hour.

mailto:adm(3>niiar.ru
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Fig. 1 View of microscope through the hot cell window from the operator's room side

Fig. 2 Layout of the Philips XL 30 ESEM - TMP microscope. Hot cell is marked with red, operators'
room is marked with yellow

1 - vacuum console of microscope, 2 - separate base, 3 - sealed door from the maintenance corridor
side, 4 - manipulators, 5 - conveyer terminal, 6 - viewing system, 7 - control system for INCA
spectrometers, 8 - electronics console of microscope, 9 - system for supply of argon-methane gas
mixture to the WDX spectrometer, 10 - system for liquid argon supply.

An air-conditioner is installed in the hot cell to meet the requirement to temperature. Systems are installed
for filling the Dewar of the EDX spectrometer with liquid nitrogen as well as for the WDX spectrometer
supply with argon-methane gas mixture from the gas-cylinder located in the operators' room.
Before loading into the microscope, the sample surface can be cleaned in the ultrasonic cleaner, of which
bath is located in the hot cell. Then, the samples are placed into special holders (Fig. 3). Each holder is
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intended for a certain type of sample Then, the holder with the sample is installed onto the microscope
stage. This stage is equipped with two sets of standard elements for electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA) of SPI Supplies, USA production. One set contains 59 metal and mineral standards and the other
one - 15 rare earth standards.

The sample under examination and sets of element standards are located in the same horizontal plane
that provides accurate quantitative EPMA.

I
Fig. 3 Sample holders of different type

Examination of radioactive samples

In 2003 examinations of radioactive samples started. One of the activities performed within this period
was study of the irradiation effect on the state of the SM reactor fuel rods with a fuel loading increased by
20% (from 5g to 6g of uranium-235). The work was aimed at upgrading of the SM reactor core so as to
enlarge the experimental possibilities of accelerated high-dose irradiation of structural materials. The SM
fuel rods are of dispersed type with a cruciform cross-section. The material of the fuel column is a
composition containing uranium dioxide dispersed in the matrix consisting of mixture of copper and
copper-beryllium bronze. The fuel rod cladding is made of steel C06Cr16Ni15Mo3B.

The SEM and EPMA methods were used to examine the SM experimental fuel rods, i.e. structure and
elementary composition of fuel particles, copper-beryllium matrix and contact zones at the phase
boundaries: "fuel particle-matrix" and "matrix-fuel rod cladding" The samples represented polished
sections made from the full cross-section of a non-irradiated fuel rod (surveillance specimen) and
irradiated one. The first one was used as an initial sample to determine the fuel rod state before
irradiation. The second one, irradiated up to 41% of uranium-235 burn-up (accumulation of fission
products achieved 1, g of fragments *cm"3) was used to examine the fuel rod state after in-pile irradiation
under operating conditions.

Examination results

Unlike the non-irradiated fuel rod, the matrix of the irradiated one contains large pores (Fig. 4), which are
located mainly, at the boundary of two phases: "fuel particle-matrix" Large irradiated particles of uranium
dioxide are characterized by very well developed porosity. A distribution of pores in the fuel particle
volume is non-uniform; they are located, most probably, along the grain boundaries (crystallites). Fig. 5
shows one of the characteristic particles of uranium dioxide that was chosen to determine possible
interaction between uranium dioxide and copper-beryllium matrix. Concentration curves of copper and
uranium were plotted using X-ray spectrometers. No mutual penetration of copper and uranium can be
seen. Copper is not available in the fuel particles. An interaction layer was revealed between the matrix
and cladding. The difference in the thickness of the interaction layer was observed in the edges and
cavities of the fuel rod cross-section. The irradiation did not effect the change in the layer thickness. A
quantitative EPMA of the "matrix-cladding" interaction layer was performed using the non-irradiated
sample. A re-distribution of elements was observed in this interaction area. Copper interacts with the
cladding penetrating into steel in the form of separate "streamlet" In the course of the process evolution,
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separate "streamlets" unite and form a system of "islands" At the next stage, mutual penetration of the
cladding and matrix elements occurs in these "islands".

Fig. 4 Particles of uranium dioxide in the copper-beryllium matrix before (a) and after (b) irradiation
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Fig. 5 Irradiated uranium dioxide in the copper-beryllium matrix (a). Distribution of copper and uranium
(b) along the yellow line in the photo. The quality of the photo is worse than that in fig.4. It is
related to the necessity of the increase of the probe current during the X-ray microanalysis that
leads to degradation of the resolution of the microscope

It should be mentioned that during this process the elements contained in the cladding were re-distributed
in different ways. Thus, in the "islands" the content of nickel and chromium decreased sharply and that of
molybdenum increased. The iron concentration decreases only in the islands at the most distance from
the cladding. A sharp increase in the copper content is also observed there.

The distribution maps of the irradiated fuel rod elements were plotted for the interaction area: "matrix-
cladding" (Figs. 6, 7). They did not show any significant difference in the distribution of the above
elements in the "matrix-cladding" interaction layer after irradiation.
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a) b)

Fig. 6 The scanned area of the irradiated experimental fuel rod (a) Integrated SE image of the area with
maps of elements distribution in the characteristic X-rays (b) Places of uranium concentration is marked in
red, copper concentration - in blue and iron concentration - in green

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 7 The distribution map of uranium (a), copper (b), iron (c) and chromium (d) over the area shown
in Fig. 6. The EPMA image is obtained in characteristic X-rays
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The device allows combining the SE image with maps of elements distribution. Places of concentration of
elements in this case are well visible.

Conclusions

Microscope Philips XL 30 ESEM-TMP located in the hot cell allows the examination of radioactive
materials with activity up to 1011 Bq (137Cs source). It provides:

obtaining of images of a sample structure with a resolution up to 3.5 nm.
express-analysis of a sample composition.
qualitative and quantitative EPMA of materials, including light elements,
obtaining of maps of elements distribution over a sample.

- examination of dielectric materials without preliminary plating of conductive coating.

The above possibilities of the device allow the examination of materials used in nuclear power
engineering to solve a vast spectrum of problems
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New Possibilities of the Isotope Distribution Examination in Irradiated
Absorbing Materials Using Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry Method

Yu. D. GONCHARENKO1, L A. EVSEEV, V. D. RISOVANY

Federal State Unitary Enterprise "State Scientific Center of Russian Federation Research Institute of
Atomic Reactors", 433510, Ulyanovsk region, Dimitrovgrad, Russia

The SIMS technique (with using a linear analysis and 2D surface imaging) has been to measure the radial distribution
of the boron isotope ratio in the boron carbide pellets irradiated in the fast reactor. It was revealed that a radial
distribution of isotope ratio in the boron carbide pellets is significantly different after irradiation in fast and thermal
reactors. It was showed the advisability of using ion images for such examinations.

Keywords: secondary ion mass spectrometry, absorbing elements of nuclear reactors, 2D analysis, isotopic charts

Introduction

Nowadays boron carbide (B4C) is one of the main materials, which are used in the control rods of different
neuron spectra reactors. The initial elemental and isotope compositions of absorbers are changed in the
course of the reactor operation. These changes (they are of a radial character in the first approximation)
are one of the factors affecting the efficiency of the B4C absorbers, their radiation resistance and
serviceability.
Currently these changes are usually analyzed with the use of calculation and volumetric analysis
methods. Local methods of the isotope composition analysis are less common (nuclear reaction analysis
using microprobe techniques [1, 2], secondary ion mass spectrometry method (SIMS) [3] and others).

The analytical potential of the secondary ion mass spectrometry method (sensitivity, lateral resolution and
others) is appropriate for experimental isotope composition analysis of absorbing materials. But at the
same time such research activities require much time and spending. Probably the use of secondary ion
images (2D-analysis) will help in the local isotope composition analysis of absorbers. This paper
demonstrates how the radial distribution of the boron isotope ratio in the enriched boron carbide pellets
irradiated in the fast reactor can be examined using the SIMS technique.

Experimental

The isotope composition was examined using a MS7202M SIMS instrument. The Ar+ ions having the
energy of 10 keV were used as primary ions. The beam current of primary ions was 0.05 uA. The chosen
diameter of the probe was about 30 (im.

It has been known that in spite of the significant progress made due to the use of primary cesium ion
beam in the SIMS technique and the MCs+ cluster registration [4], the quantitative analysis of the stored
images has been presenting difficulties as before as a result of chemical, topographic and
crystallographic effects [5]. The crosscut metallographic sections of irradiated boron carbide pellets
(Fig. 1) were used for the topographic contrast effect reduction in the course of this work.
Sets of ion images (in the absorbed current and 10B+ and 11B+ ions (Fig. 2)) were registered on the sample
surface (nearby its edge) over an area of ~1x1 mm.

The resulted ion images were processed in the following way: the intensity of each image point in 10B was
compared with the intensity of the corresponding image point in 11B and then these relationships were
averaged over lines (Fig. 3a). As the change of the isotope ratio in pellets under the reactor operation
conditions is the radial character in the first approximation, such image processing procedure is well
acceptable for similar examinations if a pellet size is rather big (it is 20 mm and 1 mm in our case) as
opposed to the region of the ion image registration but the registration region itself should be located over
the peripheral area of the pellet (Fig. 1). In the opposite case such averaging should be made with due
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consideration for the pellet geometry (that is over the imaginary radiuses starting from the pellet centre
but not over the horizontal lines) (Fig. 3b)

Absorbed current

Fig.1 Photomicrography (SEM) of the
absorber fragment (doted lines are
used for demonstration of some routes
in examination and one of the ion
image registration area)

10,

Fig. 2 A set of ion images registered on the sample surface
(Fig. 1). Image resolution is 150x150 points
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Fig. 3 Possible options of the ion image processing in examination of irradiated absorber:

a) averaging of the ratio matrix (each square corresponds to the image point intensity in 10B compared
with the intensity of the corresponding image point in 11B) b) averaging of the ratio matrix over imaginary
circumferences whose centre coincides with the pellet centre

The 10B and 11B ratio was measured using a tradition approach also that was points found in segments
connecting the pellet edges and supposed centre (Fig. 1). The distance was varied within 30 and 1000
^m among the points. A number of measurements were in the range of 30 to 60 at each point of the
measurement route. They comprised a consecutive registration of the mass-spectrum area incorporating
the 10B and 11B mass peaks. The relative measurement errors (calculated with the use of the Student t-
criterion with a confidence probability of 0.95) were no higher than 0.3 relative units at each measurement
point. Approximately this value corresponds to 0.3 atomic percent.
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Results and discussion

Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate radial distributions of the 10B relative content resulted from a set of specific ion
images and for two specific routes, correspondingly.
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Fig. 4 Radial distribution of the 10B relative content resulted in
numerical processing of a set of ion images (Fig. 3)
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Fig. 5 Radial distributions of the 10B relative content for two specific
routes (a, b - route 1 and 2, respectively on Fig. 1)

The SEM data demonstrate that only a part of the ion probe (non-localized sliding beam) was present at
the shaded points (Fig. 4) and unshaded points (Fig. 5) on the sample surface, correspondingly. Such
points were excluded from the obtained routes.
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Each point of Fig. 4 represents the average of 150 values. So a potential effect of the topographic
contrast was corrected statistically that was averaging of a great number of 10B and 11B isotope ratio
values

The qualitative form of the relationship obtained after the ion image processing (Fig. 4) corresponds to the
curve trends, which are shown on Fig. 5. It might be well to point out that time required for getting one set
of ion images (Figs. 2 and 4) corresponds with the time required for getting one point of the route (Figs. 1
and 5) when the measurement error is congruent.

Comparison between the relationships presented on Fig. 4 and similar data obtained in the course of
examinations [3] (Fig. 6) and [1] (Fig. 7) reveals that the isotope ratio distributions in boron carbide pellets
is significantly different after irradiation in fast and thermal reactors.
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Fig. 6 Radial distribution of the B relative content in the power reactor absorber (B4C
powder of natural isotope composition enclosed in the stainless steel cladding) [3]

r/R, relative units

Fig. 7 Radial distribution of the 10B relative content in the absorber
(B4C sintered powder) irradiated in a thermal neutron flux of
3,0 x 1012 neutron/(cm2«s) and fast neutron flux of (En> 1 MeV)
1,0x1014neutron/(cm2*s))[1]
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The phenomenon value is much higher than measurement errors. It makes up about two relative units
(approximately it corresponds to 2 atomic %) both close to the edge of the object under examination and
its centre.

One of the possible explanations for this phenomenon arises from the fact that 11B and carbon isotopes
as well as transmutation elements, which decrease fast neutron energy and cause their efficient
absorption with the 10B isotopes, are present in the material except for 10B. Quantitative characteristics of
the isotope ratio on the absorber radius can vary with a specific neutron spectrum and B4C composition.

Conclusion

The secondary ion mass spectrometry method allows for getting a radial distribution of the boron isotope
ratio in boron carbide pellets with a micron resolution. It was experimentally revealed that a radial
distribution of isotope ratio in the boron carbide pellets is significantly different after irradiation in fast and
thermal reactors. The discovery of such phenomenon points to the SIMS appropriateness for obtaining
data on the isotope composition change in irradiated absorbers.

It is also reasonable to use ion images for such examinations. The resulted isotope maps allow for
qualitative analysis of the isotope ratio with a resolution equal to the ion probe diameter. It is necessary to
consider the topographic contrast effect accurately in order to make a quantitative analysis of the isotope
ratio. So it is necessary to improve the available technique that resides in correction of the isotope ratio
matrix with the use of images registered in the absorbed ion current. It will allow for getting a matrix of
true isotope ratio values. The quantitative analysis of the isotope ratio will require less time significantly (if
the accuracy is comparable with the results of a linear analysis) but the analysis itself will be performed
with a maximum allowable lateral resolution for this particular type of the SIMS equipment.
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Versatile Equipment for Mechanical Testing of Active Materials

Johannes BERTSCH1, Peter HEIMGARTNER
Paul Scherrer Institut, Department Nuclear Energy and Safety, CH - 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

At the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) 3 different project groups presently perform aging research on active materials.
The research fields are fusion, high neutron flux targets and LWR relevant components. Up to now mechanical
testing has been performed with small, low dose rate samples behind local shielding, not appropriate for highly
activated material. To overcome this situation, a cell concept for active mechanical testing was elaborated and has
been erected in PSI's Hotlab. It consists of 4 shielded cells. 3 connected cells are versatile and independently
operable for highly (5y-active samples. One cell is an afSy-box which will be realized in a second phase. This paper
presents the versatility especially of the (By-cells: The different user groups perform experiments in these cells,
whereas different machines can be placed into the cells. As consequence of the need of heavily shielded cell doors, a
special strengthening and levelling of the floor has been required. In all cells the relevant media are installed. Besides
the performance of the cells, the project progress as the difficulties and their solutions are described.

Keywords: Shielding, active mechanical testing, versatility

Introduction

The philosophy of Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) is, with regard to its big installations, that of a user-lab.
The specific installations are open to different users coming from inside and outside PSI. One of the big
facilities is PSI's hotlab. In the hotlab different scientific teams perform their investigations. With respect to
mechanical testing there are 3 groups today: • A group from the Research Centre for Plasma Physics
(CRPP), Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL). It is a group located at PSI who
performs mainly simulation irradiation of fusion relevant material and the subsequent mechanical testing.
The investigated materials are, e.g., ferritic-martensitic steels, low-activation steels, ODS material. • PSI
Division Spallation Neutron Source (ASQ). Materials are tested which are in discussion for windows for
liquid metal spallation source targets. The main material candidates are different steels which show, for
instance, high corrosion resistance against liquid Pb-Bi. • PSI Division Nuclear Energy and Safety (NES),
Laboratory for Materials Behaviour (LWV), Hotlab. The focus of this group is on testing LWR material, e.g.
cladding material which was exposed to high burn-up and its behaviour for intermediate dry storage.
Several material testing machines of the different groups already exist at the hotlab. Until today the
mechanical testing has mostly been performed behind light shielding consisting of lead brick walls.
Because of increasing doserates of samples and the wish to have the possibility to test also a-
contaminated material (claddings, Pb-Bi target material) an integrated concept for mechanical testing at
PSI hotlab has been developed.

Consept for active mechanical testing

The concept consists of 3 labs, whereas 2 labs are foreseen for mechanical testing and 1 lab for sample
preparation (overview see Fig. 1). In one of the test labs 3 heavily shielded (3y-cells are arranged in a row,
individually usable. The cells are provided with doors which can be opened so that test machines can be
changed. In the second test lab a heavily shielded apy-box with integrated tensile testing machine plus
furnace will be installed. In this lab some additional space rests for another machine with conventional
light shielding. The sample preparation lab will be equipped with a combined cell consisting of a heavily
shielded afty-box connected with an a-glovebox. The room comprises also several hoods for further
preparation work and storage cupboards for samples and necessary preparation chemicals.

Johannes.bertsch(S)psi.ch
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3 versatile cells with
heavy py-shielding

Heavily shielded apy-box
with tensile testing
machine incl. furnace

Combination of heavily shielded
apy-box and a-glovebox

Py-shielding

1 1

/ \

i
a-box

/ \

Light shielding
for additional
testing
machinesachir

sample prepa-
ration boxes

Hoods

Cupboard for
chemicals

Cupboard for
samples

Mechanical testing in 2 adjacent labs in the basement Sample preparation lab,
ground floor

Fig. 1 Overview room concept mechanical testing at PSI hotlab

The today status of the project is: The Py-cells are erected, the concept for the apy-box for mechanical
testing is developed, the testing machine including furnace for the apy-box has been ordered and the
planning for the preparation lab will be done until end of September 04. In the following the description
of the work is concentrated on the shielding for mechanical testing in the basement.

Versatile cells with Bv-shielding

The shielding consists of 3 independently usable cells with the dimensions 200 cm (height), 155 cm
(width, each cell) and 230 cm depth. The thickness of the steel walls - also between the cells - is 20 cm.
Each cell is equipped with a lead glass window and 2 manipulators. The design of the manipulators is
very flexible taking into account their applicability for different machines. 2 additional holes were drilled
into the front walls for mounting drawers (quick transfer of smaller pieces as tools into the cell) and
flanges for the docking of sample transport bottles. The additional holes are designed in a way so that
also a third (linear) manipulator could be mounted. The front wall is constructed as door which can be
opened for the purpose of changing testing machines, Because of lack of space, a solution had to be
found for a convenient possibility to remove manipulators (some manipulators can not be stretched when
a testing machine is installed; additionally the door which is adjacent to the room wall can not be
completely opened because of the cold part of the mounted manipulator which reaches into the room).
Therefore U-type notches have been cut at the top of the shielding front walls so that the manipulators
can be removed by taking them upwards.

The total weight of the shielding is 50 tons. This weight implies the necessity of a stable ground. It had to
be reinforced by deep concrete injections. Additionally the floor had to be levelled, so that the doors of the
cells (weight approx. 5 tons) can be moved with sufficient ease. Therefore steel plates were adjusted on
the floor and sealed (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Transport of steel plates downwards into the basement, assembling on the lab floor and levelling

Fig. 3 Assembling door pieces, hinge weight 500 kg ("heavy precision 3D puzzle")

The shielding is composed of very many pieces: For instance, a single door consists of 54 parts; the
biggest part of the shielding has a weight of approx. 1000 kg. The weight of the pieces, the lack of space
and the transport of the pieces downwards to the labs in the basement required sophisticated logistics
and work (Figs. 2 -A).

All cells are equipped with electricity, cooling water, pressurized air, argon and nitrogen. Fig. 5 shows the
first mounted manipulators and the first machine installed in the cell. For the smooth flow of sample
transfer the interaction between manipulators, drawers and transport bottle must be tested.
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A principal approval by the authorities could be reached. After minor administrational changes, tests with
active samples can be started. The first active tests are planned for September/October 04.

L
Fig. 4 Overview over the finished shielding and an impression of its fit in the room

Fig. 5 First machine in a cell, testing of manipulator and drawer interaction

a3v-box and tensile testing machine

In a second lab a heavily shielded apy-box will be installed. In principle the conditions are the same as for
the py-shielding. This means that the ground must be reinforced by concrete injections. Also the levelling
and sealing of a steel plate floor is foreseen. The (3y-shielding around the a-box is equipped with doors
which can be opened. In the case of low doserates the a-box is then directly accessible and even smaller
work can be done in the box by utilizing the mounted gloves.
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The integration of the testing machine and the furnace is designed taking into account an easy
decommissioning at the end of the installation's life. The housing of the furnace is part of the inner a-box.
The testing machine is completely outside the a-box but inside the (By-shielding. The pulling rods reach
via bellows into the furnace.

Fig. 6 "Backpack"-solution for furnace being part of the a-box, overview over the assembly

Summary and outlook

At PSI hotlab a concept for versatile mechanical testing of active material was developed. It comprises 2
testing labs and 1 sample preparation lab.

• The py-shielding in the first lab - consisting of 3 cells - is erected, 2 machines are moved into the
cells. The third machine will follow in October 04. The first active tests are planned for
September/October 04. As the cells are equipped with doors the shift of machines is possible
and already foreseen for the mid future.

• The concept for an a(3y-box in a second lab is designed and a tensile testing machine including a
furnace has been ordered. The box will be operable probably in the first half of 2005.

• The concept of a combined heavily shielded a(3y-box connected with an a-glovebox for sample
preparation will be done until September 04. The lab will be operable in 2005.

The concept of the versatile mechanical testing of active materials fulfills the requirements of different
working groups at PSI and fits into PSI's philosophy as a user lab.
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Design and Fabrication of a Dead Weight Equipment to Perform Creep
Measurements on Highly Irradiated Beryllium Specimens

M SCIBETTA1, A. PELLETTIERI, P. WOUTERS, A. LEENAERTS, G. VERPOUCKE
SCK«CEN, Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol (Belgium)

Abstract

Beryllium is an important material to be used in the blanket of fusion reactors. It acts as a neutron multiplier that
allows tritium production. In order to use this material effectively, some data on creep and swelling behaviour are
needed. This paper describes preliminary microstructural investigations and the qualification of a creep set-up that
will be used to measure creep of highly irradiated beryllium from the BR2 research reactor matrix.

Keywords: Fusion reactor, blanket, tritium breeding, beryllium, creep, irradiation

introduction

Beryllium is an important material to be used in the blanket of fusion reactors. It acts as a neutron
multiplier that allows tritium production. Taking into account the availability of highly irradiated beryllium
from the BR2 research reactor matrix, the objective of this task is to complement missing data on
swelling, helium release and creep of beryllium in conditions relevant to the end of life of a fusion power
reactor: helium concentrations up to 30,000 appm and temperature peak values up to 800 °C.

The ultimate goal is to extend the validity of the Analysis of Fusion Irradiated Beryllium (ANFIBE) code,
developed at ForschungsZentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) in the context of the Helium Cooled Pebble Bed
blanket design. This code describes the beryllium pebble bed behaviour, up to the anticipated high helium
concentrations and temperatures.

Creep and swelling measurement on highly irradiated beryllium at high temperature is not straightforward.
It requires dedicated instrumentation that should be operated remotely. The preliminary results related to
swelling are first given in this paper. The requirements of the creep measurements are then reviewed.
Next, different creep set-up options are investigated to select the most appropriate one. Finally the
selected creep set-up is designed and fabricated. It should also be demonstrated that the fabricated dead
weight machine is adequate before using it on irradiated material.

Material and specimen procurement

Large amount of highly irradiated beryllium from the BR2 material testing reactor is available, since the
beryllium matrix has been replaced in 1997 due to helium poisoning. The irradiation temperature is 50°C,
and the neutron fluence is about 1 1023n/cm2 (E>1MeV). The expected Helium build-up due to the nuclear
reactions is about 20 000 ppm.

Specimens for creep and microstructural investigations are extracted from broken pieces of hexagonal
channel from the BR2 matrix as illustrated in Fig. 1.

From the beryllium material, several specimens are extracted:

• Samples of 3 mm3 are used for Helium measurement using Hot Vacuum Extraction instrument.
These measurements allow to assessing the irradiation damage expressed in term of Helium
build-up.

mscibett@sckcen.be
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Samples of 5 mm3 are used for high-resolution optical microscopy. Size and density of Helium
bubbles that are produced do to thermal annealing will be quantified. These measurements are
very important, as they will allow the understanding of swelling resulting from bubble formation.
Samples of 9 mm3 are used for density measurements using a Picnometer. These measurements
will assess the swelling directly by evaluating the change in density.
Parallelepiped al samples 4x4x20 mm are used for creep measurements. These samples are
difficult to produce as they require high fabrication accuracy. In particular parallelism of face on
which the load will be applied should be guaranteed. Moreover, Beryllium is very brittle, neutron
activated and toxic.

Division in traceable
area

Hexagonal channel from the BR2
matrix

Fig. 1 BR2 beryllium matrix used for this research

Preliminary microstructural results

Irradiated samples were heat treated at 500, 750 and 900 °C for 50, 200 and 720 hours. These heat
treatments simulate fusion irradiation conditions. High temperature should increase the mobility of Helium
resulting in Helium bubble formation and swelling due to the internal pressure inside the bubble.

After irradiation some samples were embedded and polished to be examined using a high resolution
optical microscope. Fig. 2 shows samples heat treated at different temperatures during 50 hours. Pictures
given in Fig. 3 shows the microstructure of heat treated samples at 900°C. It is observed that for the
same heat treatment duration, the size of the bubble increases with temperature.

50 hours at 25°C 50 hours at 500 °C

50 hours at 750 °C 50 hours at 900 °C

Fig. 2 Optical microscopy after 50 hours heat treatment
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50 hours at 900 °C 200 hours at 900 °C 720 hours at 900 °C

Fig. 3 Optical microscopy after heat treatment at 900°C

After heat treatment the Helium concentration was measured using the Hot Vacuum Extraction
instrument. Results are presented in Fig. 4. After irradiation the Helium content is about 10000 ppm which
confirms the high irradiation doses received by the samples. After thermal heat treatment at high
temperature the Helium concentration decreases. It can be explained by the fact that Helium mobility has
increased and therefore escaped from the material. It is then expected that then swelling should saturate
after such heat treatment. It also explains that the microstructure at 900°C does not evolve after 200
hours treatment. Density measurements still need to be performed to confirm this hypothesis.
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Fig. 4 Helium measurement

Creep testing requirements

The equipment should be designed for remote handling in a hot cell in order to accommodate the highly
radioactive beryllium samples. Furthermore, creep test conditions have to be as representative as
possible of the working conditions in a future fusion device. The target is to perform the tests in an inert
environment (e.g. vacuum or argon), at very high temperature (i.e. 500 °C, 750 °C and 900 °C) and
during long periods of time (i.e. 9, 6 and 3 months respectively). The rising temperature rate should be
lower than 10 °C/min to avoid Helium burst release. The loading should be between 6 and 10 MPa.

Creep tests are performed either at constant load or at constant displacement. In the first case the strain
is monitored as a function of time, in the second case the stress is monitored. It has been demonstrated
that both test methodologies can provide the same inherent material property [1]. However, in this project
a constant load is requested.

Due to the brittleness of the material, it is recommended to design the set-up in order to apply load in
compression. The deformation due to creep should be measured as a function of time or at defined
intervals. The magnitude of the displacement to be measured is unknown, therefore a transducer with
accuracy equal or better than one micrometer should be used.
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Creep testing set-up

Several options were investigated - i.e. creep on an actual universal tensile machine, creep using a
spring loading system and a dead weight machine.

The universal tensile machine has the advantage to be a very versatile system allowing constant load or
constant displacement creep technique. However, the magnitude of the load to be applied and monitored
is particularly low and the equipment is immobilized for a long period.

The spring loading creep set-up was initially selected as it has the advantage to use a standard vacuum
furnace. The specimen is preloaded using a spring and is loaded in the furnace. After a given amount of
time the specimen is retrieved to measure its deformation. However, this option was finally not selected,
as it turned out to be extremely difficult to design an adequate spring that would provide a well defined
and constant rigidity in the required very high temperature range.

The finally selected technique is the dead weight machine that has the advantage of not immobilizing
other hot cell equipment. It has the capability of continuous creep monitoring trough adequate LVDT
measurement. It is rather simple to operate in hot cell and has a guarantee of accurate constant loading
during a long period of time.

Creep testing design

As no commercial instruments are available on the market that can perform creep measurements in the
specified condition, a dedicated set-up is designed and fabricated.

The dead weight machine is designed as schematically presented in Fig. 5 and shown in Fig. 6. The
system accommodates for specimens with nominal size 4 x 4 x 20 mm. In order to measure the creep of
the material investigated and not the creep of the whole system one did pay particular attention to the
material selected for the design. A Nickel super-alloy NIMONIC 90 (PER2U) has been selected due to its
very good resistance to high temperature and good creep properties. By adding weight, the system allows
to load a cross section of 16 mm2 from 2 MPa to 10 MPa.

Fig. 5 Schematic and picture of the creep dead weight system

A calibrated Linear Variable Differential Transformer, LVDT, is used to monitor creep displacement. This
LVDT is placed outside the furnace. It has been found that due to temperature conduction and
convection, the temperature of the LVDT increased up to 75 °C, which is close to the maximum operating
temperature of the selected LVDT. Therefore, an external cooling system is used. The first attempt was
done using the patented Vortec cooling gun [2]. This is a high-performance system allowing reaching sub
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zero temperatures. It has no moving part and just needs compressed air. However, the compressed air
circuit of the hot laboratory contains too much humidity resulting in obstructing the outlet with ice.
Consequently, another system was used that blows compressed air all around the LVDT. The SATEC
split furnace uses radiant elements that can operate up to 1000 °C. A Eurotherm controller is used to
control the three zones of the furnace. The upper opening is closed with isolating material. The lower
opening allows the creep system to pass through.

In order to perform the creep test within an inert atmosphere, argon is blown inside the specimen support.
In order to minimize the amount of argon to be used, the whole system should be tight. A teflon rope
allows the weight to slide on the specimen support and prevents argon to escape. The low friction
coefficient of the teflon ensures that the correct load is applied on the system.

Fig. 6 Picture of the creep test system inside a glove box

Creep set-up qualification

Three experiments were performed to qualify the equipment according to Table 1 The selected geometry
is 4 x 4 x 20 mm. All specimens are machined from Nimonic 90 material.

Run number Temperature Duration Stress Specimen ID
(°C) (days) (MPa)

1 500 7.8 7.8 dummy 1
2 500 7.1 7.8 dummy 1
3 900 Z0 7_8 dummy 2

Table 1 Test matrix for the qualification work

A creep test has been performed on a 4 * 4 * 20 mm Nimonic 90 specimen at 500 °C under a stress of
7.84 MPa. The specimen was carefully measured before and after the test using a profile projector and a
micrometer. The specimen length measures 20.002 mm before and 20.054 mm after the test. Hence a -
52 pm or -0.26% creep is obtained. This negative creep is probably due to the fact that the construction
material needs to stabilize.

The LVDT based on-line creep measurements are as follows. Before switching the furnace on, the LVDT
reading is zeroed. After temperature stabilization at 500 °C, the LVDT indicates an initial displacement of
-0.28 mm and a final displacement of -0.286 mm after 8 days that results in a -6 |jm creep (Fig. 7). Once
the temperature is brought back to room temperature after the test, the LVDT indicates -12 |jm.

All foregoing measurements demonstrate a negative creep of the specimen. The expected accuracy of
the whole system is in the order of 10 urn and will probably be improved as the system and the material
has been stabilized. Fig. 7 also gives the ambient temperature. It shows that ambient temperature should
be kept constant in order to ensure accurate measurements.
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-0.278 - •

-0.288 20

Fig. 7 Displacement and temperature at the LVDT position during a 500°C creep test performed on
Nimonic 90 under a constant load of 12.8 kgf that corresponds to a stress of 7.84 MPa

Discussion

The developed creep set-up is designed to measure creep, i.e., specimen dimension reduction due to
applied compressive loading. In the studied example, Nimonic material has a good resistance to creep
and was therefore selected as structural material for the creep set-up. Only limited creep is observed
when used at 900 °C under 8 MPa. In the actual set-up the stress will be even lower than 8 MPa. It is also
observed that swelling due to annealing can occur concurrently with creep. Swelling induces specimen
elongation due small micro-structural changes. In the case of irradiated beryllium, swelling will occur due
to helium bubble formation. In order to distinguish the two phenomena, two options remain open:

• Perform a pre-annealing to produce swelling up until saturation is reached. In a second step
measure creep on the same sample.

• Perform a creep experiment concurrently with swelling. Volumetric changes due to swelling will
be inferred from other measurements and subtracted in order to determine actual creep.

For the final set-up to be installed in hot cell, the produced heat should be evacuated properly trough
ventilation and additional cooling system.

Conclusions

Performing creep measurements on highly irradiated beryllium at high temperature is not straightforward.
It is found that the developed dead weight machine is adequate to perform such measurements. The
accuracy should be in the order of 10 um and can be monitored on line. It should also be emphasied that
swelling could occur concurrently with creep. An adequate strategy should be selected in order to unmask
swelling and to reveal only the creep properties on actual irradiated beryllium samples.
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Post-irradiation characterization of zirconia- and spinel-based inert
matrix fuels - the OTTO experiment (abstract & presentation slides)
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Rohen SCHURING, Christian HELLWIG (PSI-Switzerland), Toshiyuki YAMASHITA (JAERI-Japan)

NRG - Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group,
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Abstract

The OTTO experiment is a joint project between JAERI, PSI and NRG, initiated to study the incineration of plutonium
by means of non-reprocessable inert matrix fuels (once-through mode). The sample set comprises i) spinel-based
targets with micro- dispersed (d<25 urn) and macro-dispersed (d~250 (.im) Pu-bearing zirconia microspheres and ii)
zirconia-based solid solutions. Irradiation was performed in the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in Petten for 548 full power
days, and was completed in December 2002. Gamma spectrometry and tomography reveal the effect of the
temperature during irradiation on the spatial distribution of the fission products Fission gas releases appear to be
very low for the micro-dispersed targets; the other targets show significantly higher values, 5-10%. On the other hand
the micro-dispersed target shows unacceptable swelling. The macro-dispersed targets do not exhibit swelling; the
fission product damage is confined within the fissile phase

Shrinkage of the zirconia-based fissile inclusions has been observed in both types of the spinel-based targets,
concurrent with increased porosity and increased Xe-concentration around fissile inclusions. Shrinkage of the
zirconia-based solid solution targets has resulted in severe cracking, but their overall behaviour compares to that of
UO2.

Keywords: post-irradiation examination techniques, inert matrix fuels, plutonium incineration, zirconia, spinel
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OTTO project

• Collaboration between JAERI, PSl, and NRG, started in
1998

• Objective:

To study Pu incineration in a Once Throuyu ±nen Out mode

*• @pth §piriel~bøsed and-zirconia based targets
• Fabrication at PSi and NRG
• Irradiation HFR started October 2000
• Irradiation HFR (548 FPD) completed 30 december 2002
• Post Irradiation Examinations completed march 2004
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OTTO = incineration

Geochemically stable inert matrJGes
> insoluble in nitric acid
> suitable for f inst støøge

A. Zirconia (ZrO|)
• cubic phase, i.e. single phase system (Zr, YrPu,£r)O2_x

• excellent irrsdi&it&t)y performance, "%^
• low thermal conductivity

B. Spinel (MgAI2O4) jpr
• two phase system with (Zr, Y, PiJiW)O2_x

• high thermal conductivity compared to UO2 and ZrO2

«* ,ampfphisatHm/JSW&^g due to fission product damage

JSP*.,
Two-phase system: macro- vs. microdis'persion

damaged ntetrix

undamaged matrix

micro

fission product damage
to the fissile partiet® •

fission product damage in
the inert matrix as well.
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OTTO irradiation characteristics

• Irradiation was performed in HFR in-core position H8:

> start of irradiation:
> end of Irradiation.
> irradiation time:

> thermal flux:
> gamma heating:

> burn-up ofPu
> linear power:

7 november 2000
30 december 2002
548 full power days {45 MWth)

~7-1017rrr2s-1

-2 .0 W/g

-•30-35 % (IMF), 13 % (MOX)
~ 200 / ~ 150 W/cm (BOI / EOI)
~ 135 / - 115 W/cm (BOI / EOI)

Post Irradiation Examination

• Non~d©struc1ive PIE:
> visual inspection
> gamma spgctrometry
& tomography (3 capsules)
> profilometry
> Jk r̂ay imaging
> puncturing an^:fissiø.ri::gBs! analysis

* Destructive PIE:
> cerarriography
> microprobe analysis
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Capsule 4 cladding failure

X-ray images after irradiation
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Gamma spectrometry - (Zr,Pu)O^
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Gamma spectrometry - macrodispersion
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T . 2000

1600

1200 E
E

800

400

3
O
O

\

120

Tomography

Tomography confirms conclusions of the gamma spectrometry:
> Cs diffusion towards the cladding in capsule 2 {zircoriia}
> Swelling anddisofUongf peiiets m capsule 4 {microdispersion) Xj

> no Cs diffusion towards the cladding in capsule 6 (macrodispersion) -
lower temperatures during irradiation and confinement of fission products

i
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Gas puncturinj

Capsy
Fractional release {%)

Xe
10,37%
5,55%
0,00%

5,19%
5,35%
0,00%

9,94%
6t74%
0,05%

4,55%
6,67%
0,20%

Xe / Kr ratio
17,0
17,0

no Kr detect*
capsule failed

15,8
16,5

no Kr detected

Very low gas release in mierø-dispeFsed fuel and MOX
Gas release about 5% in macro-dispersed fuel
Gas release 5 - 10 % in zirconia-based IMF

Destructive PIE r ceramography capsule 1

Solid solution of (Zr,Y,Pu,Er)O2 (homogeneous)
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"5fl̂ :

Destructive PIE: eøramography capsule 1

Solid solution of (Zi\Y,Pu,£r)O2 (homogeneous)

Céråniøgraphy capsu

V

V

fi*
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Ceramography capsule 3

Mieifåcltepersecl zirconia in spinel

\

Ceramography capsule 5
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Ceramography capsule 5

Zircon radiation damage in rocks

^•gr
1.5 Ga old zircons in mica

(Uvdal, Telemark)

N\G
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Ceramography

satisfactory irradiation behaviour:

zircon ia in spinel.
> m swBfliii^ (pellet was taken out from the cladding)
> confinement of fission product damage to immediate surroundings

of fissile phase

micro / macro-dispersed zifcoftia in spinel:
> shrinkage of zirconia-baséd fissile indusiotis
% porosity and increased Xe-concentr&iion around fissile inclusions

%
Solid solution of (Zr,Y,Pu, Er)O2

* shrinkage of the pellet ==> cracks
* fy^^yiour comparable to UO2
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Suitability of OTTO matric-

Are the OTTO matrices suitable for once trough Pu incineration ?

fcønia-based inert matrix fuels (solid solution) r> + ' ; rf

matrix fuels (microdisp&jMye) # [ - y
y

(macrodispersive). -^ +/-

Axial overview of the OTTO sample holder

m

; t"$; Jf^^Mitli'.l. få&Pfåz*1

k24 thermocouples, including 4 central thermocouples, monitor the irradiation

Jfll
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ray images prior to irradiation

Ptntral temperatures in the OTJQ irradiation
iSampleholder
'. shifted
• vertically

— Capsule 7

—Capsule 3

-—Control Rod

Capsula 5

—Capsule A

o

300

250

Thermocouple of
Capsule 4 failed

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Irradiation time / days
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LT h e
Capsule

! ' T
2

3

4

5;

#

7

axial swelling of the fue

Description

(Zr.Y,Pu,&J6j; i(f!oia Sofctfefi)'

(2r, Y.Pii.UJO:- (Solid Soiufeti)

i;Zr,Y,fti,Er}02 *• spinel (< 25 jim)

(Z r, Y, fts ,1 j Kfe +. 5 pin c 1 (s 25 u m)

.{2ivV;l^v&Xfe tspmd;{250 Mm)

(&, Y,Pu,U )Cfe t spwd (250 urn)

MOX

Swelling

t stack from the ne f̂t

Fissile stack
length at BOI

67.26-0,rom

W.833 iiiffl

.tlfe.6'87 imri

{•,7,190 mm

46. y t mm

65,547 mm

66.427 mm

Axial swelling
after 7 cycles

-0.10±ft.l9%

-0.34*0.06%

; . . . : - [•*%•

3.?S*.0.49%

ft5?±ft21%
0.75 ±0.19%

1,30 ±0.20%

l i t radiographs

AxJafisvvcllmg
after!4 cycles

0.05 ±0.32-J4

0. t2 .±0 . «••/»:••••

-

4.13 ±0.33%

1.94 ±0.32%

0.39 ±0.3) %

1.49 ±0.25%

Axial swelling
(BOl), f-spect.

t-8±0.6%(?)

0.2 ±0.6%

2.7 ±0.6%

5.1 ±0.6%

1.0±0.6%

1.3 ±0.6%

1.7 ±0.6%

• V / ;

Profilometry results

—•— Caps 7

-m— Caps 6

Caps 5

Caps 3

Caps 2

—•—Caps 1

«400

9.300 '

^0.000 -20.000 O.00fj 20.0Q0 40.000 60,000 80.000

Position, relative to the fissile stack (mm)

100.000 120 000

curves shifted for clarity; nominal outer diameter = 9.50 mm
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Gamma scan device

Gas puncturing (II)

i I§afis3e-
• 1

2
3

4
5
6
7

feeteåleci amount {mele)
Kr )fe

3.68E-06
2.65E-06

O.OfiE+.QQ.

1.446-06
1.90E-06

O.OOE+00

6.47E-05
4.28E-O5
2.53E-07

2.28E-05
3.13E-05
9.10E-07

G6åi|(Uted amount- firolef
Kr XB

8.32E-05
6.32E-05

6.32E-05
6.32E-05
6.32E-05

1.17E-O3
1.17E-03
1.17610

1 17E--S3
1 17E-03
1.17E-03

Kr
Vputéd a m »

)^
3.55E-O5
4.77E-05
2.83E-05

rii
2.77E-05
3.55E-05
4.27E-05

t (mole) I!

6.51 E-04
6.36E-04

5 01 E-04
4.70E-O4
4.52E-04

Some differences \n pre- and post-irt$(£iation computations
of the produced gas* amounts.
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Ceramography capsule

Ceramographv
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Ceramography capsule

Ceramography capsule 4
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Session 4: Refurbishment and decommissioning
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LECA Refurbishment Project or How to Get Ready for the Next Ten
Years

Frangois BOUSSARD1, Dominique BOIS2 and JeanYves. BLANC3

1 CEA/DTAP bdg. 352 Cadarache Research Center 13008 Saint Paul Lez Durance, FRANCE
2 CEA/DEC bdg. 316 Cadarache Research Center 13008 Saint Paul Lez Durance, FRANCE

3 CEA/DSOE båt. 121, Saclay Research Center, 91191 Gif Sur Yvette, Cedex, FRANCE

Abstract

Around 1995, CEA decided a strategy for its hot laboratories:
Closing LAMA Grenoble and LHA - Saclay, after RM2 - Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Refurbishing and gathering irradiated material studies in LECI - Saclay,
Refurbishing LECA - Cadarache for irradiated fuel examinations
Reprocessing pilot experiments being located in Atalante - Marcoule.

Started up in 1964, LECA has got an exploitation licence up to August 2005. In 2001, safety authorities agreed to
extend it up to 2015, provided an extensive refurbishment is undertaken which includes;
Civil engineering works to achieve the building earthquake resistance, based on 3D-computations and withstanding
Maximum Historically Likely Earthquake,
Improving confinement by decontaminating, adding steel boxes inside cells, changing ventilation system and creating
a mobile upper cell on the cell roof,
Changing power supplies, shielded glasses and most manipulators,
Improving travelling crane, fire protection, radioactivity monitoring and alarms,
Installing a new device for characterizing and evacuating wastes,
Decreasing the fissile mass stored inside the facility (source term).

Most of the work should be ended by the end of 2005. Afterwards five cells, which do not withstand earthquake, will
be deconstructed within 3 years. By mid 2004, 60 % of tasks are completed and all contracts are awarded. The total
final cost is 97 M€, 80% of which regarding the only LECA refurbishment.

Keywords: Facility - hot cells - refurbishment - seismic strengthening - ventilation

Introduction

LECA is the French acronym for Irradiated Fuel Examination Laboratory. This hot laboratory of the CEA
has been designed within the sixties to carry out examination on irradiated fuel elements. This facility is a
classical hot cell laboratory and was built according to the safety rules prevailing at that time. Started up
in 1964, LECA has been operated up to now without major safety concern and a good feedback in both
scientific and operational field. However the old design of the facility added to a gradual reinforcement of
the safety rules led the operator, around 1995, to consider a renewal of the LECA. Set up in 1997, the
project design was submitted to the Safety Authority in 2000. One year later, agreement on the project
was released with an operation clearance up to 2015 provided an extensive refurbishment is undertaken.
It consists of:

• Civil works to reinforce the building in order to withstand Maximum Historically Probable
Earthquake,

• Improvement of confinement by decontaminating, adding stainless steel boxes inside cells,
changing ventilation system and creating a mobile upper cell on the cell roof,

• Changing power supplies, shielded glasses and most manipulators,
• Improving traveling crane
• Fire protection
• Radioactivity control and alarm monitoring,
• New system for characterizing and evacuating wastes,

boussard@cea.fr
bois(S>drncad.cea,fr
iv-blanc(5)cea.fr
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• Decreasing the fissile mass stored inside the facility.

Besides, the dead line for the project achievement was fixed up in 2005. In the first part of this paper, a
brief description of the project is given with a presentation of its main goals, technical items, safety,
strategy and organization. Then, following the progress report of the project, the paper enters the
feedback obtained and the perspectives.

LECA facility recalls

The LECA is an alpha, beta, and gamma hot cell laboratory devoted to examination on irradiated fuels. It
is formed of two main cell lines with a hot surface area of 120 m2:

• One line often cells, made of heavy concrete, is highly shielded against radiation with 1.2 m thick
walls, top and floor. With a mean surface of 9 m2 each, those cells are used for non destructive
(eddy current, X-ray radiography, profilometry, gamma scanning, etc.), semi-destructive (pin or
rod fission gas volumetry, tooling, experimental subassembly with pre-irradiated fuel element)
and destructive examination (cutting, metallography, microprobe, etc).

• One five-cell line, called lead cells, mainly for metallographic preparation and structural analysis.
• In addition to these main lines, the laboratory owns specialized shielded glove boxes to perform

fine examination such as EPMA, SIMS, X-Ray diffraction, and SEM.

A 30 tons crane serves the rear zones and the cell top for material/wastes inlet/outlet and shielded flask
handling.

Project objectives

Regulations evolutions

With time, the safety level of any facilities is intended to be kept at least as it was at start up. Maintenance
programs are wanted in that purpose but, when getting older, the facility is becoming slightly less reliable
due to aging of the non-removable components. A more substantial way to outdate the safety level of a
facility is the increase of regulation requirements with time. These convergent processes of aging on one
hand and tightening on the other hand make sooner or later the facility no more able to meet safety
requirements. Before this moment arises, it should be considered to shut it down or to renew it.
Regarding the LECA, financial and technical reviews of both possibilities were carried out. A new facility
was cheaper on its own than a renewal but decontamination, wastes processing and demolition cost of
the former one made the new facility option by far more expensive. Once the technical feasibility of the
LECA refurbishment was certain, particularly in seismic resistance, the refurbishment project was decided
and kicked off.

Advanced fuel examination

New research programs are focused mainly on fuel effectiveness (high burn up) and on long life nuclear
waste reduction. For instance, we forecast to examine within the next future in pile transmutation of
actinides, high Pu (~45 %) fuel experiment and high burn up LWR fuels. Such particular irradiated fuels
need special cares in term of safety, i.e. static confinement, alpha detection, decontamination efficiency,
wastes characterization and management, which LECA in its former state could not meet.

Technological improvement, maintenance and productivity

If the maintenance program was able to maintain the level of safety of the LECA, it must be pointed out
that it took longer time to perform it each year and the failure occurrence was high compared to the
nowadays standard. Repairing such old devices became more and more difficult and costly as well as
supplying spare parts. Such a bad situation could no longer stand in a more competitive environment.
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Strategy, safety and main technical features

Initial assessment and urgent palliative actions

The first technical works done of the project were to draw up an extensive inventory of the facility and to
summarize the experience acquired during the past 30 years of operation. Hence, some immediate
actions were undertaken insofar as they were safety valuable, cheap and easy to realize. This first step
contributed to the safety authority trust in the project. It mainly had to do with the ventilation monitoring
and the radiation control devices.

Project design and agreement for another period of operation

The initial expertise done, the project was built according to the three main objectives seen above in four
main fields: confinement (static, dynamic, heavy handling, radiological), utilities supply reliability, fire
detection/fighting and seismic strength of the facility. The resulting actions of refurbishment to be fulfilled
are as follows:
Confinement: Increase the tightness of the cells assigned to advanced fuels by installing a stainless
steel liner (box) inside the cells, as well as remote manipulators and shielded glass compliant with a 10-2
Vol/h goal. Reduce leakages in the rest of the cells (10-1 Vol/h) and in the building by sealing.
Ventilation devices: Total replacement of the old system (a sole ventilator for both cells and building) by
a double separate system (cell and building) able to sustain an in cell low pressure even when the
building ventilation system is stopped. The difficulty originates from the fact that the facility is already in
operation. Thus, ventilation system has to be maintained in operation and each step has to be reversible
in order to come back quickly (2 -3 hr) to the previous safe state in case of malfunctioning. A specific
calculation code (SIMEVENT) has been used to forecast the different states. Temporary bypasses are
used to maintain ventilation while replacing the pipes and other parts. Removal of the old parts,
sometimes highly contaminated, uses a specific procedure to allow withdrawal without prior internal
cleansing.
Crane: Renewal of the traveling crane by a highly reliable model, designed to withstand earthquake while
handling the heaviest cask. Installation of a mobile upper cell (40 tons), lead shielded, allowing safe and
tight inlet/outlet in/from any cells.
Utilities supply reliability: Replacement of all electrical wires (power and monitoring) to fireproof grade.
Electricity power supply by two geographical separate ways. Automatic management of the starting up of
ventilation devices following an incidental power cut.
Monitoring system: Replacement of the monitoring for fire detection, radiological control, flooding,
electricity supplying, ventilation pressures and flow rate now able to give a detailed description of the
facility state from a distant headquarters and allowing some remote action to put back the facility in a safe
condition.
Fire fighting: Creation, throughout the facility and especially in cells, of so-called fire compartments
designed to sustain a fire and to mitigate its propagation (2 hours) before being brought under control.
Civil works: The purpose is, for both cells and surrounding building, to withstand a Maximum Historically
Likely earthquake (a French level before the Safe Shutdown Earthquake). It includes the cell block
reinforcement and isolation from the building (no contact rather than being shock-resistant).
Strengthening of the building itself by a great deal of local supports using concrete and steel plates. It has
to be noticed that this part was a particularly harsh work since the facility was not initially designed for that
purpose and there is a lot of way to do so among which few are economically bearable. The clue was to
isolate, as far as possible, the rigid elements of the building (staircase, lift shaft, chimney, some walls) in
order to allow the building to move at the lowest frequency, thus giving the lowest acceleration as well in
our particular context in south of France. Unfortunately, the lead cell line could not meet the seismic
requirements on an economical basis. Therefore, it was decided to clean and to demolish it between mid
2005 and 2008.

The whole project was presented to the safety authority using a new safety analysis report and was
accepted on the 13th of July 2001.
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Works and safety license to engage

For commercial purpose mainly but also strategically, decision was taken to fulfill the project objectives
without stopping neither the operation nor the experimental programs. That is why the safety authority
was particularly careful of the safety on the renewal project itself

The whole project was divided in six phases each one with its own safety work report and license. Once
the license gotten, works are carried out and as far as the realization progresses operational rules are
updated.

Organization and time schedule

The PLECA project is managed by the owner project team (7 persons) in charge of the refurbishment
itself but in addition of the coordination with the operation and the experimental programs. The operator
keeps the control on the safety management of the facility including the refurbishment work safety as well
as the experimental programs execution. He also brings a logistic support to the workers (clothes, control,
wastes, etc.).

The engineering is carried out by the FRAMATOME-ANP Company.

The master schedule (Fig. 1) shows a project achievement of all the works at the end of 2005 with the
exception of the earthquake-proof reinforcements foreseen to be completed at mid 2006.

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Milestone:

project first part: upper rolling
cell, waste monitoring alarm and
radiation monitoring, finiishing
works, cell seismic strength
wires...

cleansing + cell boxing

Ventilation devices - Fire
protection - flows

Concrete cells internal fitting

Building seismic civil work

Lead cell dismantling

Today.

[march 04

i May CJ4

Fig. 1 Master Schedule

Status of the project at present (Mid 2004)

Roughly the first part of the project has been completed:

- Wastes monitoring device has successfully conditioned and characterized the waste cans of the facility
at the beginning of 2004 and is since in normal running
- The shielded rolling upper cell has already been commissioned (Figs. 2 and 3)
- The new traveling crane is operated since 6 months (Figs. 4 and 5)
- Confinement: 2 out of 4 stainless steel in cell boxes (Figs. 6 and 7) have been set in cells # 9 and #10
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Fig. 2 Mobile shielded upper cell (side) Fig. 3 Mobile shielded upper cell (front)

Fig. 4 Traveling crane arrival Fig. 5 Traveling crane replacement

Fig. 6 Stainless steel box Fig. 7 Setting the box into the cell by the top
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- The replacement of all electrical wires (power and monitoring) is realized with up to 2000 km of wires of
all natures changed. The monitoring system of fire alarm, radiological control, flooding, electricity
supplying, ventilation pressures and flow rate (partly) has satisfactorily passed the run test and
commissioned. - Concrete reinforcements for earthquake purpose of the concrete cell basements have
been carried out (Fig. 8) including the roofs in order to withstand the weight of the mobile upper cell (40
tons)

Fig. 8 Strengthening of the cell bases for seismic
withstanding purpose (reinforced concrete)

- Fire protection works are almost finished by installation of fire proof glasses, emergency doors, fire lock,
hole closure and so on.
- In 2004, the cell caisson completion is expected and the renewal of ventilation with the installation of air
conditioning, the cell ventilators, then the new monitoring panel commissioning and the replacement of
the most active parts (cell ventilation), i.e. the primary pipes, the HEPA (High Efficiency) filters. These last
stages are the most sensitive, from the safety point of view, since ventilation shut downs are likely as well
as radiological events.

2005 will see the end of ventilation works within the front and rear zones of the cells and the rest of the
building (offices). The remaining cell confinement works are forecast as well in 2005 and the start of the
civil works on the building. Eventually, the end of the civil works is expected in the first 2006 quarter.

Outcomes and conclusion

The LECA refurbishment project has a strong feature: the realization is done while the laboratory is still at
work. Beyond the difficulty to perform a renewal in such an old facility, that is the main characteristic of
this project. As expected, the co-existence of both activities turned out to be a daily challenge but the
organization built now on several years of experience made it a manageable process resulting in limited
lost of time.

At present, more than 160 000 hours of work site are recorded. However, no more than 2% claims in cost
have been observed from the contractors alleging a CEA related hanger. The low incident-accident rate is
within the average observed for the research centre whereas the productive site manhours are by far
larger. We gained a good feedback in managing the contingencies and changes (both recurrent in a
renovation process), seismic reinforcements and coordination. Drifts remain in the general allowance.

The next two years should allow us to complete the second but not the smaller part of this project.
However, experience got and already achieved phases make us reasonably positive in its success.
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Cleaning and dismantling of a high activity laboratory (abstract &
presentation slides)

BREDEL Thierry1, BUZARE Alain2

CEA/DEN/DMN/SEMI, CEA/DEN/DRSN/SADR
Saclay

Abstract

The high activity laboratories have been built at the end of the 50'. The particularity of this facility was that about 14
different laboratories worked in 14 different fields (biology, production of Cs and Cf sources, metallurgy, mechanical
testing ..). Because of the optimisation of the nuclear research, the CEA decided to close progressively this facility
and to transfer the different experiments in other places.
This action began in 1997 and is planed to end in 2010. 6 laboratories have been closed from 1997 to 2001 and the
dismantling of the shielded cells has begun since 2002. Therefore, several laboratories have been cleaned of the
materials and experiments. Nevertheless, the main particularity of this subject is that some experimental activities
have been pursued during the cleaning and dismantling of other laboratories.
For example, we describe the dismantling of the laboratory that performed metallurgical and mechanical
characterization of irradiated materials. This laboratory occupied 20 lead cells and 2 glove boxes. The exploitation of
those cells has been stopped progressively (12 at the end of 2001 and 5 at the end of 2003). The end of the of last 3
cell exploitation is planed to end 2005. Since the end of 2001, 9 lead cells have been cleaned. Their dismantling is
planed for next the two years. In parallel, we will clean all the other cells. During this phase we will have also to
transfer all the irradiated samples (about 5000) that are still in the laboratory to the waste treatment facility of the CEA
centre or to the new laboratory which has been presented during the previous Hotlab meeting in Saclay.

The paper gives details for background about ended operations: Organisation, Waste production, Specific designs
which improve radioprotection, waste destinations and costs, Difficulties and feedback experience of dismantling.

Keywords: Dismantling, Hot Cells, Mechanical testing facilities

Thierry.bredel@cea.fr
alain.buzare@cea.fr
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Laboratory of high activity
CEA Saclay

>Builtinthemid50'
> 16 different laboratories working in different fields (biological,
chemistry, source production, mechanical characterization...)
> Activities of the different laboratories have been stopped
progressively since 1994

V-opi 2004 H-Miah mectmn

Future possible orientation in 2010

O ~ O >Cells to be destroyed : 0 1 ,2 ,3

> Reserve : The cells 8, 11,12,13
decommissioning will be conserved
nuclear activities.

> Low activity laboratories :

• cellule 6 • chemical analysis

• cellule 4 • reserve

• cellule 7 radioactive source

5,9, 10 and 14.

15, 16 after
as reserve for future non

storage
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Future possible orientation in 2010

Logistic
and

offices

Low level activity
laboratories

=> No more high activity level laboratory

Kept 2uu4 Hotlob meeting

1

•
•

i 'V

— •

PE*Hfft£!H^H

Actual view

Beginning of the

•Tllil.l.lll

ID! '̂
of cell

project

Aim

r
é

11

2002

End planed for end 2006.

of the

II% !

1 1

project

itlHU
H F i

Future" view of cell 11

Ser. 2.-04 Ilo t I i lhmte,mS

1
or cell 15

5
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Cell 15 - Line SEMIRAMIS

090
• Line of 5 hot cells used for the
preparation of samples for the microprobe

• Samples : UO2, MOX, Confinement
glasses,...

• Cell 15-21 was previously

decontaminated

• Initial radiological states go from very

penalizing (15-22) to quasi clean (15-23-3)

Q A lot of small pieces inside to evacuate

• Effluents forbidden and impossibility to

evacuate wastes with a high activity level.

• Easy accessibility for 15-21 &15-22.

Impossible for the others.

Kept 2M04 10

oso

P ' '-'-HA!! DRSN -,.\<>D

Cell 15-22
• Very penalizing initial radiological state :

>a Contamination (c/s) > 10000 c/s

>p Contamination (c/s): 5000 c/s

> Estimated a Activity 80000 Bq.

> Initial a dose rate 1600 uSv/h

• Accessibility Mobile front wall.

• High activity wastes have been stored in
a cask.

• 2 months have been necessary to obtain
a radiological level compatible with a
human intervention inside (orange level).

Q 1 more month to finalize the total
decontamination

• Final radiological state

> a emitters ~ 200 Bq/cm2

>p emitters < 280 Bq/cm2

>Mean final a dose rate • 400 uSv/h

St-pt 2004 Hotjab meeting
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., - , -.... . - ..,

—- -•

080!

Cell 15-23-1

• Initial radiological state

> a Contamination (c/s): 4500 c/s

> (3 Contamination (c/s) 4000 c/s

> Estimated a activity • 34600 Bq.

• Accessibility Impossible.

•=> Decontamination realized only by

telemanipulator

• ~3 months to obtain a mean

satisfying radiological level

• Final radiological state

> a emitters ~ 2 Bq/cm2

> p emitters < 35 Bq/cm2

> Mean final a dose rate • 40 uSv/h

Sep! 2i.K!4 Holkhmceiing 12

CBJ

Partial conclusion

• The objectives for the final radiological states were

> unstable contamination < 100 Bq/cm2

> < 0,01 mGy/h measured under 300 mg/cm2 in the middle of the

cells

• These objectives has been achieved in time for all the cells excepted

15-22 and 15-23-1 (Semiramis) We decided to stop decontamination

operations of these two cells because of

> Final results were acceptable for dismantling

> Supplementary means would have obliged us to obtain an

authorization from French safety authorities => Delay (>3months)

incompatible with the project

> Supplementary costs

DKRN.-SAGD 13
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Continuation of the operations . Planning

• Activities were stopped in 2 steps.
C E O • Storage cell full !
— • Total cost: ~4M€ (without waste treatment)

Safety a utho

*-
0)

=

O

15-30
15-13
15-33
15-31
15-26
15-23
15-22
15-21

•H-ié
11-38
11-36
11-37
11-29
11-39
11-35
11-26
11-34

2004| 2005 | 2006

•u.Y ,TlLj
= • k -

r^ i_ i •••-
*m \ - r T-

1 m
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> No construction plans.

> For all the Cells to decontaminate .

• Very penalizing radiological levels

• Accessibility difficult

• Large and massive pieces to evacuate in some cells

> Evacuation of about 5000 irradiated samples stored in cell 11 -34.

• Obtaining customer agreement to send samples to waste is a hard
job

• A lot of cask rotations => Time consuming
• Interferences between decontamination and dismantling.

> Short delay
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The new Shielded Metallography Box in Paul Scherrer Institut Hot
Laboratory

Didier GAVILLET1, Andreas URECH Paul Scherrer institute Laboratory for Materials Behaviour CH-5232
Villigen - PSI Switzerland

Abstract

The new metallography box has been finally completed and installed in PSI hot laboratory. The definitive set-up of the
heavy shielded box is presented including the infrastructure used for the specimen preparation and observation.

The Box was commissioned at the beginning of the year 2004. The paper presents the experiences gained during the
first months of operation and shows the capabilities of the infrastructure for the preparation and observation of highly
radioactive materials using chosen examples.

Keywords: PIE, Instrumentation, Metallography

A short overview of a long story

After about 25 years of service, the old PSI metallography box was strongly corroded with outdated
infrastructure. In 1998 it was decided to start the conception and construction of a new modern box.

The project formally started at the beginning of 1999 with the presentation of the box concept and
financial plan The international call for offer and evaluation of these offers were realised mid 2000 and
the formal ordering of the boxes and of the major infrastructure (polishing machines, saw, manipulators,
etc) were made at the end of the same year. At the same time the decommissioning of the old
metallography box started. During 2001, the dismantling of the old box was completed and the
preparation of the laboratory, which included a re-enforcement of the floor due to the larger weight of the
new box, was completed. The inner steel boxes for the alpha-containment and the 25 cm thick, 80 tons
steel shielding constructed by a local Swiss firm was delivered and mounted during year 2002.

At that point the installation and test of the infrastructure started. This phase took much more time than
expected and the final commissioning of the box was completed only in beginning of 2004.

Finally, after 4 years of hard work, the first radioactive specimens have been prepared and analysed in
the new PSI metallography box during summer 2004.

The paper gives a general description of the new infrastructure available in PSI. Two metallographic /
ceramographic investigations of radioactive materials are used to demonstrate the capabilities and
qualities of the new and versatile infrastructure.

Main features of the new metallography box

The concept and basic design of the shielded box were realized entirely in PSI using the available
competences. A sketch presenting the most important features of the box is presented in Fig. 1.

The concept is based on one large box for the specimen preparation with a large floor space and one
small box for the optical microscopy investigation of the specimens. Both boxes are entirely and
independently shielded (250 mm steel for the preparation box and 200 mm for the microscopy box). Both
inner boxes are in stainless steel and alpha-tight. The transfer of the specimens between the two boxes is
made with a rotating lock.

The construction was realized by a Swiss Firm. The inner alpha-containment is entirely made of stainless
steel with an electro-polished inner surface to insure an easy cleaning / decontamination of the working
zones. The shielding walls are entirely made of steel. The rotating locks are from own design. O-Rings

Didier.gavillet(5)psich
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insure the tightness of the lock during operation. Pictures of the inner box and the shielding during
fabrication are presented in Fig. 2.

The working pressure of the boxes is set to -2 to -4 mbar with a larger under-pressure in the preparation
box than in the microscope box and in the inactive lock. The under pressure is regulated by mechanical
valves that insure a safe operation of the box (Fig. 3). The box can bee filled with laboratory air, with
pressurised air (dry and clean) or with nitrogen. With nitrogen operation, an oxygen level under 5%,
insuring that alcohol cannot be inflamed is obtained in less than 30 minutes. A safety device has been
installed to insure that no pressurisation of the box occurs if the exhaust system falls out.

In order to insure an easy transfer of consumables in the preparation box, a so called inactive lock
equipped with a large rotating lock has been installed on one side wall (Fig. 3). This allows an easy and
quick transfer of the polishing paper, cloths or embedding material in the box and greatly reduces the
amount of material that must be stored inside the containment.

Manipulator for the microscopy box

Microscopy box (250 mm steel shielding)

Rotating lock

Inactive lock with large rotating lock

Preparation box (200 mm steel shielding)

Specimen storage (extra shielding)

Manipulator for the preparation box

PSI Standard locks (small and large)

Connector plate

PADIRAC^' docking station

Fig. 1 Sketch of the new PSI metallography box

On the other side wall, a PADIRAC® docking station is available for the transfer of highly radioactive
material or fuel specimens in and out of PSI using this transport cask.

In addition, two "PSI standard lock systems" (small and large) are available for the internal specimen and
waste transfer (Fig. 4). The standard waste-box in PSI has an internal diameter of 209 mm and a length
of 500 mm. All contaminated materials must be removed from the box using such a waste-box. This has
put large constraints on the infrastructure of the box.

A shielded internal storage room for specimens is available in the box (Fig. 4). This allows the storage of
about 30 specimens inside the containment without unacceptable dose rate elevation in it.
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Fig. 2 Picture of the inner alpha containment, of the steel shielding and of the large rotating lock during
the construction of the box

Fig. 3 Left: under-pressure regulation and feeding systems for the boxes (upper part of the picture) and
inactive lock for the transfer of consumables (bottom part of the picture); Right: PADIRAC cask
docked on the box

r-

Fig. 4 Left: shielded cask in front of the PSI lock for waste disposal; Right: internal shielded specimen
storage

The specimen preparation in the large box is made with three master/slave manipulators (Fig. 5). Two
large windows and two small ones on the side insure a good vision of the work area. A large steel mirror
installed on the back wall allows having a full view of the box floor.
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Fig. 5 Left: front face of the preparation box; right: microscopy box

The specimen manipulation and positioning on the optical microscope in the microscopy box is made with
one master/slave manipulator (Fig. 5).

The entire infrastructure installed in the preparation box has been specially designed or modified for our
specific use. The major modifications were needed in order to insure a possible transfer of the machines
inside the standard PSI waste container. The standard infrastructure includes one cutting machine, two
polishing machines, one ultra-sonic cleaner, one embedding system and one hot plate and one specially
designed etching box that should reduce the long term corrosion in the box (Fig. 6).

All electrical, gas and liquid feedings are made through special connectors all positioned on one
connector plate that could be removed or modified in case of need (Fig. 6). All electrical cable are kept
out of the floor in order to reduce the risk of damage (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Left: connector plate and cable holders; middle: polishing machines; right: cutting machine

The optical microscope installed in the microscopy box is a Leica® TELATOM4® inversed metallographic
microscope (Fig. 7). It is fully remote controlled and allows the observation of the specimen at
magnification between 8 to 2500x. The image acquisition is realised with a high resolution digital camera
and dedicated software running on PC. The software allows a quantitative analysis of the image, it's
archiving and the automatic preparation of documentation files. A Plexiglas plate has been mounted on
top of the microscope to protect it and prevent a fall of a specimen at the bottom of the box.

The microscopy box includes a sliding door that allows an easy access to the microscope for cleaning
and service operation (Fig. 7). Four gloves allow the routine service of the instrument without opening of
the alpha containment. Large servicing and complete cleaning can only be done after a decontamination
of the containment and removal of the front Plexiglas plate.
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Fig. 7 Up-left and centre: microscopy box with sliding door closed and open; Up-right: external part of
the microscope; down-left: internal part of the microscope; down-right: upper part of the internal
part of the microscope with its Plexiglas shield

First analysis of radioactive materials

The first metallography and ceramography analyses of radioactive material have demonstrated the
versatility of the specimen preparation box and the very high quality of the microscope.

Two examples are given here: an observation of a hydrided Zircaloy cladding specimen and the
observation of an irradiated fuel pellet cross section. The goal here is just to show the quality of the
observation realised and not to give information of the specimen themselves.

In Fig. 8, the hydride structure in the Zircaloy specimen has been observed at different magnification. This
reveals the lenses formation as well as the local structure of hydride. The capability to stitch numerous
pictures together in order to get a very high resolution image of a large area demonstrates the very good
quality of the optics.

The observation of an UO2 irradiated pellet cross section is presented in Fig. 9. The specimen preparation
was focused on the gap region and the observation of the interaction layer between the fuel pellet and the
cladding. The presented pictures demonstrate the capability of the microscope to get high contrast, high
resolution pictures of the fuel pellet at magnification between 10 to 2500 times.
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Fig. 8 Observation of the hydride structure in an irradiated Zircaloy cladding cross section at different
magnifications. The two left pictures have been realised by stitching two and 7 pictures together
respectively

Fig. 9 Cross section of a pellet observed at different magnification between 10x to 2500x

Summary

A new modern and versatile shielded box has been developed in PSI for the optical microscopy of highly
radioactive materials. The box has been commissioned in April 2004 and the first analyses of irradiated
cladding materials and nuclear fuel have already been realised.

Thank to the modern and powerful infrastructure (optical microscope, digital camera) very good analysis
can be realized on irradiated materials, including fuel. The first analyses have already demonstrated a
clear improvement of the PSI capabilities for optical observation of nuclear material.
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The molybdenum production facility and its relationship with NRG

Lars ROOBOL1 Mark HUNTELAAR
NRG Irradiation Services, Hot Cell Laboratories, P.O. Box 25, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands,

roobol@nrg-nl.com

Abstract

Mallinckrodt Medical's (MM) Molybdenum Production Facility (MPF) is located in the Hot Cell Laboratories (HCL) of
NRG. Following a tight schedule, molybdenum is produced on a regular basis by MM under the supervision of NRG.
In this paper, successively a short description of the production process is given followed by an outline of the
radiological impact to the surrounding. In a second part the organizational impact for the management of NRG in
general and more specific the HCL is described. Attention is given to the consequences with respect to logistics,
license, safety issues, monitoring, waste handling and operational support.

Keywords: radio-isotopes, waste management

Introduction

The Molybdenum Production Facility is operational in Petten since 1995. It was a joint undertaking by
Mallinckrodt Medical, now a part of Tyco Healthcare and of ECN. The building cost (not taking the cell
inventory into account) was about 10 million euro.

The facility consists of two independent lines of five hot cells, built around a joint transport hall. In August
of this year, the 1000th batch of molybdenum was produced in the facility. Technetium, the daughter
isotope of molybdenum, is used for medical diagnosis. Worldwide, about 30 million patients are given
technetium injections per year. More than half of this technetium originates from Petten.

The chemical extraction process and the distribution of molybdenum to hospitals all over the world (but
mainly to North America, Europe and Japan) are done by Mallinckrodt Medical, part of Tyco Healthcare.
All other aspects of the undertaking (nuclear license, irradiation of targets, waste management,
radiological monitoring, etc.) are the responsibility of NRG.

Production Process

Uranium targets, covered in aluminium, bought by NRG with Cerca in France, are irradiated up to 150
hours in the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in Petten. The BR2 reactor in Mol, Belgium serves as a back-up.
After 20 hours of cooling time, the targets are transported to the MPF. The installation then already has
been checked and cleared by NRG personnel.

There Mallinckrodt personnel are starting with a 14 hours production run. First, the targets are dissolved
in NaOH in cell nr. 1 Because the dissolving of the aluminium generates a lot of hydrogen gas, this step
is performed in a nitrogen atmosphere. The hydrogen is oxidised using hot CuO. The fission products
enter the solution, while the uranium is collected onto a filter. The radioactive noble gases such as xenon
and krypton are led to a delay line, where most of the isotopes can decay before being coming out of the
chimney.

In cell nr. 2, the iodine-131 is taken out of the solution using silver, forming Agl. Immobilising the iodine
greatly adds to the safety of the MPF

In cell nr. 3, the molybdenum is purified further using MnO2 and Ag-1 columns. The last purification step is
performed in cell nr. 4, where the finished product is heated up and collected in a platinum beaker. The
transport containers are loaded in cell nr. 5. After leak testing the containers are transported to the airport.

Radiological impact

The emissions from the MPF are dominated both in activity and in the resulting dose to the general public
by radioactive noble gases. Through innovations and fine tuning of the process, these emissions have

roobol(5)nrq-nl.com
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diminished quite drastically. The emissions as function of time are shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Emission of noble gases in radiotoxicity equivalent units, per production

At present, about 170 productions take place in Petten every year, which means that less than 2
radiotoxicity units are being emitted per year. This should be compared to an annual permitted limit of 60
units, equivalent to a maximum dose to a member of the general public of 0,35 |uSv per year.

In Table 1, the annual dosis of the workers in the MPF is shown. Although the extraordinary activities
which are handled in the MPF (several PBq), the dose received by the workers is quite low. The mean
dose is almost two orders of magnitude lower than the legal limit of 20 mSv per year. The handling of the
transport containers is the dominant factor in the dose received; during production of the molybdenum the
dose received by workers is much lower.

Year

2000
2001
2002
2003

Number

22
22
21
22

Max. dose
(mSv)
0,40
1,15
1,19
0,50

Collective dose
(mSv)
3,64
5,42
8,61
6.41

Mean dose (mSv)

0,16
0.25
0.41
0,29

Table 1 Number of workers in the MPF and their annual dose

Waste management

At each stage of the production process, radioactive waste is being produced. There are three types of
different waste, each of them requiring a different route:

1. Solid Waste. In each cell, there are various items (tissues, chemical columns, connectors, tubes,
etc.) which have to be renewed from time to time. They are put into a stainless steel "syntax
drum" and transported to the NRG part of the HCL The Low Level Waste (LLW, dose rate < 20
mSv/h on the surface of the drum) is transported to COVRA, the site in the Netherlands where
radioactive waste is being kept. Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) is stored in a pipe storage at the
HCL for up to three years, after which the drums have decayed to LLW and may be stored at
COVRA much more cheaply than ILW.
Because the syntax drums are not compatible with the standard COVRA waste drums, the waste
is being re-packed (compacted) at the HCL in order to reduce waste costs even more. NRG
personnel do both the handling and the re-packing of the waste.

2. Liquid Waste. There are various types of liquid waste being produced, each having their own
chemical composition and specific activity. The most active is the type 1 liquid, being completely
dominated by 137Cs, about 9 GBq /1 . The liquid is stored in large tanks (300 - 1000 litres) in the
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cellar of the MPF. When they are filled up and have cooled down for some years, they are being
pumped into standard COVRA 44 litre containers and transported to the COVRA facility. There,
the liquid is pumped into a 5000 litre vessel. When the tank is filled, the liquid waste is mixed with
cement and stored at the COVRA site as LLW.

3. Uranium Containing Waste. With every production, some 235U (highly enriched) is collected onto
a filter. After the production, this uranium is transferred onto a collect filter. After a cooling period
of about one month in the cell, two such collect filters are being transported to the NRG part of
the hot cell laboratory (HCL), where they are being stored under water in the HCL pool. After two
years of cooling, the filters are being transported to the Waste Storage Facility (WSF), NRG's dry
pipe storage facility. Like all High Level Waste in the Netherlands, the filters have to be
transported to COVRA's newly built HABOG facility, where they will be kept for at least 130 years,
after which they will be transported to a final disposal site.

Per production, the amount of liquid waste generated in 2003 was less than half the amount generated in
1996. This has been accomplished by fine tuning the chemical process and by solidifying part of the
activity. The amount of liquid waste per production has changed significantly over time, due to a
continuous effort to reduce this expensive type of waste. This decrease is shown in Fig. 2.

• Low active

O High active

1996 2003

Fig. 2 Liquid waste (litres per production)

The volume of the solid waste (filters, chemical equipment, etc.) does not depend on the activity, which is
being handled. Fig. 3 shows the number of drums of solid and liquid waste transported to COVRA over
the years. Although the production of molybdenum shows a steep increase, the solid waste stream
remains constant (due to fine tuning of the process and by packing the waste drums more efficiently),
while the liquid waste stream is decreasing.

I Liquid

2000 2001 2002 2003

Fig. 3 Number of waste drums transported to COVRA
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Organizational Impact

NRG are performing quite some services to the MPF. Most of the work is done by the hot lab staff:
• Around the clock technical service
• Waste management (see previous chapter)
• Safety check before start of the production
• Radiation safety services
• Integral management of the facility
• Introduction of new safety related equipment, like filters

Other departments within NRG also perform the following services:
• Irradiation and transport of targets
• Radiological monitoring
• Maintaining and changing the nuclear license
• Safety assessments
• Decommissioning studies
• Decontamination and recycling of part of the molybdenum containers as used in hospitals

Conclusion

These are just some keywords to show the mutual dependency between NRG and Mallinckrodt. Even
though molybdenum has been made in Petten for almost 10 years now, and we have just celebrated our
1000h production run, one can say that there still is a continuing drive for innovation in the MPF Several
waste reduction programmes have been carried out, and new process steps like the iodine separation
and added filter capacity have been introduced within the last few years. The demand for molybdenum is
still increasing, which will inspire Mallinckrodt and NRG to be even more innovative.
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Roadmap and Performance carried out during Ciemat Site
Decommissioning

Javier QUINONES1 and Jose Luis DiAZ DiAZ
Ciemat. Departamento de Fision Nuclear. Avda. Complutense 22, E-28040-Madrid. SPAIN

Abstract

Ciemat (Research Centre for Energy, Environment and Technology) located in the heart of the Ciudad Universitaria
of Madrid, occupies a property of «20 Ha. Since its creation in 1951 as JEN, and in 1986 renowned as Ciemat, it has
involved on R&D projects in the field of Energy and Environment, i.e., Nuclear Fission, Nuclear Fusion, Fossils Fuels,
Renewable Energy. As a consequence of the R&D projects developed between 1951 - 1986 on Nuclear Fission field
(fuel design, fabrication, characterization on irradiated fuels, safety studies, etc) and to the diversification of the goals
as well, it is necessary to Decommissioning and Dismantling (D&D) from nuclear facilities (nuclear reactor, Hot Cells,
Irradiation facility), buildings and soils.
Preparations for D&D included a staged shutdown of operations, planning documentation and licensing for
decommissioning. As a prerequisite to Ciemat application for a decommissioning licence and nuclear environmental
assessment was carried out according to Spanish Nuclear Council (CSN) and approval of the site decommissioning
project was obtained in 2000 and valid until December 31, 2006. Since 2001 - 2003 is underway and focussed on the
radiological characterization of the site (divided in pieces of ground), when each piece of ground is characterized a
planning for D&D is presented to CSN in order to obtain a licence for actuation.
Nowadays several pieces of ground are decontaminated and modifications have been done in order to achieve a safe
state of storage-with-surveillance. Later phases have planned waste management improvements for selected wastes
already on temporally storage, eventually followed by final decommissioning of facilities and buildings and cleaning of
contaminants from soils and removal of waste from the site.
This paper describes the planning, nuclear and environment assessment and descriptions of decommissioning
activities currently underway at Ciemat.

Introduction

Ciemat has been developed a program for decommissioning and dismantling those facilities made from
1951 - 1984 (12 Nuclear and 47 Radioactive facilities) and those buildings and solids that could be
contaminated.
This Nuclear facilities were used for the nuclear develop in our country (experimental reactor, fuel
fabrication, reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel, hot cells, etc.). Whereas the irradiation facilities were
more focussed on chemical, biological, radiometric and isotopic analysis, X ray analysis, etc; much older
than those are nowadays in Hospitals or Universities. Furthermore of the necessary renewal of the
facilities, another reason is that the site is emplaced in Madrid City. At 1951, was the outskirt of the city
but nowadays it is just in the middle.
Like many other centres with similar scopes, our society and government (National, regional and
municipal) require to us the cleaning as much as possible the site and the environment. Due to this
Ciemat has been stabilized a Waste Management Program, which was included in the perceptive
documentation sent to the Nuclear Spanish Council (CSN), and the licence of the work was obtained. In
this licence the decommissioning and dismantling works are described (time tables, characterization and
classification of waste, decontamination techniques, radiological characterization of the sites, temporally
storage, transport and management of the waste, etc.).
Since 1985 until 1995 previous work was done. During this period three nuclear and 19 radioactive
facilities were closured. At the end of 1995 Ciemat had 6 nuclear facility on security stopped and 17
radioactive facilities on operation, as can be observed on Fig. 1. In the period of 1996 - 2000, 4 Nuclear
and 2 radioactive facilities were dismantling. At the end of 2000 Ciemat had 19 radioactive facilities
operating (2 of new creation).
Since 2000 up now a Dismantling and Refurbishment project (labelled as PIMIC, Plan Integral de Mejora
de Instalaciones del Ciemat, this could be translated as Integral Plan of Improvement of the Ciemat
Facilities) has the responsibility of dismantling of 4 nuclear and 2 radioactive facilities, the refurbishment
and actualisation of whole Ciemat radioactive facilities, buildings, soils and radioactive waste evacuation.
At the end of the PIMIC project (on 2006), all of the waste generated and materials under safeguard will
be out from Ciemat.

Javier.quinones(a)cemat.es
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Fig.Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the radioactive material inventory since 1984 until nowadays. As can be
observed, and it was aforementioned, the strongest reduction was developed since 1990 - 1994. The
activities done in the PIMIC project and related to decommissioning, dismantling and refurbishment of
nuclear or radioactive facilities involve both cutting of metallic components, vessels, tubes, deposits, etc.,
and ceramic components (concrete of different nature). This fact has promoted the development of new
techniques for cutting of metallic structures as for demolition.
In this project are involved the followed organization: Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (Spanish nuclear
council), Ministerio de Industria, Comercio y Turismo (Industry Minister), Ministerio de Medio Ambiente
(environmental Ministery), EURATOM, Madrid mayor's office, ENRESA, neighbour associations and
Consorcio Urbanistico de la Ciudad Universitaria. In order to control all the actions involved in this project
different committee are designed. The committee and the participants are the following:

Environmental, Radiological protection and Safety Committee - Ciemat
Coordination Committee - Ciemat and ENRESA

. Information Committee - CSN, UCM, MIMAM, National Government delegation, Mayor's office,
CAM (Regional Government office), ENRESA, Ciemat).
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Fig. 1 Ciemat site. This map shows the decontamination and dismantling areas
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Fig. 2 Future Ciemat Nuclear Facility at the end of the Decontamination and Dismantling project (PIMIC)
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the radioactive material emplaced in Ciemat (Madrid site)
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Environmental impact

Table I Spanish National Council Radiological criteria applied for
liquid poured away to sewer water

Radionuclide

3H

60Co

90Sr

90y

137Cs

152Eu

226Ra

230 T h

232 T h

238U

235U

234U

239Pu

2 4 lAm

AIL / Bq

1.10E+09

8.00E+06

7.10E+05

7.40E+06

1.50E+06

1.40E+07

2.20E+05

2.10E+05

2.60E+06

2.40E+06

2.40E+06

2.20E+06

1.00E+05

DCW / Bq 1'

83710

448

54.8

560

117

1087

5.4

7.2

6.6

33.8

32

31

6

7.3

10%DCW/Bq]~'

8371

44.8

5.48

56

11 7

108.7

0.54

0.72

0.66

3.38

3.2

3.1

0.6

0.73

AIL: Annual Incorporation Limit
DCW Derivate Concentration in Water

The main objective of this project is try to minimize, as less as possible, the radiological impact to the
human (direct workers, employed and resident area) and environment. For this reason all of each
activities are meticulously analysed by experts before to do in order to have a:

Appropriate schedule
Study of the potential risk, accidents and consequences (conservative criteria)
Radiological controls "in situ"
Dress control and forecast
Dosimetric control of the workers (internal and external measurement)
Environmental Radiological Protection Programme (radiation monitor, samples, etc). This
programme is mainly focussed on the influence that the fulfilment has on the population.
Water release control

Other important goal of the project is how to minimize the amount of waste generated. The waste
obtained during whole actions was initially classified as a function of the physic state (solid, liquid, sludge
and gas). The solid waste is characterized in situ. Those materials clean (from radiological point of view)
are treated following the Spanish law of solid waste. The rest of the waste is classified for sending to "el
Cabril (Spanish store site for low and medium level waste)" In case of liquid waste two types of
management are used. Those liquid wastes with higher activity are stored for sending to el Cabril.
However those contaminated water coming from cutting or other operations performed during cleaning
operations are storage in the pool of the JEN-1 reactor. This water is poured away following the
radiological conditions authorized by CSN (0.1 of the annual incorporation limit of the public members in
drink water, Table I). Nowadays 121.7 m3 of water is poured away to sewer water. The PIMIC project
does not consider releasing liquid radioactive waste to Madrid sewer net. The sludge generated on the
Ciemat sewer during 50 year of the R&D operation as well as during the cleaning operation of facilities or
buildings, will be managed as a function of their humidity and got ready for transport to the final store in el
Cabril The special cases of gases or aerosol are not released to the atmosphere. During the cutting or
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cleaning operation special control (detector and sample analysis) are performed for control the release of
several radionuclides as: tritium, iodine and the rest of halogen. Focussed on the aerosols, their releases
are avoided by the work with filtration and detection system and close rooms with special equipments that
have a forced ventilation system. Associated with these safety steps, it is important to point out that the
radiological protection committee controls, by detection system, the release due to the PIMIC operations
done. These controls are done in the control area of working, outside of this controlled area but inside of
Ciemat site and in the neighbour to the Ciemat site too.

RfHABILITACION EDIF1C1O O ESPACIO TERMINADA

CARACTERIZACION EN ClIRSO O PENDIENTE

CARACTHUZACION TERMINADA Jl

Fig. 4 Ciemat Site map and the piece of ground used in PIMIC project

Ciemat site was divided in 28 piece of ground (Fig. 4). This allows following different steps of the project
as a function of the need of actuation (refurbishment, decommissioning, cleaning...). First it is necessary
to have a radiological characterization on the area by drilling hole, surface measurements of solids,
history of the site, operation and R&D projects performed, etc. Second step is operating on the site and
the last one is to have the approval of the radiological protection committee about the cleaning level is
achieved.
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Taking into account seismic risk on glove boxes
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Abstract

Built in 1981 the LEFCA is a Basic Nuclear Facility (BNF) in which experimental plutonium based fuels are produced
and characterised in about a hundred Gloves Boxes (GB). Many safety rules are required, especially those
concerning seismic risk. In order to prepare the December 2003 safety reconsideration, the following methodology
has been proposed so that GB might resist the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

s The determination of a safety target: the GB static containment,
^ The realisation of an « in situ » assessment: the definition of several classes of GB, vibrating table tests and

the modelling of the GB behaviour with seismic sollicitations,
/ A strength diagnosis for equipment: filters, connecting tunnels and pipes holding,
s A proposal for further strengthening modifications if necessary : fixing the frame, interlocking GB and the

frame, taking internal or external GB missiles into account

This process has contributed to a reduction in the radiological potential seismic impact for the neighbouring
populations. We shall present the implemented methodology and the strengthening works that have been approved
by Safety Authorities. Reinforcement modifications will begin in 2004.

Keywords: seismic risk, gloves boxes

Introduction

Built in 1981, the LEFCA facility (Advanced Fuels Fabrication and Running Laboratory) is a Basic Nuclear
Facility (BNF) located at the Cadarache Nuclear Research Centre in France. Experimental plutonium
based fuels of the MOX Type are produced and characterized here: i.e. oxide mixtures of U and Pu. This
facility is made up of three levels and has an overall surface of 2700 m2, including 12 cells, each
measuring 110 m2, that are dedicated to Rand D activities. There are also over 100 pieces of
experimental equipment for both fabrication (mixer, grinding mid, compacting press, oven) and
characterization (electron scanning microscope, microprobe, DRX, etc,).

The most probably risk for this type of facility is the spread of radioactive matter in view of the fact that
solid radioactive matter is used here either in the form of spread powders, green or sintered pellets.
Therefore, the prevention of such a risk is based on the sequence of interposed barriers that are both
static and dynamic existing between the matter and the worker or the environment. The LEFCA facility
has in general 3 barriers of static containment:
> The Gloves Box (a containment box of approximately 1m3) standing on a welded steel framework
equipped with gloves enabling workers to manipulate the radioactive matter. This Gloves Box makes up
the first barrier,
> The cell in which the gloves boxes are located is the second barrier,
> The rest of the facility (the access hatch and then the personnel hallway followed by the offices
and locker rooms) are the 3rd barrier.

Each of the static containment barriers has it's own ventilation network. A cascade of partial vacuum
pressure between these 3 networks allows us to mitigate the consequences of a sudden break in the
static containment by guaranteeing a transfer from the less contaminated zones towards the most heavily
contaminated ones.

[ad u re 11 e {aid mead, cea.fr
philipponneau{ajdircad cea.fr
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The Seismic Procedure

The BNFs are inspected by Safety Authorities every 10 years thereby allowing us to guarantee an
adequate level of safety in conformance with the safety regulations set down by the current legislation.

For the LEFCA facility, this re-assessment began in 1998 and was completed by the creation of a
Permanent Group on December 10th 2003. It meanly lead to fire, containment and seismic
strengthenings. Regarding the implementation of the seismic risk factor, the procedure presented was the
following:

Initially the safety objectives were defined:
y Static containment of the first and second barriers,
•/ No specific demand for the third barrier
y Absence of intensifying factors worsening the situation such as fire or a criticality accident,

•/ No requirement as to the decay heat removal and external exposure

Once the objectives were set, it was necessary to
establish a diagnosis of the behaviour of the
equipment and the structures based on the seismic
stresses to which they would be submitted. The
spectra of the seismic stresses come from
Fundamental Safety Rules and are specifically
adapted to each site. A 3D modelling of the
equipment and of the building structure was
established afterwards and enabled us to determine
if the constitutive materials of the structures could
withstand the strains imposed by the seismic stresses.

In the opposite case, local reinforcements have been proposed in order to make up for the deficiencies.
Regarding the actual structure of LEFCA, the proposed reinforcements essentially concern the third
barrier.

Given the proposed reinforcements, the set safety requirements have been met. An impact study carried
out subsequently allowed us to determine the impact of the residual power releases. This study will be
presented later on.

At present, we propose to review the analysis of the behaviour of the Glove Boxes in detail.

A brief summary of the LEFCA Gloves Boxes structures

The principle architectural elements of the Gloves Boxes are the following:

> The containment box has a volume of approximately 1m3 (4m3 maximum). Each containment
presents at least one glass panel equipped with several gloves ports. With the exception of a few
rare gloves boxes made entirely of plastic materials, the overall framework of the containment is
made up of steel sheets either folded or welded or they may even be composed of entire steel
sections. The latter type of gloves boxes may have up to 5 glass panels, with only the lower part of
the work counter being made of steel. The glass panels are maintained by a system of frames and
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lock frames with bolted assemblies (seam clamps for example). Various devices, cumbersome for
some, are quite simply placed on the work counters or anchored onto the concrete structure.

> The supporting structure of the containment box. This concerns a welded framework of steel
plates. The containment is simply placed on this framework or blocked in displacement by clamps
that are either welded or bolted onto the framework (with no mechanical connection) or made solid
by the latter using bolted assemblies. Adjustable stands, screwed onto the lower part of the
framework (a threaded rod and bolt/lock bolt), allow us to adjust the height of the gloves box.

> The purpose of the network of piping located on the upper part is for the ventilation. This piping
network is of course equipped with components such as valves, filter boxes, pressure gauges, etc.

> The piping in this network is made of polyvinyl chloride, "PVC" (0 = 40 mm), of copper or of
stainless steel (0 = 32 mm). Each of these pipes is equipped with a box filter (two filters, one of
them being inside the box and the other placed immediately outside of it). Another network of pipes
in copper or in stainless steel (0 = 12 or 14 mm), is also linked up to certain boxes This is the feed
network of rare gases.

The gloves boxes are simply placed on the floor or anchored onto it using either angles or reinforced
adjustable stands. These boxes may be placed apart from one another or linked. In the latter case, they
make up a complex chain of several gloves boxes linked to each others by tunnels connecting the
containments using screwed assemblies of steel sections or glass polymers. The tunnels are made either
of steel or of plastic materials. A soft, plastic shaft ensures the extra containment around each tunnel.

Apart from the internal devices in the gloves boxes, other external elements might become missiles under
the shock of the seism. These could be parts of the ductwork from the ventilation system, lighting devices,
electricity cabinets, power supply boxes, a radioprotection apparatus on wheels or any other kind of
equipment on wheels.

An analysis of the seismic behaviour of the gloves boxes

C. PEDRON from the DM2S/SEMT/EMSI (CEA Saclay) carried out the vulnerability analysis of the
Gloves Boxes in 2001 It dealt with the following:

> the definition of the operation requirement for the GB after the earthquake
> the results obtained from an "in situ" assessment of the whole GB
> the use of similar GB modelling and tests on vibrating tables.
> action proposals

Concerning the definition of operation requirements, the duty of the plant operator is to ensure that after a
seism classified as a level SSE (safe shutdown earthquake), the risk of radioactive material release
remains as low as possible. In order to accomplish this, each piece of equipment must therefore be able
to guarantee the static containment (the dynamic containment between the various barriers having been
cut off automatically by a device subject to the accelerometers). This signifies that the GB must preserve
both:

> Their stability
> Their integrity

By stability, it is meant that the gloves box has not been overturned. Loss of stability may be due to:

> Hypothesis H1 the stand was not anchored to the structural walls of the building (or
inadequately anchored, i.e. "poorly dimensioned"),

> Hypothesis H2: the collapse of the stand due to the intensity of the earthquake and the
formation of plastic swivels or buckling

> Hypothesis H3: Instability of the containment due to the fact that it was not anchored onto the
stand.
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It can be said that there is loss of integrity if the equipment exhibits a break that remains open after the
earthquake, causing a great risk of radioactive release into the environment. In addition to the three
preceding hypotheses, this loss of integrity may also result from

> Hypothesis H4: a "rip" or "tear" in the containment box (glass, steel section, rupture in the
tunnel connections) under the direct effects of a seism (inertial forces and great imposed
displacement) in contrast to the effects of missiles,

> Hypothesis H5: the destruction of one or several of the piping networks or at least parts of the
networks that contribute to maintaining the static containments, this being due to the effect of
imposed displacements of a seismic origin.

> Hypothesis H6: the destruction of the glass panel due to the impact of an internal object,
acting potentially as a missile,

> Hypothesis H7 the impact of an external missile against the glass panel, or a piping network.

Afterwards, the procedure consists in determining, for a lot representing 25% of the LEFCA gloves boxes,
if the preceding aggression hypotheses were plausible, and if so, to propose reinforcements or
justification through calculations or recommendations linked to the use of the GB.

Therefore, the following proposals were put forward:

Aggression hypotheses

H1: absence of anchoring or inadequate,
poorly dimensioned anchoring

H2: instability of the stand

H3: instability of the containment box

H4: break in the containment box

H5: destruction of the piping network

H6: internal objects with a "missile
potential"

H7: external objects with a "missile
potential"

Action proposals

- demonstration of the stability through GB tests on vibrating
tables

- anchoring design basis of the stand on the floor

- verification calculation of the seismic resistance of the stand

- blocked in displacement by the installation of clamps

- steel hoops placed round the containment box and the stand

- demonstration of the containment's integrity through tests on
vibrating tables

- demonstration of the tunnel integrity through modelling

- flexibility of the piping by eliminating the mounting clamps that
are closest to the filter boxes.

- demonstration of the "non missile" character of solid object <
10 kg in mass through tests on vibrating tables

- the anchoring or instructions for the use of objects either > 10
kg or of great height and thin

- verification calculations regarding the seismic resistance of the
ventilation ductwork and of the lighting channels

- modification of the stands on the radioprotection devices

- anchoring of the power supply boxes and electricity cabinets

The Impact Study

Thanks to the above procedure, the proposals for reinforcements have enabled us to guarantee a strong
first barrier (GB) in the case of an earthquake and a stable second barrier (the cell). In order to determine
the potential releases into the environment, as a source term, we have kept a realistic quantity of matter
corresponding to the average of the mass matter involved, increased by a standard deviation, i.e. 2000gr
for all the cells in the BNF. Afterwards, we took into account the following different multiplying factors,
translating the physical phenomena of transfer or retention:

> retention ensured by the experimental equipment inside the GB. We considered that only 10% of
the quantity of matter contained in the GB could not be found inside a primary container or a
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piece of process equipment (grinder, hopper) and was therefore likely to be put back into
suspension.

> particle suspension of the matter after an earthquake. The particle suspension coefficient
depends on the physico-chemical nature (powder, compressed or sintered pellet) and was
estimated by drop or crushing tests. We have retained a factor of 1E-4 for PuO2 or UPuO2

powders and a factor of 1E-5 for PuO2 or UPuO2 green pellets.
> transfer at the level of the GB. We have arbitrarily estimated that a reinforced GB had a 5%

transfer rate (following the small cracks that could appear at the level of the gloves ports)
whereas an un-reinforced GB could release up to 50 % of the matter contained therein.

> transfer at the cell level. A thorough study of the cell containment, also carried out by E.
JEANVOINE from CEA/DM2S/SEMT/EMSI in Saclay allowed researchers to demonstrate that
even if cracks were to appear in the walls following the earthquake, these cracks were not
transversal (steels were not plastified) and were estimated to have an accumulated length of a
few centimeters on a wall 15m long. This surface was, in all cases, deemed negligible in
comparison to the lower areas of the doors (50 cm2). The leak rate for such a surface was
estimated at 240 m3/h based on the abacus of the ventilation guide whereas the rate of re-
deposition for a cell from the LEFCA facility is about 4000 m3/h. The transfer rate of the cell is
therefore expressed as follows:

cell transfer rate = leak rate / (leak rate + re-deposition rate)

In the case of LEFCA, the transfer rate is 6%.

If we accumulate all of these factors, the quantity of matter potentially transferable to the facility level is
estimated to be at 0.1 mg and likely to cause an impact lower than 1uSv for the populations living closest
to the facility. Otherwise stated, 1000 times less than the yearly integral dose due to sunlight rays.

Potential releases diagram
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Reinforcement modifications carried out on the GB

The study carried out led to the following specific proposals for reinforcements which were validated by
Safety Authorities:

> the fastening of the GB's stand to the floor thanks to a simple and sturdy device: metal angles
anchored onto the floor by bolts

> the joining together of the containment box and the stand either by steel hoops or by placing
clamps on the framework

> the anchoring of the major external missiles: namely, the electricity power boxes and control
consoles

> the anchoring of heavy objects (> 10 kg) or tall, thin objects, inside the GB or the implementation
of operating instructions.
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Abstract

The BNFL Technology Centre at Sellafield, UK, will provide the focal point for nuclear fission R&D in the UK for the
21$t Century. The facility provides a range of non-active, trace active, plutonium active and High active facilities
enabling NSTS to support the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority's remit to manage the UK's nuclear legacy and
other requirements. The facilities also provide an environment for academic research and foster the development of
University Research Alliances.

Introduction

The 2003 Energy Bill established the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) to ensure that the UK's
nuclear legacy is dealt with in an effective manner. From April 2005 the NDA will become the owner of all
civil nuclear sites in the UK and will have complete responsibility for their decommissioning and clean-up,
and for the safe and effective management of the UK's nuclear waste. The NDA will have an objective of
championing best practice, utilising the leading scientists and engineers in the field; exploiting the latest
technology; and establishing the UK as a world leader in the pursuit of a successful, safe and sustainable
solution to the nuclear legacy. In order to achieve this goal the NDA will require continued research and
technology services delivered in a commercial, customer focused environment. Those who are
developing best practice are likely to be at the leading edge of decommissioning and waste management.

Rw84(3)bnfl.com
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Responding to this challenge, BNFL has undergone a significant restructuring. A significant milestone
was the formation of a new and separate organisation, BNFL Nuclear Sciences and Technology Services
(NSTS), launched in September 2003. Its mission is to deliver nuclear science and technology services to
the nuclear sector in the UK and elsewhere.

NSTS has evolved from BNFL Research & Technology and has inherited technical skills and capabilities
that have served the BNFL organisation so well in the past. NSTS has the benefit of unique facilities,
knowledge of plant and operations and an unequalled breadth of experience. With AEAT announcing
their intention to withdraw from the nuclear services area, NSTS has taken the opportunity to acquire their
Nuclear Science Services business and assets. Enabling NSTS to further enhance its research and
technical capabilities and offer its customers direct access to unique nuclear research facilities, capable
of examining irradiated materials from reactors and particularly suited to research into waste
management. By their very nature nuclear facilities are expensive to build and operate. As BNFL has
been the majority user of these facilities in the past it makes good financial and strategic sense to bring
them in-house and develop a more integrated technical capability that can better respond to the needs of
customers in the new environment.

Reflecting the changing nature of the nuclear sector in the UK, NSTS will work closely with its customers
in the UK and overseas and will develop partnerships and collaborative arrangements with other
organisations to deliver quality solutions to nuclear technical challenges. NSTS is fully committed to the
future as a commercial nuclear science and technology provider. NSTS has invested heavily in its people
and facilities including the new UK research facility at Sellafield in Cumbria, to be known as the BNFL
Technology Centre (BTC). The BTC will become fully operational in October 2004 and will become the
focus for all nuclear fuel cycle research in the UK.

An important role foreseen for the BTC is in the regeneration of the Nuclear Skill base within the UK. Over
the past 5 years BNFL has successfully worked with several of our UK universities to establish the BNFL
University Research Alliances. These include Radiochemistry at University of Manchester, Particle
Technology at University of Leeds, Immobilisation at University of Sheffield and materials at the University
of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST). The purpose of these Alliances is to provide
a core of academics and expertise available to support the nuclear industry into the future. The BTC has
an important role to play in ensuring that students and academic staff can undertake radioactive research
work on suitably sized projects with close interactions with the nuclear industry. Other plans include the
development of a Nuclear Science Institute at the University of Manchester integrating together the future
teaching and research needs of the Nuclear fission, fusion and medicine.

BTC capabilities

On completion, in October 2004, the BTC will enable NSTS to further develop and maintain a wide-
ranging capability in support of its customers through the exploitation of its technological expertise. The
BTC will provide the premier centre for Nuclear Fission work in the UK.

The BTC is a unique, exciting and thoroughly modern building designed to take NSTS into the 21st
century. NSTS recognises that people are the most important resource and that these people require a
stimulating atmosphere for innovation to flourish. At the outset of the project the design brief called for
something special: the means of underpinning the technology base of operations on the Sellafield site;
meet the long-term research goals of NSTS; create an innovative environment, in a "people-friendly"
building; encourage frequent interaction between scientists; stimulate cross-fertilisation of ideas between
disciplines; optimise space utilisation; be as flexible as possible; be as efficient as possible. The
challenge for BTC was to meet these often-conflicting requirements and provide all of this under one roof.

The size and specification of the BTC reflects an optimum balance between core in housework, external
contracts with universities or other R&D institutions and collaborative programmes. Current best practice
in industrial R&D facilities has been taken on board both by benchmarking and by using consultants with
a track record in design of modern R&D facilities. The result is an energy-efficient building, which
maintains the key functionality requirements and enhances NSTS's capability in areas of strategic
importance. Whilst the BTC supports the range of disciplines and radioactivity levels associated with the
nuclear fuel cycle, it also reflects modern approaches to science with more computer modeling and fewer,
smaller rigs, more physics and materials science and less traditional chemistry.
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The integrated facilities within the BTC consist of High Active a/p/y cells, Glovebox labs, low-active labs
and a uranium-active rig hall. In addition there are more conventional inactive labs, plus associated
meeting rooms and office space to service the needs of 300 technologists.

The design of the BTC takes maximum advantage of the opportunities offered by the site, in terms of
using the topography, the existing road transport routes, and views across Sellafield. The prominent
position of the site makes it an ideal location for such a "flagship" facility.

Encouraging people-to-people working relationships have been paramount in the design of the BTC.
Specifying open-plan office areas, shared laboratories, and communal refreshment areas encourages
interaction between scientists of different disciplines. General utilities such as photocopiers, vending
facilities, conferencing facilities, computer database libraries, post etc. are positioned centrally on the
entrance atrium again to encourage interaction between personnel. This provides maximum opportunity
for personnel of different disciplines to share information and ideas. Offices and laboratories are located
close to each other to minimise walking distances between the two areas. Where feasible, laboratories
and offices have transparent wall sections, this helps to; maximise visibility between the two areas,
encourage interaction between laboratory and office personnel and increase natural light penetration. The
street atrium separating the active facilities from the more inactive facilities are highly glazed this design
feature allows natural daylight to penetrate down into the heart of the building. At each floor level there is
a mezzanine floor providing an ideal viewing gallery for visitors to view both active and non-active
facilities.

The geometry of the BTC has been manipulated to give a compact and efficient building footprint.
Careful planning of circulation routes and staircases has also helped to reduce building area. The BTC
has three functional floor areas separated by interstitial plant service areas with the active area being
separated from the non-active area by a glazed street atrium.

Since the BTC is located on an island site away from the main plant reprocessing area, provision has be
made for various infrastructure requirements such as changerooms, workshops, effluent drainage and the
import and export of non-active and active materials. The BTC has its own dedicated ventilation system
and associated discharge stack. The transfer of samples and equipment both in and out of the BTC are
carried out in the import/export facility located on the side of the facility.

Consideration has been given to the safety of people and material movements and separating people and
material movements. This has been achieved by locating the facilities that require the transfer of these
heavy materials close to the import/export facility and by keeping people away from the transfer routes.
Planning of the layout has also resulted in high-density people areas being positioned away from the
extremities of the BTC, therefore reducing travelling distances for the majority of users.

The building services are distributed via interstitial floors. This type of distribution has the advantage of
easy maintenance and therefore greater potential for flexibility The ventilation system fully reflects the
radiological classification of the areas within the BTC. Full use has been made of a cascade system.
Ventilation flows from clean to potentially contaminated area to assist containment and optimize energy
conservation.

High Active Cells Facility

The High Active Cells Facility will be used for active a(3y and n (neutron) development work. These cells
consist of a number of discrete working environments each with its own containment box. Biological
shielding is afforded by the main concrete structure within which the removable containment box will be
housed. In-cell operations are performed remotely using Master Slave Manipulators whilst viewing
through leaded glass windows

These facilities will enable NSTS to undertake fundamental process research with a range of irradiated
materials. Other activities will range from decontamination development on real plant materials to
immobilisation development using MA or HA wastes retrieved from the plant.
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Rig Hall

The uranium active rig hall is capable of housing large process and experimental rigs and includes a 25
metre high tower. Within the hall there is a reagent storage area, workshops and a series of bays for the
rigs each of which will be independently serviced from a service ring main. Rigs will in general be
constructed off-site within an ISO freight framework, thus allowing the rig to be transported as a complete
module, moved to a bay and connected to the required services in a short space of time.

Laboratories

The largest functional area within the BTC is the laboratories, which consists of a series of grouped
modules. In order to achieve a flexible design each module is a stand-alone workstation and can be
configured either as benched area, fumecupboard, floor space or glovebox. Combinations of these
modules are grouped together in a configuration that meets the requirements of the various scientific
groups using them. However, as and when requirements change, the modules can be reconfigured as
appropriate.
To create an attractive working environment natural daylight has been maximised by means of large
areas of glazing in the building envelope. The laboratories have been made as open as is possible within
the constraints of ventilation, fire and other safety issues. This approach facilitates interaction between
the various scientific disciplines by preventing the traditional formation of small insular areas.

Both active and non-active laboratories have been included in the facility. In the alpha radiation
laboratories there are a predominance of glovebox modules for containment, with fumecupboard modules
being used for support work only. The gloveboxes have varying amounts of biological shielding
depending on the levels of beta and gamma radiation associated with the materials in use. Mixed Oxide
Fuel and plutonium development work will be carried out in these laboratories, along with radiometric
instrumentation development.
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In the uranium and trace active laboratories, fumecupboards and bench modules are extensively used,
work in this area includes waste treatment and characterisation for both solid and liquid effluents. An in-
house analytical service is also provided. The inactive laboratories are a mixture of fumecupboard, bench
and floor space modules. Work carried out in this area covers the major scientific disciplines of physics,
chemistry and materials science.

B13 Facilities

Located close to the BTC these facilities acquired from AEA in 2003 provide extensive additional hot-cell
capabilities The BTC design has integrated these facilities into its operations, to synergistically extend its
capabilities.

BTC an integrator of nuclear skills

The teaching of nuclear related skills at UK Universities has been in decline over the past couple of
decades. Radiochemistry in particular has suffered a steep reduction in the number of university
departments involved in this specialty. Without this core academic underpinning there is an increasing
possibility that the UK nuclear industry would be unable to cover its future requirements for resources to
meet operational requirements. This has been an area of concern both to the Industry Regulators (HM
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate) and the UK Government.

BNFL recognised some time ago that it needed to foster both graduate and postgraduate studies as a
means of securing future skilled resources. The BNFL University Research Alliances (URAs) have been
established as strategic alliances with universities in subjects of importance to BNFL. These core areas
are Radiochemistry, Particle Science and Immobilisation Science.

The general aims of the Alliances are to become world leading centres in their fields, generate a
secure/stable skill and knowledge base and create added value to both parties through a mechanism of
university - industry collaboration.
The alliances combine commitments to funding and other support over a 5 year period, to establish a pool
of academics and post-doctoral researchers to work on related research topics at a world class level an to
work on BNFL operational challenges.
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The BTC plays a vital role with the URAs in providing active facilities. Stringent controls and Health and
Safety legislation has made it increasingly difficult to carry out radioactive work in university laboratories.
The BTC provides the ideal environment, allowing university personnel to carry out active work on
suitably sized projects and have close interactions with the industry. In this respect the BTC might be
seen as a 'teaching hospital' for the nuclear industry in training the next generation of practitioners.

The facility provides an ideal environment to gain hands-on experience of working with radioactive
materials with experienced laboratory operators and NSTS technologists.

So far the Alliances have been a major success. They have established a vibrant community of over 140
academics and postgraduates, provided help with challenges to BNFL operations and provided recruits to
the company and the UK nuclear industry. The Alliance funding has provided the leverage to enable the
universities to draw down on Government funds e.g. Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) funds and business unit funding.

As the alliances develop they will provide not only a research resource, but also a ground for recruitment
of new staff and a location for training and development of NSTS staff.

As part of this process a UK Nuclear Science Institute has been proposed with the aims of identifying and
building interdisciplinary nuclear research and training activities, connecting fission, fusion, medicine and
supporting the UK nuclear fission industry by introducing innovation. The institute will support the UK's
nuclear clean-up and decommissioning programme and will investigate the transfer of technology and
expertise developed outside of the nuclear sector (ie petroleum, aerospace, pharmaceutical and mining)
that can be adapted or reconfigured for application in the fission sector. The institute will also promote
research in support of "KNOO" (Keeping the Nuclear Option Open).

BTC contribution to cultural change
Culture can be changed without providing a new building. But the BTC has provided NSTS with an
opportunity to make a step change. Previously NSTS technologists were spread across a number of
separate facilities The BTC layout promotes the integration of these teams and disciplines. Secondly, the
opportunity has been taken to expand the scope of a Facilities Operations Group. This team has
responsibility for operation of the laboratories and facilities. This increases the availability of facilities, by
imposing an overall planning, management and training system. Thirdly, moving staff was an ideal
opportunity for 'spring cleaning' both facilities and documentation.

Initial programme of work for BTC

Some of the first experimental programmes to be undertaken in the active side of BTC will be on research
programmes associated with Molten Salts, Plutonium waste treatment, novel decontamination
techniques, vitrification, and waste management and fuel studies.

Molten Salts - An electrochemical oxide reduction rig has been installed within BTC. To support work on
actinides a Plutonium active dry box is being installed. This will allow 4 people to work simultaneously on
the two box faces. The box has 3 furnace wells and a working space. The box has a positive Argon
blanket, with recycle and clean up circuits, and atmospheric control of <3ppm H2O and <1ppm O2.
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In the Uranium Rig Hall a large scale Molten Salts handling rig is being installed to address many of the
issues associated with handling and transfer of molten salts on an industrial scale.

Plutonium Waste Treatment - A range of Plutonium and actinide containing process materials and
residues exist on the Sellafield site. These wastes are stored in containers, the contents of which can be
unique and different and are uneconomic to recover. While no defined treatment route exists, a means of
stabilising these wastes is needed. BTC is being used to develop a process to deal with these waste
forms. The process is based on using Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) to immobilise the waste. Calcination
and size reduction technologies will be used to prepare the material for HIPing The facility being
constructed in BTC will be used develop and address operational issues associated with the process. The
throughput of the facility will be 1 Plutonium can every two days. The process produces a highly durable
proliferation resistant glass ceramic suitable for storage and subsequent disposal.

Novel Decontamination - A range of experimental programmes investigating novel decontamination
technologies will be undertaken within the BTC laboratory and rig areas these include chemical
decontamination systems, ultra high pressure water jetting, abrasive blasting and scabbling processes.

Vitrification - A test rig is being constructed that replicates the main unit operations of the process used at
Sellafield. The project is focused on developing the understanding of the vitrification process to improve
operation of the plant. The programme of work aims to achieve proof of product quality at a higher
incorporation rate and at a higher throughput. The experimental programme encompasses work on
characterising the effects of base glass additives on meiter lifetimes, optimising meiter temperature
control and meiter health management.

Fuel Studies - The Highly Active Cells Facility will be used to support a number of programmes including
Fuel post irradiation examination, fuel properties measurement, irradiated graphite physical properties
measurement.

Waste Management - The Highly Active Cells Facility will be used to support advanced separations
processes for highly active waste management work.

Summary

The BTC provides NSTS with an opportunity to take a major step in changing its culture to face the
challenges of a highly commercial and competitive marketplace.

The facilities provide the focal point for nuclear fission R&D in the UK for the 21st Century. The facility
provides a range of non-active, trace active, plutonium active and High active facilities enabling NSTS to
support the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority's remit to manage the UK's nuclear legacy.

The BTC plays a vital role with the University Research Associations in providing active facilities and
provides an ideal environment for academic and postgraduates to gain hands-on experience of working
with radioactive materials.
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Pyrometallurgical Separation Processes of Radionuclides contained
in the Irradiated Nuclear Fuel

Guadalupe DE CORDOBA, Concha CARAVACA,
Javier QUINONES1 Angel GONZALEZ DE LA HUEBRA

Ciemat, Nuclear Fission Department
Avda. Complutense, 22. 28040 - Madrid. SPAIN

Abstract

Faced with the new options for the high level waste management, the "Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T)" of the
radio nuclides contained in the irradiated nuclear fuel appear as a promising option from different points of view, such
as environmental risk, radiotoxic inventory reduction, economic, etc.

The present work is part of a research project called "PYROREP" of the 5th FWP of the EU that studied the feasibility
of the actinide separation from the rest of fission products contained in the irradiated nuclear fuel by pyrometallurgical
processes with the aim of their transmutation. In order to design these processes it is necessary to determine basic
thermodynamic and kinetic data of the radionuclides contained in the nuclear fuel in molten salt media.

The electrochemical study of uranium, samarium and molybdenum in the eutectic melt LiCI - KCI has been
performed at a tungsten electrode in the temperature range of 450 - 600°C in order to obtain these basic properties.

Keywords: Pyrometallurgical process, molten salts, electrochemistry, uranium, samarium, molybdenum, irradiated
nuclear fuel, separation & transmutation

Introduction

In the last few years a renewed interest on "Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T)" strategy for the
management of high level wastes and advanced nuclear fuels reprocessing is being considering
worldwide. This strategy consists of separating some long-lived radionuclides to transmute them into
short-lived or even stable isotopes by means of neutronic capture or fission processes, reducing this way
the volume of high level nuclear waste and its long term radiotoxicity.

Pyrometallurgical processes appear as a promising option for the reprocessing of the fuels that are being
proposed to carry out the transmutation. These fuels will have high contents of Pu and minor actinides
and will reach high bum-ups, therefore these processes will allow shorter cooling times due to the high
radiation stability of the molten salts media. This type of processes includes, among others, the
separation and recovery of the actinides in metallic form by means of electrolysis in molten salts. The
molten salt media proposed in the separation studies are mainly fluorides and chlorides of alkali and
alkaline-earth metals (Gruppelaar, H. et al. 1998).

In the period 2000 - 2003 the research project called "PYROREP" of the 5th FWP of the EU studied the
feasibility of the separation of the radionuclides contained in the irradiated nuclear fuels by
pyrometallurgical processes. The main objective was to determine basic thermodynamic and kinetic
properties of the different elements of interest in molten salt media necessary to design a separation
scheme. This investigation, that was included in the project, deals with the study of the electrochemical
behaviour of the elements uranium, samarium and molybdenum in the eutectic melt LiCI - KCI at a
tungsten electrode.

Experimental study

The electrolyte selected was the eutectic mixture LiCI - KCI (59% mol LiCI) that was melted in a glassy
carbon crucible, placed in a quartz cell inside a furnace as it is observed in Fig. 1 The working
temperature was measured with a thermocouple protected by an alumina tube inserted into the melt. The

iavier.quinones(S)ciemat.es
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electrolyte mixture was heated to dehydrate it at 200°C for a few hours and then melted at 450°C under
atmospheric pressure using dry Ar(g). All the experiments were performed under inert Ar atmosphere.
Before each experiment the electrolyte was purified to remove moisture and oxide ions content by
bubbling HCI gas into the melt.

Solutions of the electroactive species were prepared by direct additions of SmCI3, MoCI3 and UO2. It
should be noticed that Mo(lll) solutions are unstable, fact that is attributed to the volatilisation of the
highest oxidation state molybdenum chlorides (Gabriel, J. C. et al., 1999; Volkovich, V. A. et al., 2003;
White, S. H. y Twardoch, U. M., 1987). In the case UO2 dissolution in the melt was performed by
carbochlorination (CI2(g) + C(s)).

Fig. 1 Electrochemical cell and experimental device

Analysis of the electroactive species concentration in the molten bath was performed by taking samples
of the melt, dissolving them into HNO3 (1%) and then analysed by ICP-MS.
For the electrochemical studies different transient electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry
and square wave voltammetry as well as convolution analysis of the cyclic voltammograms were used
(Bard, A. J. y Faulkner, L. R., 1980).
As working and counter electrodes tungsten wires (1 mm diameter) were used. As reference electrode
Ag/AgCI was used, which was constituted by a silver wire (1mm diameter) dipped into a Pyrex tube
containing a solution of silver chloride in LiCI - KCI (0.75 mol kg"1). Potentials measured versus the
Ag/AgCI couple were converted into potentials versus a CI7CI2(g) reference electrode to make the
comparison with the literature values easily (Mottot, Y., 1986).

Basic electrochemical studies

Stable oxidation states and reversibility

Stable oxidation states and reduction mechanism of the metallic ions under study in the eutectic melt LiCI
- KCI was investigated by cyclic voltammetry technique. In the case of U it was found that several
oxidation states were present into the melt as it is shown in Fig. 2a. In the voltammogram are observed
several electrochemical signals in reduction named A, B, C, D and the corresponding signals in oxidation,
named A', B', C\ and D'. The signal D-D' is associated to a Li-U alloy formation. The signal C-C
corresponds to the U(lll)/U(0) system, B-B' to the couple U(IV)/U(III) and finally the signal A-A
corresponds to the system U(VI). Although in this voltammograms is not clearly observed, this peak
shows two signals, one that correspond to the reduction of U(VI) in form of UO2

2+(VI) into UO2
+(V) and a

second one very close to it corresponds to the couple UO2
+(V)/UO2. The presence of these oxidation

states in the eutectic LiCI-KCI has also been observed by several authors and the electrochemical
reactions between these oxidation states has also been measured (Landresse, G. y Duyckaerts, G.,
1971, Molina, R., 1961, Uchida, I. etal., 1981).
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The number of electrons exchanged in the reduction reaction U(lll)/U(0) was also calculated by square
wave voltammetry technique being equal to 3. The reduction reaction produced is:

UCI3 |ci2(g) (1)

The analysis of the cyclic voltammograms registered at different scan rates on a tungsten electrode
indicates that the reduction of the U(lll) ions to U(0) presents a quasi - reversible behaviour.
Under our experimental conditions it was not feasible to study the redox Sm(ll)/Sm(0) system due to the
fact that Sm(ll) is reduced to Sm(0) at a very negative value close to that of the solvent reduction
(Bychkov, A. V. et al., 1998; Plambeck, J. A. 1976). Fig. 2b shows a cyclic voltammogram obtained
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Fig. 2 CV obtained at 450°C from U (2a), Sm (2b) or Mo (2c) solutions in LiCI - KCI. Tungsten working electrode

from a Sm solution in LiCI - KCI where it can be observed a cathodic wave associated with an anodic
wave. Its shape is characteristic of a soluble-soluble system corresponding to the Sm(lll)/Sm(ll) redox
system with the exchange of one electron (Cordoba, G. y Caravaca, C, 2004):

SmCI3 SmCI2 -C l 2 (g) (2)

The analysis of the cyclic voltammograms registered at different scan rates indicates that the electrode
process Sm(lll)/Sm(ll) is reversible and controlled by the diffusion of the electroactive species.
Stable oxidation states for Mo were found to be (III) and (0) in this media. The reduction reaction of
Mo(lll) ions to Mo(0) involving three electrons, has a quasi - reversible behaviour and can be expressed
by:

M0CI3 + 3e Mo + - C l 2 (g) (3)

Cyclic voltammogram in Fig. 2c shows a single cathodic peak associated with an anodic peak whose
shape is characteristic of an insoluble product formation system corresponding to the Mo(lll)/Mo(0) redox
couple. Analysis of the cyclic voltammograms indicates that the reduction reaction of Mo(lll) to Mo(0)
occurs in a single step with exchange of three electrons, presenting a quasi - reversible behaviour.

Apparent standard potential determination

The experimental determination of the apparent standard potential of the Me(lll)/Me(0) redox couples is
based on equilibrium potential measurements, which is given by the Nernst equation:

F -F"
"-eq ~ t—Me(lll)IMe(0)

- E
ReHAglAgCI)

(4)
3F

The apparent standard potential E° Me(in)/Me was determined by measuring the equilibrium potential
between a Me electrode and the Ag/AgCI reference electrode in a Me(lll) solution. In Table 1 are
indicated the apparent standard potential values obtained at 450°C for the U(lll)/U(0) and Mo(lll)/Mo(0)
redox systems.
In the case of samarium the standard redox potential of the soluble - soluble system Sm(lll)/Sm(ll) was
determined from the data of the anodic and cathodic peaks potential measured in the cyclic
voltammograms at different potential scan rates by applying the equation:
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F" (5)

The average values obtained this way are also summarised in Table 1

From the apparent standard potential the activity coefficient of Me(lll) ions has also been determined by
comparing the value of Gibbs free energy of formation of MeCI3 obtained from the electrochemical
measurements with the Gibbs energy of formation of the corresponding chloride from the pure
compounds at the liquid state, obtained from the literature (Barin, I. y O'Knacke, 1973). Activity coefficient
gives information about the complexation of metal ions by the solvent, therefore about their stability in the
melt (Trémillon, B., 1993). The experimental values obtained for the activity coefficient at 450°C are
shown in Table 1

Table 1 Apparent standard redox potential, Gibbs energy of formation and activity coefficient in LiCI - KCI
at 450°C

r
| Redox

I U(lll)

Sm(lll)

Mo(lll)

system

/U(0)

/Sm(ll)

/ Mo(0)

i/s C/"/C/2

-2.563

-2 040

-1.050

/ V | AG

[

I

MeCI3 / kJ

741

196

298

99

69

19

—
•mof1

2

2

1

YMe(IU)

.83

41

.64

10"3

io-4

IQ"3

The plot of the AG°Meci3 as a function of temperature shows a linear dependence that can be expressed
by means of the following equation:

= AHM (6)

from which the values of enthalpy and entropy of formation were obtained:

AG°C,3 =-913.75-0.241 T / kJ-mol1

AG°mC,3 =-251.18-0.074 T / kJmol1

AGMOCI3 =-381.27-0.107 T / kJmol1

Diffusion coefficient determination

Diffusion coefficient of the Me(lll) ions in the eutectic LiCI - KCI has been determined by convolution
analysis applying the following equation (Grenness, M. y Oldham, K. B., 1972):

m* = -nFSCDn (7)
where n is the number of electrons exchanged, F is the Faraday constant (Cmof1), S is the electrode
surface area (cm2), C the electroactive species concentration (molcrrT3), D the diffusion coefficient (cm2s~
1) and m* the limiting current value of the semi - integral curve (A). The average experimental values of
the diffusion coefficient obtained by this technique at 450°C are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Diffusion coefficient in LiCI - KCI at 450°C at a tungsten electrode

Species

UCI3

D-105/cm2s"1

0.76

SmCI3

M0CI3

0.95

2.00
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Diffusion coefficient variation with temperature in the range of 450 - 600°C was also studied. Values
obtained at different temperatures follow the Arrhenius law (Bard, A. J. y Faulkner, L. R., 1980), from
which it is possible to determine the activation energy of the diffusion process in LiCI - KCI, being AHU(M) =
-48,52 kJ-mol"1 , AHSm<iii) = -40.27 kJ-mol"1 and AHMo(m) = -38.84 kJmol"1

Conclusions

The electrochemical behaviour of U, Sm and Mo has been studied using tungsten as working electrode in
the eutectic melt LiCI - KCI in the temperature range of 450 - 600°C. It has been observed that the
reduction reactions U(lll)/U(0) and Mo(lll)/Mo(0) proceed through a quasi - reversible soluble - insoluble
reaction with the exchange of three electrons. Sm(lll) is reduced to Sm(ll) by a single step with the
exchange of one electron, being a reversible process controlled by diffusion.

The diffusion coefficients of Me(lll) ions were obtained by convolution technique and showed a
temperature dependence according to the Arrhenius law.

Apparent standard potential has been determined at 450°C by e.m.f. measurements in the case of the
redox systems U(lll)/U(0) and Mo(lll)/Mo(0) and by cyclic voltammetry when Sm(IH)/Sm(ll) redox couple
was studied. Also activity coefficients of solvation of the Me(lll) ions by the melt were determined.

From the experimental results obtained in this study it can be concluded that it is possible to separate
these three elements in the eutectic melt LiCI - KCI at 450°C. Molybdenum could be separated by
volatilisation at the beginning of the process and could be recovered under vacuum. Uranium can be
recovered as metal into a solid cathode while, under this experimental conditions, samarium remains in
the electrolyte salt as Sm(ll) species.
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Abstract

Since 1999, several studies on nuclear fuels were realised in C11/C12 Atalante Hot Cell. This paper presents firstly
an overview of the apparatus used for fuel dissolution and characterisation like reactor design, gas trapping flask,
solid/liquid separation.
Then, the general methodology is described as a function of fuel, temperature, reagents, showing for each step, the
reachable experimental data:
Dissolution rate,
Chemical and radiochemical fuel composition including volatile LLRN,
Insoluble mass, composition, morphology
Cladding chemical, radiochemical and physical characterisation using SIMS (made in Cadarache/LECA facilities),
MEB
To conclude, some of the obtained results on 129I and 14C composition of oxide fuels, rate of dissolution and first
results on dissolution studies of RERTR UMo fuel will be detailed.

Keywords: Nuclear fuel, dissolution, uranium oxide, RERTR

dancausse(gjcea.fr
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Nuclear fuels and targets chemical characteristics

> Cladding material
s Zr alloys

C B O ' Al alloys
— v Fe alloys

s Other
>Core

^ Actinides : U, Np, Pu, Am
s Chemical forms

• Oxide
• Nitride
• Carbide
* Metallic alloys UMo, U3Si2
• Other

European Working Group Hoi Laboratories And Remote Handling » Halden 09/06-08/2004 2

Fuel and target modification in nuclear reactors

> Neutron irradiation effects
v' Fissions

Q~O ^ Activation
> Thermal effects

s Element migration
J Chemical reaction

• Oxidation
• Alloying
« Other

> Materials weakening

European Working Group « Hor Laboratories And Remote Handling Halden 09/08-08/2004 3
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Chemical media selection for dissolution and characterisation

> For reprocessing

s Quantitatively dissolution in one step

080 • Core
— — • Core and cladding

s Dissolution rate
s Limitation of insoluble quantities
s avoiding species precipitation
S Compatibility with extraction processes and liquid waste

management
s Control of volatile and gaseous species
s Low reagent grade

> For fine characterisation
•s Complete or selective dissolution in one or several steps

• Depending of the element/radionuclide to determine
v Less constraint for liquid wastes
s High reagent grade

European Working Group « Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling » Halden 09/06-G8/20G4

Influent parameters for dissolution

> Fuel and target characteristics
— s Cladding
CH3 ^ Core

V Dimension of cute fuel rods

•S Accessible surface
> Dissolution media (reagents)
> Temperature
> Duration
> Stirring
> Apparatus design

> For solution stability element concentrations

European Working Group << Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling Halden 09/06-08/2004
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Dissolution steps for fuel reprocessing and apparatus

GGCf Mechanical treatment Gas trapping

Core and soluble cladding
Dissolution

insoluble cladding removal

Solid/liquid separation

European Working Group << Ho! Laboratories And Remote Handing : Halden 09/06-08/2004 6
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Example of oxide fuel studies

>Goal
s Rate dissolution as function of cute rod size

> Characteristics
s UOxfuel
s M5 cladding
• Average BU 67 GWd/t
s Cooling time : less than 2 years
s Size of cute rods : 60, 90 and 120 mm

> Dissolution parameters
^ Equilibrium temperature : 92 °C and boiling
•s Initial solution temperature : 25 °C
• Dissolution solution : HNO3 6.3 N
•s Solution volume 2.3 L
v Vessel: 4 L glass reactor
s Gas trapping in soda

> Measurements
•/ 85Kr in of gas flux
• Pu concentration in solution

European Working Group « Ho,' Laboratories And Remote Handling \ Halden 09/OB-08/2004
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Example of oxide fuel studies : results

> Dissolution 2 :

y Total measured 85Kr = 275 GBq

• Calculated 85Kr = 256 GBq

0%

6 8
Dissolution ime (h)

110

100

90

80 {

12
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Example of oxide fuel studies : results

> Dissolution 3 :

s Total measured ^Kr = 333 GBq
• Calculated 85Kr = 256 GBq

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

European Working Group c< Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling » Halden 09/06-08/2004 10
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Example of
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Example of 14C measurement in spent fuel

Origin of C-14 in irradiated oxide fuel -

ceo

> t 5 C

fission

> Difficulties
•s No way to measure directly C-14 in the spent fuel

dissolution solution
•S No reference value of C-14 content in the spent fuel
-/ N-14 fuel impurity content not well known

> Solutions
s Test of several processes of C-14 oxidation and desorption
S Make the assumption that for processes giving the same

result, the C-14 desorption is quantitative

European Working Group « Hoi Laboratories And Remote Handling • Halden 09/06-08/2004 12
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Example of 14C measurement in irradiated oxide fuel - Principle

Hot Cell (ATALANTE - C11/C12)

Oxide

Mechanical
process

Quantitative Off-gas trapping
oxidation of C into in NaOH

oxide to CO2

C-14 analyzed by
liquid

scintillation
counter

European Working Group « Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling >. Halden 09/06-08/2004 13

Example of 14C measurement in irradiated oxide fuel - Selected processes

: 2 of f -gas t raps in ser ies wi th
N a O H 2N

CO trjpp.tw

M echanic al
P roc ess

Oxide Hull

Dissolution of
the obtained

solid in acidic
media

Dissoiution of
the obtained

solid in acidic
media

European Working Group « Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling » Halden 09/06-08/20Q4 14
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Example of 14C measurement in irradiated oxide fuel - Trap purification

080

• Main goal Selective trapping of 14C in order to eliminate
interfering nuclides during the p analysis (1291,106Ru, 134/137Cs, etc.)

Dilution of a trap
sample into NaOH 0.1 N

HNO3 adding
Two off-gas traps in series

) first l2 trapping in HAN/HNO3

second CO2 trapping in NaOH 2N

ANALYSIS
by {

liquid scintillation counter

Mixture preparation between
a sample of the second trap

and scintillant liquid

• Purification efficiency
Conclusions of X and y spectrometry analysis on sample of purified trap .

• Before purification step, the traps are already partially purified in 1-129 by
the selected processes used for off-gas trapping ,
• 1-129 analysis in purified trap is under the detection limit of X spectrometry
and constitutes less than 5% of total activity of C-14 (reminder 10%
uncertainty on analysis);
• Purification step decontaminates solution in Cs-134/137 and Ru-106.

European Working Group « Hof Laboratories Ånd Remote Handling .>> Haiden 09/08-08/2004 15

Example of 14C measurement in irradiated oxide fuel - Processes validation

oea

Irradiated
oxide fuel

Melting in Na2O2 Melting in K2S2O,

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Purification 1 Purification 2

Measurement 1 [ | Measurement 2 [ | Measurement 3

Mean value

Measurements repeatability
Processes reproducibility

Validation of the selected methods

European Working Group « Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling - Halden 09/06-Q8/2004 16
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Example of 14C measurement in irradiated oxide fuel - Analysis and results

GSQ

• Statistics by method of standard additions
(French normalization XP X 07-020 June 1996)

Statistical uncertainty ± 10%
Detection Limit =0.5 Bq

Quantification Limit =1.7 Bq

•

Spent
fuel
type

MOx
(PWR)

UOx
PWR)

Results

Bum-up

-25 GWd/t

41,4
GWd/t

Melting
salt

Na2O2

K2S2O7

Na2O2

K2S2O7

Average result
(Bq/g irradiated oxide)

6521

6298

17231

17201

6410

17216

Values calculated
by model

(Bq/g irradiated oxide)
from 5 to 20 ppm M N

5820 to 8980

14600 to 26500

European Working Group « Hot Laboratories And Remote Handling •> Halden 09/08-08/2004 17

Example of 129I measurement in irradiated oxide fuel - Principle

>Quantitative desorption of 12 (>98%) by dissolution in boiling
nitric acid medium

C E O 2 I- + HNO3 + 2 H+ <* l2 + HNO2 + H2O
_ 2 I" +2 HNO2 + 2 H+ •* l2 + 2 NO + 2 H2O

European Working Group « Hoi Laboratories And Remote Handling » Halden 09/06-08/2004 18
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Management of Hot Cell Waste in Atalante Facilities (abstract &
presentation slides)

Jean-Philippe DANCAUSSE1, Gilles FERLAY. Catherine. EYSSERIC

CEA/DEN/DRCP/SE2A/LEHA,

Abstract

In solution R&D experiments on nuclear fuel from dissolution to liquid extraction lead to produce a large set of
wastes. This paper present how these highly contaminated solid and liquid wastes is managed in Hot Cells and in
Atalante.

Firstly, an inventory of several types of generated wastes is made:
• Solid wastes:

o Glass reactors and liquid solution containers
o Plastic and Teflon materials for sampling, Highly corrosive solutions
o Metallic containers for solid storage like fuels, crucibles
o Miscellaneous mixed solid materials

• Liquid wastes:
o Rinsing liquids
o Highly corrosive waste containing fluorhydric acid
o Analytical solution with sulphate ions
o Organic solvent coming from liquid-liquid extraction

A focus will be made on optimised treatment of
• solid wastes mechanically and chemically
• Liquid wastes containing sulphate ions and hydrogen fluoride,
• Organic liquid waste: to remove activity before Hydrothermal Oxidation.

Keywords: Waste management, Atalante facilities, hot cells, High activity studies, hydrogen fluoride, sulphate ions

dancausse@cea.fr
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Management of Hot Cell Wastes in Atalante Facilities

Gilles FERLAY, Jean-Philippe DANCAUSSE, Catherine EYSSERIC

6th-Sth september 20(34 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

Shielded cells in Atalante

DRA: Development, Reprocessing
and Analysis
2 shielded cell lines (CBA and CBP)

C18 line Shielded cell of C10 line

6th-8th september 2004

CHA: High-Level Chemistry
2 shielded cell complexes
(C9-C10andCH-C12)

Shielded cell of C11/C12 line

Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling. Halden, Norway
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Cl 1-C12 HA solid waste management: From producer to storage

cea

Hot cells

Producers

L.A. solid waste
DR < 2 mGy/h*

HA solid waste
2<DR<9mG\ h*

HA solid waste w ••-•» £

9 < DR< 200 mGv/h*

Atajante management Storage

Concrete in CDS
and ANDRA
storage

HA solid waste
DW< 200 mGv/h*

VHA solid waste
DR > 200 mGy/h*

* Limit is a function of radioelements composition

6th-8th September 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

jStorage in
specific Hot cell

Cl 1C12 HA Solid waste management:Producer strategy and tools

Objectives:
to transfert solid waste activity to liquid waste more easely treatable

. , _ _ , ^ reduce solid waste activity to send waste to the easiest wayæa
_ _ Select and separate the waste according to

their activity —». Measurement in Hot cell

Separate metal from plastic and glass

Metal Nitric acid decontamination in a tank
Plastic: Crushing and Agll treatment in C7

500 kg of solid waste in 2003:
28 barrels < 2mGy/h
22 containers 2<DR< 9 mGy/h
63 containers 9<DR< 200 mGy/h
1 container > 200 mGy/h

6th-8th September 2004

Tank for metal decontamination
Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling. Halden, Norway
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Cl 1-C12 HA fluid waste management: From producer to storage

PRODUCERS | Aiaiante management

Gaz
VHE Filtering

HA Aqueous liquid waste
F-<4.2mg/L
SO4

2<25 mg/'L

VHE Filtering
Atalante chimney

STEL
Marcoule

j H<

Hot cells \

Organic liquid waste
DR < 0.5 mGy/h

jGCE : Evaporation, concentration

L5 Laboratories:
Evaporation

Mineralisation

Vitrification
Storage

Ccntraco

Andra or
Cadarache

6th-8th September 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

Gaz treatment in Cl 1-C12 Hot cell

Coolii»
H.0 *

G90I

Fuel introduction

*I4T

\i

_ > . EP: Kr. Xc

Filtering
Sustk» pump

NaOHand NaOH: "C Cs. Ru 1r^,

6th-8th September 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling. Halden, Norway

0 2 4 6 8 10 l e mPs i2
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cea

Liquid treatment in Hot cell

Solid

Calcination
4h 800°C

Dose rate measurement

VHA solid wast^j

eyacpation (

Analysis
Spectromelry gamma- alpha

ICP-MS

concentration
VHA FA
evacuation

6lh-8th september 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling. Halden, Norway

Liquid waste treatment m Cl 1-C12 hot cell

Throw out norm toward GCE:

-Liquid coming from solid waste
decontamination. lOOL/year

-fuel cladding total dissolution m HF
solution, 5 to 10 L/year

-fuel dissolution in potassium
pyrosulfate, 1 L/year

-gaz trapping liquid with NHA,
5 L/year

alpha activity
beta-gamma activity
Pu total
Pu + U
U
Insolubles
Density
^cidity

phosphate
sodium
sulphate
Hydrazinium

<111 GBq/L
< 72 TBq/L
< 100mg/L
< 100 mg/L
<9g/L
< lOg/L
< 1,5
<2,5 N
< 4,2 gd
< 25 mg/L
<19g/L
< 25 mg/L
< 5mg/L

6th-8th september 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

Sohd/liquid
separation

Chemical
Treatment
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Liquid treatment in Hot cell : fluoride treatment

Aluminium complexation treatment:

FTFE reactor 1 L + 3M HF solution i

—•>; Dilution HF 0 3NHNO3
 3 N

Powder Al(OH),: Al/ F - = 6 -• Complexatioa
1'

A1(OH)3 + 3HF<=>A1F3 + 3H,O Analyse

evacuation

6th-8th september 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

Liquid treatment in Hot cell

• Zircaloy dissolution solutions
-™~.

oea 1
2
3
4

mixture
Total

volume

(U
0,250
0,300

7
1,2

8,750

HF
(N)
3

0.05
3
2

2,8
24 moles

HNO3

(N)
3

0,5
3
5

3,2
27,9 moles

• Results •
No precipitation of Al
90 L of liquid waste were produced
97.9 % of fluor is complexed
free F" < 6.12 10E"3

F" content

activite beta-gamma
Bq/L

8.34E+08
1.49E+10
1.00E+09
4.63E+09
2.0E+09

1,7E+10Bq

6th-8th september 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

activite alpha
Bq/L

6.53E+06
2.62E+09
5.00E+06
3,90E+07
9.9E+07

8,7 E+08 Bq
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Liquid treatment in Hot cell: NHA content

Nitrite destruction

NH3OH+ NO3 + NO2 —>N2O + NO3 + 2H2O

Volume = 9.5 L
[HNO3] = 1.35 N
[NHA] = 0.14 N
[NaNO2] = 1.5 M

Treatment in 1 liter reactor with stirring:
Nitrite= 50 mL/h
Low temperature increase

JL
SOjnUh

NaNO, 1,5M

NHA solution •

7

magnetic mixer

6th-8th September 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

Liquid treatment in Hot cell : sulfate content

G G 3 100 liters of liquid waste with SO4
2" = 550 mg/L

— [SO4
2"] limit = 25 mg/L

Process: baryum precipitation

Glass reactor 5 L + solution j

Ba(NO3)2 • | Complexaflon

Ba2+ + SO4
2- <=> BaSOA

 ! Precipitate growing • 12 h |

Filtration | .
Solid Drying L l c l u l d

HA solid waste evacuation

6th-8th September 2IM14 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway
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Liquid treatment in Hot cell . organic liquid

— 5 L of diamide used to minor
actimdes separation studies
Actually,DR = 40 mGy/h
DR< 0.5 mGy/h for destruction in
glove boxes

Decontamination with NaOH 4M
Vaq/Vorg = VA

Results:
5 L of treated diamide :
DRof0 .5L< 0.5 mGy/h

6th-8th september 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway

Conclusion

R&D experiments from dissolution fuel to liquid
extraction produce a large set of wastes.
The C11 -C12 hot cell waste management is under
control e.
- Gas release are reduced at most
- Liquid effluent treatment are optimized
- The solid wastes are treated in line without accumulation

A storage should be found for high activity solid waste

Waste producer treatment is essential to optimize hot cell
exploitation and to do R&D on quality

6th-8th september 2004 Hot Laboratories and Remote Handling, Halden, Norway
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Recovery of Spent High Intensity Neutron Sources in Atalante Facility

P BROS1 - V. BOYER DESLYS2 - A. MILLET3 - I SOLINHAC3

L. DONNET3 - C. MAILLARD3 - S. PAILLARD2 - M. RANCHOUX1

1Actinides, Analysis and Experiments Office
2Analysis and Material Metrology Laboratory
3Actinides Materials Elaboration Laboratory

CEAA/alrho, BP 17171, 30207 Bagnols sur Céze Cedex, France

Abstract

The Atalante facility is required by law to recover both neutron and gamma sources with activity levels exceeding
300 mCi. Most of the neutron sources consist of mixtures of alpha-emitters (238Pu, 239Pu, 241Am or 244Cm) and
beryllium. Several processes now under consideration are based on routine chemical separation techniques
(selective precipitation, extraction chromatography, ion exchange). The treatment produces an actinide oxide (which
is used later for R&D studies) and solid beryllium nitrate, which is considered as a waste and transferred to a surface
interim storage site if the overall activity of the package after 300 years is less than 50 MBq (ANDRA specifications).
The Material Analysis and Metrology Laboratory of Atalante validate the residual alpha activity in the waste. The
techniques used include alpha spectrometry and L-line X-ray fluorescence for alpha emitters, and plasma torch
measurements (ICP-AES and ICP-MS) for beryllium analysis. Specific equipments for transport (B type cask),
storage and treatment (hot shielded cells) are used for this activity.

Keywords: Neutron sources, Actinides, Beryllium, Analysis, Atalante, Waste.

Context

In 1990, French government decided that suppliers had to recover spent radioactive sources at the end of
their use or later ten years after. In this frame, the Atalante facility is in charge of the recovery of both
gamma and neutron French sources which activity level is above 300 mCi (11 GBq). This task comprises
two major parts. A management aspect consisting to:

examine sources recovery requests,
identify sources to be recovered from inventories,
organize transports,
manage small interim storage facilities.

A technical and scientific aspect concerning mainly:

the development of specific devices to implement in hot cells,
R&D studies to carry out actinides separation from beryllium.

The fabrication of sealed sources ended on 1992 at the Fontenay aux Roses center and the activity was
transferred to Atalante in Marcoule where specific equipments have been implemented to keep on. This
paper presents an overview of these equipments and gives the status on the R&D in progress concerning
the recovery of spent high intensity neutron sources.

Pascal.bros@cea.fr
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Neutron sources to be recorded

Most of the neutron sources comprise a mixture of beryllium (metal or oxide) and an alpha emitter such
as 241Am, 244Cm, 238Pu or 239Pu. Neutrons are produced by reaction between alpha particles and beryllium
as follows:

C +5,71 MeV

Table I shows some neutron sources characteristics.

Table I Neutron sources characteristics

Source Type

241 Am Be

239PuBe

244CmBe

Half life
(year)

458

24400

18.1

Alpha emission
energy (MeV)

5.4

5.1

5.8

Neutron Emission

(106 n/s/Ci)

2,2

1,5

2,6

Neutron Emission

(106n/s/g)

7,7

0,09

200

PuBe sources are often used as standard for neutron counters because of their stability. AmBe sources
are used in numerous fields, petroleum industry (well logging), soil science (density and moisture content
determinations), and activation analysis...

The inventory of the neutron sources manufactured in Fontenay aux Roses and then in Marcoule has
been done (cf. Table II). It allows identifying disused sources to be recovered which are stored in or out of
Atalante.

Table II Neutrons sources inventory

Source
Type

241AmBe

239PuBe

244CmBe

Actinide mass stored
in Atalante (g)

80
(207 sources)

432
(4 sources)

0.37
(10 sources)

Actinide mass stored
out of Atalante (g)

590
(919 sources)

713
(26 sources)

3g
(30 sources)

TOTALS (g)

670

1145

17

241 AmBe and 239PuBe represent significant masses that could be used for other applications (R&D
studies, etc).

Main equipments used for the neutron sources recovery

A specific cask (photo n°1) has been developed by the CEA for high activity sources transports. The
pending renewal of approval is scheduled for 2005. This shipping container allows to transport a large
variety of actinides as shown in table III.
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Table III CTB cask contents

Content

Np

Pu

U

Am

Cm

Th

Tc
Cf (special form)

Alpha emetters and light
elements (Be, B, F, C ou Li)

mixtures in special form

Isotopes

237
239
238

239-240-241-242
Natural

233 - 234 - 235
232

241 - 243
242
244
248
228
229
99

252
241Am
244Cm
238pu

239Pu

Mass (g)

250
0,001

30
250
1000
250
2
30

0,002
6

0,001
0,01
250
100

5.00E-05
14,5

0,617
2,92
250

In Atalante, the RESO room is devoted to the low activity radioactive sources storage. In the case of
actinides beryllium sources, it cannot be used because of the intense neutron emission. So, sources are
directly introduced in the C10 hot cell (cf. photo n°2) which biological shield is suitable with high neutron
emissions.

Photo n°1 CTB Cask

Photo n°2 C10 Hot cell - General view Photo n°3 Sources opening machine

After their introduction, the sources are opened with a specific device (photo n°3). Since 1997, about 160
241AmBe sources have been opened, leading to the recovery of about 600 g of material (Am + Be). R&D
studies are now in progress at the L6 laboratory to perform Am/Be separation. Specific analytical
developments are also needed, in particular to characterize the waste containing the beryllium. These
tasks are carry out in laboratories L19 (ICP measurements) and L27 (radiometric determinations). The
R&D results will be used to perform the chemical operations in hot cells.
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Studies on the reprocessing of the AMO2/Be sources

Studies have been undertaken to reduce the neutron fluence of the mixture (Am/Be) and to recover the
material with the following objectives:

separate the americium from the beryllium and stabilize the americium as AmO2;
process the beryllium and effluent streams to obtain a Be chemical form and an Am concentration
suitable for removal from the Atalante building.

Different steps have been studied:

to dissolve the AmO2/Be mixture,
to perform the Am/Be separation,
to obtain pure americium,
to produce Be nitrate at an activity level suitable for a waste surface site disposal.

The obtained results allow proposing a diagram of the reprocessing that will have to be validated with
genuine

AmO.fBe

Ain=VBe'-

1wt%

Dissolution
[HNOJ : 7M/T ebullition

Chromatog
cycle on
cationic resin

Purified Am"
to be condtttonned in AmO;

Be/Am probably « 1wt%

Filtrate (Be flow)
0.25wt% «Am/Be < 0.4 wt%

iraphic h—Dissolution I
J in nitric acid I

'"n /k
AmjOH), traces

Am hydroxide
precipitation

Filtrate BefOH). + BeSOH)/-
Am/Be< 12,7|J9<i'Am/g (Am+Be)

tobeconditionnedin BefNO,),
for storage on a ANDRA surface site

Fig. 1 AmO2/Be source reprocessing flowsheet

The synthesis of beryllium nitrate and the liquid waste processing must be studied too.

Analytical studies

In collaboration with ANDRA (the French National Radioactive Waste Management Agency), the
beryllium arising from source processing is placed in interim storage at a surface site. The resulting waste
package must only contain beryllium nitrate, and its activity after 300 years must not exceed 50 MBq.

In Atalante, the waste drums destined for an ANDRA site are measured by passive neutron counting in
addition to gamma spectrometry measurements. These techniques are unreliable in the case of waste
arising from the destruction of neutron sources; it was therefore decided that the waste activity would be
determined prior to conditioning. Specific protocols have been developed for this purpose.
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Determination of the Be concentration in the Be nitrate solution

After the beryllium nitrate conversion in hot cell, a sample is then dissolved in nitric acid and transferred to
Analysis Laboratory The quantity of beryllium in the dissolution solution is determined by Inductively
Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES) and by (Inductively Coupled Plasma -
Quadrupolar Mass Spectrometry (ICP-QMS). In both techniques, a plasma is used to excite the atoms
initially present in the liquid sample. ICP-AES detects the photon radiation emitted during the atom
relaxation processes and the excited ions (emission spectrometry), while in ICP-QMS the ions formed in
the plasma are collected and counted (mass spectrometry). ICP-AES is capable of measuring each
element by its particular wavelengths, while ICP-QMS discriminates among the elements according to the
ion mass/charge ratio.

The determination was performed with the equipment in laboratory L19. Beryllium analysis by ICP-AES
and ICP-MS. ICP analyses are carried out on a highly diluted sample. An internal measurement standard
is added to the ICP measurement sample to correct the matrix effects. The nature of the standard
depends on the element being assayed and the technique used. Holmium (Ho) was used for ICP-AES
measurements, and indium ( I n ) for ICP-QMS. In these conditions, both techniques are very sensitive
and the quantification limits are respectively equal to 0.2mg.L~1 and O.OImg.L"1 for ICP/AES and ICP/MS.

Determination of the alpha activity in the residual beryllium nitrate

The alpha activity was determined for a surrogate solution containing beryllium (50 g/L) and
plutonium 239 (11 mg/L) using a semiconductor detection system. The dilution factor and the quantity
deposited for source preparation allowed usable spectra to be recorded in a reasonable time with an
activity of about 5 Bq.
The plutonium concentration determined from the alpha activity was consistent with the value obtained by
X-ray fluorescence. The system is capable of determining trace quantities of uranium and plutonium in
aqueous or organic solutions arising from spent nuclear fuel reprocessing.

Comments
The results obtained show that the selected techniques and operating procedures correctly characterize
beryllium waste. No interference was observed for analysis of beryllium by ICP-MS or by ICP-AES. For
activity measurement, we demonstrated that sample dilution followed by semiconductor alpha
spectrometry measurements yielded usable count rates and dead time values, avoiding to perform
difficult chemical separation steps.
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Handling and behaviour of AVR fuel elements for interim storage

H. KRUMBACH1, R. DUWE, M. Rodig,
Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH (FZJ), D-52425 Julich, Germany

Abstract

Between 1966 and 1984, nearly 290000 spherical fuel elements with several types of coated particles have been
irradiated in the Juelich Experimental Power Plant (AVR). The spent fuel elements have been discharged from the
reactor into small stainless steel canisters with a capacity of 50 pebbles each (AVR can). The AVR cans were
received and racked in a pool facility of the hot cell laboratory and in the DIDO reactor with the aim for interim
storage. After several years of storage in the pool, the small AVR cans were decanted in stainless steel storage
canisters with a capacity of 950 fuel elements maximum (dry storage can). In addition an interim storage facility with
158 transport/storage casks (CASTOR-AVR), made of nodular cast iron, was installed. Each cask is suitable for the
storage of two dry storage cans.

Complementing the storage of AVR fuel, a measuring program was initiated to demonstrate the safety of dry storage
of spent HTR fuel elements and to provide data for licensing commercial storage casks. It was found, that under
interim storage conditions only the radioactive gaseous nuclides H-3, Kr-85 and C-14 (CO2) can be released, and as
a consequence these are the principal nuclides measured in this programme. Additional gamma- and neutron dose
rate measurements at the surface of the transport/storage casks were carried out.

Introduction

From August 1966 to December 1988, the experimental power plant AVR was operated by the
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchs-Reaktor GmbH on the site of Forschungszentrum Julich (FZJ). The AVR is
a gas cooled high temperature reactor with a power of 50 MWth. The core consists of approximately
100 000 spherical fuel elements of 60 mm diameter with coated particles embedded in a graphite matrix.
During the years of operation 50 fuel elements were unloaded every day after reaching the maximum
burn-up (20% FIMA).
During the operational years, nearly 290 000 spherical fuel elements with several types of coated
particles have been irradiated in the reactor. After shutdown of the reactor, the fuel elements have been
removed from the core. This procedure was finished in 1998 but preparation for interim storage has not
been finished due to licensing reasons. For the handling of fuel elements on their way to the interim
storage plant, special procedures have been developed at FZJ. These procedures shall be described
below.

Unloading of the AVR core and decanting of fuel elements in the hot cells

During unloading of the AVR core, the fuel elements were stored in so-called AVR cans. Each of these
cans has a capacity of 50 pebbles. They are made from stainless steel and closed by means of a plug.
The AVR cans were transported to the hot cell laboratory, where they are stored in a water pool serving
as a buffer storage (Fig. 1). The maximum capacity of this pool is 68 300 fuel elements corresponding to
1365 cans.
From the water pool, the cans are transported to a hot cell where they are opened and unloaded. When
the plug is removed from the can, special attention is paid for indications of water penetration. Such a
water penetration may have happened due to leaky sealings during the preceding storage in the pool. In
case of indications of water penetration the concerned fuel elements are treated in a special way (s.
below).
Dry pebbles are decanted in the hot cell into so called "dry storage cans" made from stainless steel (Fig.
2). A plug with a Viton elastomer sealing closes these cans. Each can has a capacity of 950 fuel
elements.
After transportation to the waste cell laboratory, the dry storage cans are placed in a large storage cell
with a capacity of 140 storage cans. Here they are placed in transport/storage casks (CASTOR-
THTR/AVR), made of nodular cast iron (fig. 3). One CASTOR-THTR/AVR cask can take up two dry

h.krumbach(5) fz-juelich.de
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storage cans, corresponding to 1900 fuel elements. Since 1997 the license has been extended to 140
additional cans.

Treatment of wet fuel elements

As mentioned above, some of the fuel elements took up moisture during storage of the AVR cans in the
water pool of the hot cell laboratory. These wet fuel elements are identified by visual inspection and
weight control. After separating them from the dry ones, they are filled in separate dry storage cans that
are closed leak tight by welding (Fig. 4). This welding is performed in a hot cell with the welding head and
the dry storage can inside and the welding aggregate outside. The leak tightness is required for two
reasons:
- moisture in the CASTOR AVR cask may cause corrosion on the unprotected cast iron walls and the

sealing surfaces,
avoidance of gaseous radio nuclides (H-3, Kr-85, C-14).

In order to guarantee leak tightness after welding, the weld is tested by means of a helium leakage test.
But in order to determine the helium leakage rate for a welded dry storage can, some preparatory
measures have to be taken. First of all, part of the air volume in the can has to be exchanged against
helium. This is carried out by means of a so-called un-plugging system. The un-plugging apparatus is
connected in a gas-tight way to the neck of the dry storage can. After unplugging, the can is flushed by
helium, while 20% of the air from the can (24 I approximately) is stored in a flask from where it can be
analysed for H-3, C-14 and Kr-85. The dry storage can is filled with helium at 1 bar. Next the plug with a
Viton sealing is exchanged against a plug with an O-ring made from silicone. This exchange of sealings is
carried out because the high density of the Viton ring would make helium leak testing after welding
impossible. Due to the higher permeability of the silicone ring for helium, short time after welding a
concentration of helium is accumulated below the weld which is high enough to allow detection of leakage
rates of < 1 x 10"5 mbar I /s.
After welding and leak testing, two dry storage cans are placed in a Castor AVR cask. These casks are
transported to the AVR interim storage site.

Loading of the CASTOR THTR/AVR Cask

The loading of the CASTOR THTR/AVR cask is carried out in the waste-cell area of the interim storage
site. Each cask is filled with two dry storage cans (Fig. 5). The cask is closed by a double lid system.
Before loading, the sealing surfaces of the lids are inspected and prepared outside the cell. After
inspection of the sealing surfaces the primary lid is placed on the empty cask, which is moved into the
loading cell
Here the primary lid of the cask is removed by means of a mounting tool. In order to guarantee the correct
replacement of the lid, all positions are controlled by a laser equipment. During the loading process of the
cask with the two dry storage cans, segmented cover plates protect the sealing surfaces
After replacement of the primary lid, the door of the hot cell can be opened, and a first in-situ radiation
protection measurement is carried out. Now four screws of the primary-lid are fixed by hand, and after
another surface radiation measurement the cask is driven out of the cell for further treatment.
Now, the other screws of the primary-lid are installed and tightened by means of a torque key. Helium
leak testing controls the leak tightness of the primary-lid and the result is documented. In order to control
the pressure between the two lids, a pressure gauge is mounted to the secondary lid.
After installation of the secondary lid, its leak tightness is also tested with helium, and the function of the
pressure switch is checked. Finally the CASTOR THTR/AVR cask is transported to the AVR interim
storage (Fig. 6), which is located in the same building.

Release of gaseous radionuclides from fuel elements

Complementing the storage of AVR fuel, a measuring program was initiated to demonstrate the safety of
dry storage of spent HTR fuel elements and to provide data for licensing commercial storage casks.
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With respect to interim storage of graphitic fuel elements of up to 50 years, only few gaseous
radionuclides have to be considered. These are H-3 (as HT, HTO or T2), C-14 (as 14CO2) and Kr-85.
Different from final storage conditions, Ra-226 has not to be considered under interim storage conditions
The main sources for tritium release under storage conditions are (p-n)-reactions with He-3 isotopes of
the cooling gas and (n-a)-reactions with Li-6 pollutions in graphite. Tritium from ternary fissions is well
included in the coated particles. 95% of the tritium inventory exists in the form of HTO. Each so-called dry
fuel element is able to take up 50 mg of water; for wet fuel elements this value may rise up to several
grams. This water may exchange its hydrogen atom with HT or T2 gas and HTO is generated. If the water
content in the cans is high enough (fluid water instead of moisture), radiolysis gas may be generated.
Overpressures of 200 mbar were measured in closed cans.
Due to the high cross section for (n-p)-reactions in nitrogen, the main contribution of the C-14 generation
comes from the air contact of graphite during the fuel element production. The nitrogen penetrates into
the pores of the graphite and is not released at the high operating temperatures of the fuel elements.
Hence C-14 is mainly found in the surface areas of the fuel elements. It can be released as CO2 during
oxidation processes forced by radiation.
Kr-85 is generated as a pure fission product. This means the inventory of a fuel element is dependent on
the burn-up and the type of fuel. Most of the Kr-85 is included in the coated particles only a small amount
is generated from heavy metal pollutions in the matrix material and from particular fuel particles with
damaged coatings (< 10"4 of the total inventory).
In order to investigate the release of gaseous nuclides, two dry storage cans were quipped with valves
(Fig. 7) and connected to a flushing gas circuit (Fig. 8). In a closed circuit, the gas is pumped through a
pre-heated sampler. The pre-heating to 30°C is required to avoid condensation of HTO. For analysis, 100
ml were taken out of the total gas volume of 120 I and analysed by means of a proportional counter that
was able to separate low energy (H-3) and high-energy beta radiation. Kr-85 and 14CO2 were separated
by means of a trap filled with soda lime as a CO2 absorber.
Additional gamma- and neutron dose rate measurements at the surface of the transport-/storage casks
were carried out after 1. 6 and 10 years. After one year the main contribution of the y-dose is due to
Ce144Pr with a half life time of 285 d and photon energies of > 1.4 MeV. This means fuel elements with a
low burn-up and a high fuel inventory require more screening efforts. After longer ease off time CS-137
(T1/2 = 30 a) gives the main contribution to the irradiation, and fuel elements with low burn-up require less
screening.
Neutron irradiation is mainly due to Pu-238 and increases more than proportionally with the burn-up.

unloading of
ÅVR can

shielding
container

AVRdry '
storage can

weighting interim storage

Fig. 1 Decanting station Fig. 2 Filling of dry storage cans
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Fig. 3 CASTOR-AVR transport and storage cask

Fig. 4 Welding machine for dry storage cans
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protection lid

screening lid

dry storage
cans

container body
(cast iron)

Fig. 5 CASTOR-THTR/AVR transport and storage cask (schematic diagram)
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Fig. 6 AVR interim storage plant

Fig. 7 AVR dry storage can equipped with valves
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gas sample for mass spectrometry

ionisation
chamber f pressure j

Å A
P2O5 soda lime

trapping of: H2O CO2

indication of: HTO C-14 Kr-85 HT
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counter
(3-chamber)

AVR storage can with gas circuit

Fig. 8 AVR dry storage can with gas circuit
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